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A large body of experimental evidence points to sophisticated signal processing taking place
at the level of dendritic trees and dendritic branches of neurons. This evidence suggests
that, in addition to inferring the connectivity between neurons, identifying analog dendritic
processing in individual cells is fundamentally important to understanding the underlying
principles of neural computation.
In this thesis, we develop a novel theoretical framework for the identification of dendritic
processing directly from spike times produced by spiking neurons. The problem setting of
spiking neurons is necessary since such neurons make up the majority of electrically excitable
cells in most nervous systems and it is often hard or even impossible to directly monitor the
activity within dendrites. Thus, action potentials produced by neurons often constitute the
only causal and observable correlate of dendritic processing.
In order to remain true to the underlying biophysics of electrically excitable cells, we
employ well-established mechanistic models of action potential generation to describe the
nonlinear mapping of the aggregate current produced by the tree into an asynchronous
sequence of spikes. Specific models of spike generation considered include conductance-
based models such as Hodgkin-Huxley, Morris-Lecar, Fitzhugh-Nagumo, as well as simpler
models of the integrate-and-fire and threshold-and-fire type.
The aggregate time-varying current driving the spike generator is taken to be produced by
a dendritic stimulus processor, which is a nonlinear dynamical system capable of describing
arbitrary linear and nonlinear transformations performed on one or more input stimuli. In
the case of multiple stimuli, it can also describe the cross-coupling, or interaction, between
various stimulus features. The behavior of the dendritic stimulus processor is fully captured
by one or more kernels, which provide a characterization of the signal processing that is
consistent with the broader cable theory description of dendritic trees.
We prove that the neural identification problem, stated in terms of identifying the kernels
of the dendritic stimulus processor, is mathematically dual to the neural population encoding
problem. Specifically, we show that the collection of spikes produced by a single neuron in
multiple experimental trials can be treated as a single multidimensional spike train of a
population of neurons encoding the parameters of the dendritic stimulus processor.
Using the theory of sampling in reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, we then derive precise
results demonstrating that, during any experiment, the entire neural circuit is projected onto
the space of input stimuli and parameters of this projection are faithfully encoded in the
spike train. Spike times are shown to correspond to generalized samples, or measurements,
of this projection in a system of coordinates that is not fixed but is both neuron- and
stimulus-dependent. We examine the theoretical conditions under which it may be possible
to reconstruct the dendritic stimulus processor from these samples and derive corresponding
experimental conditions for the minimum number of spikes and stimuli that need to be used.
We also provide explicit algorithms for reconstructing the kernel projection and demonstrate
that, under natural conditions, this projection converges to the true kernel.
The developed methodology is quite general and can be applied to a number of neural
circuits. In particular, the methods discussed span all sensory modalities, including vision,
audition and olfaction, in which external stimuli are typically continuous functions of time
and space. The results can also be applied to circuits in higher brain centers that receive
multi-dimensional spike trains as input stimuli instead of continuous signals. In addition,
the modularity of the approach allows one to extend it to mixed-signal circuits processing
both continuous and spiking stimuli, to circuits with extensive lateral connections and feed-
back, as well as to multisensory circuits concurrently processing multiple stimuli of different
dimensions, such as audio and video. Another important extension of the approach can be
used to estimate the phase response curves of a neuron.
All of the theoretical results are accompanied by detailed examples demonstrating the
performance of the proposed identification algorithms. We employ both synthetic and nat-
uralistic stimuli such as natural video and audio to highlight the power of the approach.
Finally, we consider the implication of our work on problems pertaining to neural encoding
and decoding and discuss promising directions for future research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The chief function of the body
is to carry the brain around.
– Thomas A. Edison
The human brain is an incredible feat of evolution. Consuming a mere 20 watts of power
[5] – as much as a dim light bulb – it lets us navigate, discover and make sense of the huge,
complex, and dynamic world around us. Somehow, over the course of millions of years,
biology has figured out a way to interconnect an incredibly large collection of electrically-
excitable cells in the nervous system in order to process vast amounts of information about
the surrounding environment and create faithful internal representations of objects and
events in it. Even the smallest of brains, or “minibrains”, e.g., those of moths, flies, and bees,
can perform incredibly complex tasks that cannot be accomplished by the most sophisticated
machines that exist today. Whether detecting extremely small concentrations of odorants
and tracking other animals from miles away [36], executing rapid and precise flight maneuvers
to capture prey and avoid being captured [23, 35], or recognizing and categorizing objects and
faces [6], minibrains can perform many tasks at a fraction of the energy cost of human-made
machines, and often in real time. While the last century saw a tremendous growth in our
knowledge about the anatomical, biophysical and molecular organization of nervous systems
of many different animals, including those listed above, the basic principles underlying neural
information processing remain largely unknown.
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1.1 Motivation
This thesis is fueled by the fundamental desire to understand how the brain processes in-
formation. As with any system, the brain can be analyzed at many different levels. Here
we do not attempt to study the brain as a whole, for it is an extremely convoluted and
integrated system responsible for an extraordinarily wide scope of functions. Nor do we
wish to study it at the micro-level of molecules and proteins that are responsible for the
underlying biophysics. Instead, we focus on the computational level of anatomically well-
defined neural circuits. The computational level provides a mathematical description of the
particular function performed by a neural circuit and lets us focus on its signal-processing
capabilities. It is important however to keep the computational level of analysis in check
with the basic organizational and biophysical principles of the nervous system and we try
do so throughout this thesis.
Today it is universally accepted that the brain consists of fundamental building blocks,
called neurons. This is a direct result of the ground-breaking work of the Spanish neuro-
scientist and Nobel laureate Santiago Ramón y Cajal, who dedicated his entire life to the
study of the nervous system in humans and other animals. At the time when no adequate
imaging techniques were available to visualize the nervous system, Ramón y Cajal pioneered
the use of the Golgi method for staining the neural tissue with silver nitrate and produced
impeccable hand-drawn images of individual neurons in many different brain areas (Fig.
1.1). Based on his observations, Ramón y Cajal postulated the “neuron doctrine” which
served as the foundation of all modern neuroscience. Loosely speaking, the neuron doctrine
states that (1) the neuron is the fundamental structural and functional unit of the brain; (2)
all nerve fibers arise from neurons which are not continuous with other cells; (3) the neuron
is composed of 3 parts - the dendrites, axon and cell body; (4) all communication between
neurons is through contacts and not cytoplasmic continuity; and (5) information in neurons
flows from the dendrites to the axon. In line with Ramón y Cajal’s neuron doctrine, we ask,
• How is information processed at the level of individual neurons as it flows from den-
drites to the axon?
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Figure 1.1: Ramón y Cajal and the Golgi staining experiments. (a) Santiago Ramón y Cajal in
his laboratory in Valencia, circa 1884. (b) (left) visual cortex of the human adult; (middle) motor cortex of a
human adult; (right) cortex of a 1.5-month-old infant. (c) Purkinje cell in the cat’s cerebellar cortex. Legend:
a) axon, b) collateral, d) dendrites. Public domain images (PD-123). Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org
Besides the neuron doctrine and its modern extensions [155], it is also widely acknowl-
edged that neurons are electrically-excitable cells that produce a change in the electrical
potential across their membranes in response to stimulation. This electrical activity is me-
diated by ionic currents which are generated by multiple species of ions, most notably by
sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), calcium (Ca2+) and chloride (Cl−), and sustained by ion
channels that gate the ion flow through the cell membrane. The majority of neurons in any
nervous system (with a few exceptions, most notably that of the roundworm C. elegans)
generate rapid short-lasting changes in their potential, termed spikes, or action potentials.
Thanks to the seminal work of Hodgkin and Huxley [67] (as well as countless researchers
before them [72]), we now have a very good understanding of both the interaction between
ionic currents that leads to the generation of action potentials and the biophysics of spike
propagation in the axon. Using a series of voltage-clamp experiments conducted on the
giant squid axon, Hodgkin and Huxley provided a precise mathematical explanation for the
initiation and propagation of spikes. Namely, they showed that spikes are generated by a
nonlinear dynamical system [71], consisting of a set of variables that describe its state, and a
law that describes the evolution of the state variables with time. The state variables are the
membrane potential V and the gating variables m, n, h which describe the activation and
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inactivation of ion channels. The specific law is given by four differential equations reviewed
in Section 2.
The view that emerged in the post-Hodgkin-Huxley era is that at least one part of the
signal transformation observed in any individual neuron is due to the the nonlinear dynam-
ical system which maps, or encodes, the aggregate ionic current into a temporal sequence
of action-potentials. The action potentials are then actively transported by the axon and
used for communication with postsynaptic neurons. The other set of neuronal processes, the
dendrites (or cilia in the case of sensory neurons), receive signals from presynaptic neurons
(or the environment) and typically constitute the bulk of the neuronal surface area (up to
98% in some cases [87]). Consequently, most of the current in neurons is generated by the
dendritic tree in response to input signals. It is only natural to ask then,
• What is the nature of dendritic transformations mapping input signals into current?
We are motivated by the overwhelming experimental evidence, including recent data pro-
duced by the author and his colleagues (see Appendix D and Appendix E), demonstrating
that surprisingly sophisticated computations arise not only at the level of neural circuits,
but also at the level of individual neurons, starting with the sensory periphery. For ex-
ample, in the vertebrate retina, directional selectivity to visual stimuli is computed within
dendritic branches of starburst amacrine cells as a result of nonlinear interactions between
excitatory and inhibitory inputs [14]. In the fruit fly olfactory system, olfactory sensory
neurons and projection neurons encode the velocity and acceleration of odorants [85, 86].
In the locust visual system, the lobula giant movement detector neuron multiplies two post-
synaptic currents representing the angular velocity and size of an approaching object, by
way of nonlinear dendritic and axonal transformations [54]. In higher brain areas, e.g, the
somatosensory and visual cortex, single dendrites of pyramidal cells act as processing com-
partments capable of performing coincidence detection between neighboring synaptic inputs
[4] and discriminating temporal synaptic sequences [17].
The examples listed above demonstrate that in certain cases it is possible to uncover
the nature of information processing in neurons through extensive ad-hoc experiments and
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laborious empirical data analysis. However in general, understanding how neurons process
their input signals (both sensory stimuli and signals from other cells) is difficult. In part, this
is because the response of any spiking neuron is determined both by the activity within the
dendritic tree and by the nonlinear dynamical system that maps the dendritic current into
action potentials, with the contribution of these two distinct processes being confounded at
the output of a neuron. Furthermore, it is not a priori clear which input signals need to be
used in order to properly explore the entire system under study. How should these signals
be parametrized? Should stimuli be limited to sensory signals? Should sensory stimuli be
synthetic or naturalistic? Can spikes be used to explore the system function? Should one
stimulate multisensory neurons with signals from multiple modalities simultaneously or sep-
arately? Is the processing of stimuli having different dimensions and timescales confounded
in the response of a multisensory neuron?
We aim to develop a theoretical foundation for studying information processing both in
individual spiking neurons and interconnected populations of spiking neurons. The overar-
ching goal is to provide precise theorem and proof statements that allow us to rigorously
address the questions raised above. We strive to develop this theory within the known bio-
physical principles of neuron function. We do so in order to make this theory applicable
to real biological systems and in order to derive meaningful experimental procedures and
conditions for studying neural information processing.
1.2 Approach
Here we advocate the system identification approach for studying information processing in
neurons and neural circuits. Various system identification methods have been successfully
used in natural sciences and engineering as a rigorous means of studying unknown systems
[114]. A principled system identification approach provides a clear set of guidelines for
combining the input/output data with other knowledge about the system to estimate a
function that maps the input space into the output space of the system. In order to obtain
an estimate of this function, it is necessary to choose a computational model that can
provide a good description of the system. Once the model is chosen, an algorithm is sought
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to identify parameters of the model based on the input/output data.
Past quantitative neurophysiological studies have produced several classes of compu-
tational models describing the functional relationship between sensory inputs and neural
responses [184]. The model classes differ in their assumptions about the properties of a
neuron or a neural circuit and impose different constraints on the choice of the optimal
mapping function. However, one of the overriding similarities in all existing neural system
identification models is that they do not explicitly model the spike generation dynamics.
This is noteworthy since the highly nonlinear nature of action potential generation has been
shown to produce interactions between stimulus features [68, 157] and to profoundly affect
the estimation of the underlying computation by presenting itself as artifactual stimulus
processing [68, 137, 151].
The majority of existing models are concerned with the average neuronal activation
rather than the precise spike timing and they view the cell membrane voltage as the primary
signal affecting the average response, or firing rate, of the neuron [133, 134]. The firing rate
r is modeled as a function of the membrane voltage, i.e., r = f(V ), where f is typically
chosen to be monotonic, e.g., sigmoidal, exponential, or log-exponential. This is in line with
some of the older work published before the true origins of the action potential were well
understood. In [63] it was suggested that the fundamental quantity affecting the response
of the neuron is the “generator potential”. This was further corroborated by Katz [79], who
used pharmocological tools to disable spiking in muscle stretch receptors and demonstrated
that the amplitude of the remaining generator potential was proportional to the firing rate
in control experiments. The “generator potential” concept was further developed in the
textbook by Stevens [161] as the “slow potential theory”, with the main idea being that
“an above-threshold depolarization whose magnitude changes relatively slowly” is faithfully
encoded in the firing frequency of the cell.
We now know of course that the main determinant in the response of any biophysical
spike generator is the transmembrane ionic current and not voltage. The spike initiation
zone receives analog current from the dendritic tree and converts it directly into spikes.
In the language of dynamical systems, current is the bifurcation parameter [71]: it is re-
sponsible for the neuron’s transition from quiescence to spiking. The type of bifurcation











Figure 1.2: Suggested computational model of a neuron. (a) A biological neuron produces a train
of action potentials, or spikes, at times (tk)k∈Z in response to a stimulus u (in this case a function of time
u(t), t ∈ R) received by the dendritic tree. (b) In the computational model, the dendritic stimulus processor
(DSP) performs (arbitrary, nonlinear) stimulus transformations resulting in the aggregate dendritic current
v(t), t ∈ R, which drives the nonlinear dynamical system describing the generation of action potentials.
determines many aspects of the response such as the neuronal excitability, the subthreshold
behavior, the ability to generate postinhibitory rebound spikes, and the bistability of rest-
ing and spiking. In line with this thinking as well as Hodgkin and Huxley’s explanation of
action potential generation, we explicitly incorporate a nonlinear dynamical system into our
computational neuron model (Fig. 1.2b) and ask the system identification question
• Can we identify parameters of the biophysical spike generator using input/output data?
The aggregate time-varying dendritic current v(t), t ∈ R, in our model acts as the
bifurcation parameter of the spike generator. It is produced by the dendritic stimulus
processor (DSP) in response to a stimulus u (e.g., a function of time u(t), t ∈ R). In the
general case, the DSP models arbitrary linear or nonlinear transformations performed on
the stimulus u and is described by one or more kernels, or impulse responses (e.g., a function
of time h(t), t ∈ R, if the input signal u is a function of time and the processing is linear).
Such a description of the DSP is consistent with the (broader) cable theory description
of dendritic trees [141, 142]. Having inherited its name from Lord Kelvin’s model of the
transatlantic telegraph cable [165], the cable theory uses the core conductor concept, i.e., a
thin tube membrane filled with an electrically conducting core, to describe distributions of
current and potential in neuronal dendrites. Given partial differential equations describing
the linear cable model of the dendritic tree, their time-dependent solutions can be solved
using Green’s function [170]. The main utility of Green’s function, also known as the kernel,
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or the impulse response, is that it can be used to find the response of a linear system to an
arbitrary input. In a typical setting of a spatially-distributed dendritic tree, the kernel is a
function of both space and time, needed to account for the spatiotemporal distributions of
current densities in dendrites. In our setting however, we are interested primarily in modeling
the temporal profile of the current at the spike initiation zone, and not in specifying the
spatio-temporal profile along the entire tree. Consequently, in the simplest case of linear
temporal processing, the dendritic stimulus processor is completely described by a temporal
kernel h(t). This kernel can be used to predict the response of the DSP to an arbitrary





where D1 is the domain of integration. In electrical engineering terms, the DSP in this
simple case acts as a linear time-invariant filter and its output is given by the convolution of
the input signal with the kernel, or the impulse response, of the filter. Typically, the kernel
is causal, i.e., h(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0, meaning it describes the system output solely as a function
of the past and present values of the input signal u. In the case of both multidimensional
input stimuli and nonlinear processing, the above approach can be extended by using one or
several multidimensional kernels (see also Chapters 6 & 7). Such kernels also fully capture
the associated multidimensional/nonlinear processing performed by the DSP. Thus, in the
system identification setting we ask,
• Can we identify the kernels describing the dendritic processing directly from the dis-
crete spike time sequence produced by the neuron?
1.3 Contributions & Thesis Structure
One of the main messages of this thesis is that the neural identification problem is dual to
the neural encoding problem. This somewhat vague statement can be made mathematically
precise, connecting the neural circuit identification problem to the vast literature on neural
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encoding and decoding, most notably the work pertaining to time encoding and time de-
coding machines [139]. We derive precise and deep results demonstrating that information
about both the spatio-temporal dendritic processing and the spike generation mechanism
can be faithfully encoded in the spike train of a neuron. Spike times are viewed as signa-
tures of the entire system, and under appropriate conditions, these signatures can be used
to identify both the computation performed by dendrites and the parameters of the spike
generator.
Another recurring theme of this thesis is the realization that during any experiment
an entire neural circuit, including its dendritic stimulus processors and biophysical spike
generators, is projected onto the space of input stimuli. As a consequence, only the pro-
jection of the neural circuit parameters can be identified. This has important implications
for experimental neuroscientists, since conflicting results may be obtained across different
laboratories and even in day-to-day experiments within the same laboratory simply due to
different stimuli being used or an underlying stimulus variability in the experimental setup.
A related message is that the input signals do not have to be restricted to have particular
statistics, as often required in the literature. In particular, stimuli do not need to have
a fixed variance and mean or be white. Instead, we model input signals as elements of
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHSs), which provide a clear geometric interpretation
of the identification problem, while retaining the basic computational formalism of the Dirac-
delta distribution on the space of functions with continuous derivates of any order (used
in white noise analysis). Employing the RKHS of trigonometric polynomials to describe
either synthetic or naturalistic stimuli, we quantitatively describe the relationship between
the underlying circuit parameters and their projections encoded in the output spike train.
We also derive experimental conditions under which these projections converge to the true
parameters.
We begin by studying a simple single-input single-output (SISO) [Filter]-[Spiking Neu-
ron] circuit in Chapter 3. The input stimulus to this circuit is taken to be a continuous
function of time u(t), t ∈ R, as often encountered in sensory neurophysiology, e.g., that of
olfactory sensory neurons [85], while the filter modeling the processing upstream of the spike
initiation zone is assumed to be linear and is described by a temporal kernel h(t), t ∈ R.
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The spike generation is described by a simple, yet biophysically-grounded integrate-and-fire
(IAF) point neuron model. We first demonstrate the duality between the identification and
encoding problems, interpreting spikes produced in different trials in response to different
stimuli as spikes of a neuronal population encoding fixed attributes of the neural circuit.
Then, assuming that parameters of the spike generator are known, we show that in the
absence of noise it is possible to identify the projection Ph of the kernel h without error
directly from spike times produced by the neuron. Our main result is called the Channel
Identification Machine (CIM), emphasizing the connection between our identification setting
and similar problems arising in electrical engineering, where parameters of a communica-
tion channel modeling a physical communication link between a transmitter and a receiver
often need to be estimated. We provide clear conditions under which the CIM can recover
the kernel projection and discuss convergence properties of the CIM. We then extend our
result to multiple-input single-output (MISO) circuits as well as noisy systems, with specific
examples given from both neuroscience and engineering.
In Chapter 4, we consider the identification of spike-processing neural circuits. We
no longer assume that the input is a continuous function of time. Instead, the neuron
is bombarded with spikes from presynaptic neurons, as is typically the case one or more
synapses away from the sensory periphery. We also lift the assumption that parameters
of the spike generator are known. Instead, we assume a typical experimental setting, in
which parameters of the unknown biophysical spike generator need to be estimated from the
input/output data. We break down identification of the entire system into two steps. First,
we use conditional phase response curves to parametrize the nonlinear dynamical system
producing spikes and present a novel algorithm for estimating the phase response curves.
Similar to the main result of Chapter 3, only projections of phase response curves can be
identified. Specific examples are provided for the Hodgkin Huxley neuron. Second, once
the spike generator is characterized, we find the associated receptive fields by employing a
key observation that, given an appropriate choice of the RKHS, the current produced by a
temporal receptive field in response to a spike is indistinguishable from the current produced
in response to a reproducing kernel of the RKHS. This leads to a straightforward inner-
product formulation of the receptive field contribution to the neuronal response. Simulation
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examples include circuits with lateral connectivity and feedback.
We then extend our identification results to multidimensional models of sensory process-
ing in Chapter 5. Such models are capable of capturing neural circuit transformations in
those sensory modalities where the external stimulus is multidimensional by its nature (e.g.,
space and time in vision, spectrum and time in audition). In these models, the computa-
tion is described by an impulse response, or Green’s function, in several dimensions. Specific
simulation examples include Green’s functions corresponding to spatial, spatio-temporal and
spectro-temporal receptive fields which are well-established in experimental and theoretical
neuroscience. Building on the results presented Chapter 4, we also discuss the identification
of circuits consisting of neurons with multidimensional feedforward receptive fields, lateral
connections and feedback.
In Chapter 6 we investigate neural circuit models for multisensory integration, which
has been experimentally observed in many cortical areas, including the superior colliculus,
visual and auditory cortices. First, we present a spiking neuron model that integrates
multiple stimuli living in different dimensions by way of multiplexing them into a single
output spike train. Second, we discuss conditions for inverting the associated nonlinear
operator and construct a decoder for recovering multisensory stimuli from the common pool
of spikes. Simulations with naturalistic video and audio demonstrate the performance of
the decoding algorithm. Third, we demonstrate that the identification problem for a single
multisensory neuron is dual to the multisensory encoding with a population of neurons.
We thus address a long-standing experimental problem of jointly identifying receptive fields
(RFs) of multisensory neurons. Robust identification of multisensory RFs has not been
possible since traditional methods require separate stimulus presentations for each modality.
Importantly, joint (and not separate) stimulus presentation is often needed in experiments
to elicit a response from a multisensory neuron.
Chapter 7 switches things into higher gear by presenting a multi-input multi-output
neural circuit architecture for nonlinear processing and encoding of stimuli in the spike do-
main. In this architecture, multiple temporal or spatio-temporal signals, e.g., spike trains
or auditory and visual stimuli, are transformed by a bank of dendritic stimulus processors
that implement nonlinear computations in the analog domain using the Volterra series ap-
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proach. Dendritic stimulus processors may act on both individual stimuli and on groups of
stimuli, thereby incorporating non-trivial computations that arise as a result of interactions
between concurrently received signals. We investigate conditions under which such circuits
faithfully represent stimuli and demonstrate algorithms for stimulus recovery, or decoding,
and identification of dendritic stimulus processors from the observed spikes.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation with a discussion about the implications
of our results and possible future research directions.
MATLAB and Python code for most of the results presented in the thesis is available
online at http://www.bionet.ee.columbia.edu/code
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Chapter 2
System Identification Methods in
Neuroscience
System identification is the art and science of using experimental data to construct mathe-
matical models of dynamical systems. Dynamical systems are omnipresent in the environ-
ment and are loosely defined as objects whose behavior at any moment in time depends on
the value of certain signals or variables both at that time and any time in the past. The
goal of system identification is to find a rule describing precisely how these various signals
and variables (inputs) are combined in order to produce the behavior (output) prescribed
to a particular object. That rule typically consists of a model that is hypothesized based on
prior knowledge about the system as well as model parameters that are fit to the observed
input/output data.
Methods of system identification have been used in one disguise or another in most
natural sciences and in many engineering disciplines [114]. More recently, such methods are
being increasingly used in neuroscience, for they have the potential to provide an insight into
the sensory processing and higher-level computation performed by the nervous system [184].
We will briefly review several of these methods in this chapter. However, first we describe
the unique context of spiking neurons in which these methods are being applied. The
highly nonlinear nature of spike generation poses challenges in estimating parameters of any
neural circuit model and ultimately inferring computation performed by biological neurons.
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Furthermore, quite unlike many systems encountered in other sciences and engineering,
where the inputs and outputs can be usually recorded at the same time, a spiking neuron
produces an extracellularly observable signal (a spike) only at discrete moments in time.
2.1 Problem Context
Neurons are electrically excitable cells that communicate with each other using action poten-
tials or spikes (graded potentials are also used in certain cases). Similar to other living cells,
all neurons are made up of a phospholipid bilayer, or the cell membrane, which separates
the interior of the cell from its external environment. At only 7− 9 nm thick, the membrane
acts as very strong insulator, or a capacitor) and contains various proteins responsible for
different aspects of the cell function, including cross-membrane proteins that form channels
allowing ions to pass between the intracellular and extracellular space. In neurons, electrical
signals are carried primarily by the dissociated Na+, K+, Cl− and Ca2+ ions.
2.1.1 Hodgkin Huxley Model of Spike Generation
After performing a series of laborious experiments studying the nonlinear properties of ion
channels is the squid giant axon (see [72] for a detailed review), Hodgkin and Huxley pro-
posed a landmark model that quantitatively described the generation of an action potential
[67]. The electrical circuit diagram of their model is shown in Fig. 2.1a. Intuitively, the
total current produced in the system is, according to Kirchhoff’s current law, given by the
sum of currents flowing through cell membrane:
I = INa + IK + IL + IC ,
where INa and IK are ionic currents due to sodium and potassium, IL is the leak current
carried primarily by chloride and other ions, and IC is the capacitive membrane current,
due to the capacitive properties of the dielectric membrane. All ionic currents encounter a
resistance as they flow through the membrane and obey the basic Ohm’s law:


















































Figure 2.1: Three electrical circuits describing action potential generation. (a) Hodgkin Huxley
model. (b) Leaky integrate-and-fire model. (c) Ideal integrate-and-fire model.
where gNa , gK and gL are the conductances of ion channels and ENa , EK , and EL are the
reversal potentials due to ion concentration gradients maintained by the cell, and IC =
CdVdt , where V is the membrane voltage. The conductances model the aggregate stochastic
behavior of all ion channels and (with the exception of the leak conductance) are not fixed.
Instead, they are in a constant state of flux, changing as a function of both time and
membrane voltage. Hodgkin and Huxley proposed that ionic conductances are controlled
by gating particles and experimentally derived their complex gating behavior (see [72] for
detailed derivations).





















are the maximal conductances, m, h and n are the gating variables, and the
last three equations describe the kinetics of these gating variables. Explicit experimentally-
derived voltage dependence of conductances is given by the following equations:
αm(V) = 0.1(25−V)/(e 25−V10 − 1) βm(V) = 4e−V18
αh(V) = 0.07e
−V
20 βh(V) = 1/(e
30−V
10 + 1)
αn(V) = 0.01(10−V)/(e 10−V10 − 1) βn(V) = 0.125e−V80 .
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Figure 2.2: Hodgkin Huxley model response to a step current stimulus. A constant current
stimulus I = 30µA/cm2 applied at time t = 0 results in a train of action potentials being produced by the
Hodgkin Huxley neuron.
A typical response of the Hodgkin Huxley model is shown in Fig. 2.2. In the absence
of external sources of current, such as dendritic current or current injected by an electrode,
I = 0µA/cm2 and the neuron remains quiescent (the first spike is due to the model being
initialized). However, as soon as the step current I = 30µA/cm2 is applied at time t = 0,
the neuron produces marked deflections, or action potentials, in its membrane voltage. The
shape and size of these stereotyped events is not believed to be important as they do not
vary significantly. What is important however, is their timing.
From a dynamical systems perspective, the current stimulus I is the bifurcation pa-
rameter that determines the behavior of the nonlinear dynamical system described by the
Hodgkin Huxley equations. This current usually has a much more complicated profile than
shown in Fig. 2.2 and determines whether or not the neuron spikes, how many spikes it gen-
erates, and what their precise timing is. In any biological neuron, this current is produced
by the dendritic tree in response to stimuli. Therefore, stimuli are first processed by the
neuron machinery upstream of the spike initiation zone and the results of this processing,
or computation, are encoded into the time-varying dendritic current. The spike generator
then maps this current into action potentials which are discrete events in time.
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2.1.2 The Integrate-and-Fire Model
A related and much simpler spiking neuron model was suggested by Lapicque 45 years be-
fore Hodgkin and Huxley [22, 94]. Although not as biophysically-detailed, this model is
structurally quite similar to the one proposed by Hodgkin and Huxley. Called the leaky
integrate-and-fire model today, it consists just of a capacitor modeling the dielectric prop-
erties of the membrane and a simple resistor, modeling the leaky current flow through the




= I− IL ,
where IL = g(V − EL), with the leaky resting potential typically being zero, i.e., EL = 0.
The general solution to the above equation is given by




























and we see that the membrane works as a simple leaky integrator, taking the current stimulus
and integrating it in time with a certain time constant RC.
However, since the nonlinear behavior of sodium and potassium currents responsible for
the upstroke and downstroke of an action potential is not explicitly modeled, the equation
above cannot by itself produce spikes. These are modeled by introducing a voltage-dependent
reset to the integration. When the voltage V reaches a predetermined threshold δ at some
time tk, a spike is declared at that time, and the membrane voltage is reset to a certain




= I− g(V− EL), if V (t) = δ at t = tk, then V (t+k )← Vreset .
A related model for the case of a very large membrane resistance is shown in Fig. 2.1c.
Also known as the ideal integrate-and-fire neuron, this model assumes that the resistance
R =∞, or equivalently that the conductance g = 1/R = 0, and the integration is not leaky





= I, if V (t) = δ at t = tk, then V (t+k )← Vreset .
Because of their simplicity and close conceptual relationship to the Hodgkin Huxley
model, integrate-and-fire type neuron models are some of the most popular in computa-
tional neuroscience. Their utility lies primarily in the separation of time scales between the
extremely rapid action potential generation and slower cellular processes, such as integration
of input stimuli and adaptation. Furthermore, even though they represent an idealization of
a biophysical spike generator, IAF-based models have been found to reliably predict spike
trains of many real neurons, including neocortical pyramidal cells, retinal ganglion cells, and
lateral geniculate nucleus neurons in the visual pathway [73, 83, 143].
2.1.3 Stimulus Encoding & Decoding With Spiking Neurons
Here we briefly review the literature on stimulus encoding with spiking neuron models dis-
cussed in the previous section. We focus on recent tractable results [139] provided by time
encoding machines (TEMs) and time decoding machines (TDMs) since they will be of par-
ticular relevance to the methods subsequently developed in the thesis.
TEMs arise naturally as models of early sensory systems in neuroscience [98, 99] as well
as models of nonlinear samplers in signal processing and analog-to-discrete (A/D) convert-
ers in communication systems [98, 110]. Unlike traditional clock-based amplitude-domain
devices typically employed in electronic systems, TEMs encode analog signals as a strictly
increasing sequence of irregularly-spaced times (tk)k∈Z. A such, they are closely related to
irregular (amplitude) samplers [48, 110] and, due to their asynchronous nature, are inher-
ently low-power devices [129]. TEMs are also readily amenable to massive parallelization
[103]. Furthermore, under certain conditions, TEMs faithfully represent analog signals in
the time domain: given the parameters of the TEM and the time sequence at its output, a
time decoding machine (TDM) can recover the encoded signal loss-free [99, 110].
One example of a single-input single-output TEM is shown in Fig. 2.3. A time-varying
signals u(t) is biased by constant value b and encoded into a time sequence (tk)k∈Z by an
ideal integrate-and-fire neuron with a threshold δ and capacitance C. The bias governs the
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Figure 2.3: SISO ideal integrate-and-fire TEM. In this instance of a time encoding machine, a
biased signal u(t) + b is encoded into a time sequence (tk)k∈Z by an ideal integrate-and-fire neuron with a
threshold δ and capacitance C.
system response in the absence of a time varying input u(t) and can be used to guarantee
that spikes are produced in a finite amount of time. The operation of this TEM can be
fully described by a set of equations, known as the transylvania transform, or t-transform
for short [110]: ∫ tk+1
tk
u(s)ds = qk, k ∈ Z,
where qk = Cδ − b(tk+1 − tk).
If the stimulus u is an element of some Hilbert space H, and in particular a reproduc-
ing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), the equations above can be written as an inner product
between the stimulus u and some function φk ∈ H:
〈u, φk〉 = qk, k ∈ Z.
This results follows from the Riesz representation theorem since the t-transform is a bounded
linear functional Tk : H → R with Tk(u) =
∫ tk+1
tk
u(s)ds (see also Appendix 1).
An extremely insightful interpretation of the above result is that at every spike time tk
the neuron is producing a quantal sample, or measurement, of the function u. The neuron is
thus looked upon as a measuring device that provides asynchronous samples in time [139].
The sampling functions φk are both neuron and stimulus dependent and change from one
spike to the next.
A natural question that arises is whether it is possible to reconstruct, or decode, u from
these samples and how. This decoding problem has deep connections to the sampling theory,
pioneered by Shannon and Kotelnikov [90, 153, 172]. However, the solution is more compli-
cated than provided by the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem since the samples are not
regular. Furthermore, unlike traditional samples providing signal amplitude measurements
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at particular moments in time, the neuron output consists only of time stamps associated
with its spikes.
The solution to the problem is provided by Time Decoding Machines (TDMs), or algo-
rithms, that under certain conditions can reconstruct the original signal u from the spike
train (tk)k∈Z. The conditions are that the neuron parameters are known and that the av-
erage density of spikes is higher than the Nyquist rate [96, 110]. Both TEMs and TDMs
encompass a variety of asynchronous samplers, including asynchronous sigma delta modu-
lators (ASDMs) [104], nonlinear oscillators with multiplicative and additive coupling [98],
biophysical neuron models such as the Hodgkin Huxley model [84] and can be extended to
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems [97] with multidimensional input [102].
2.2 Existing Identification Methods
In neurophysiology, system identification has been applied to a variety of systems to con-
struct detailed mechanistic models of observed processes. From Hodgkin and Huxley’s orig-
inal work [67] to the more recent studies on calcium oscillations in olfactory cilia [145],
insect pheromone transduction [64], G-protein coupled receptor kinetics [65], and transduc-
tion in the microvilli of photorecptors [158], biophysically-grounded models have provided a
tremendous insight into the inner workings of the nervous system.
A number of system identification approaches have also been developed for constructing
models of sensory processing in neurons [184]. However, most of the existing methods do
not explicitly take into account the nonlinear spiking behavior of a neuron described in the
previous section. We argue that doing so results in neuronal spiking presenting itself as
artifactual stimulus processing [68, 137, 151] and fundamentally complicates identification
of computations performed by the neuron.
Most of existing methods concern the Linear-Nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model and its
more recent generalizations [131, 134]. Originally proposed by Wiener [182], this model
has been used to characterize numerous circuits in vision, audition and vestibular systems
[2, 70, 122, 175]. In its simplest form, the LNP model consists of (i) a static linear block, (ii)
a static nonlinear block that maps the output of the filter into a spike intensity rate and (iii)
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a Poisson block that generates a train of spikes as an inhomogeneous Poisson process. The
typical interpretation is that the linear block describes how the input stimulus is converted
into the intracellular voltage and the nonlinear block takes into account such nonlinearities
as rectification and saturation usually observed in neuronal response [134]. The nonlinearity
is usually a positive function of the filter output, a condition needed to guarantee that the
rate of the Poisson process does not become negative. Together, the nonlinearity and the
poisson block describe how the intracellular voltage is converted into spikes. As discussed
in Chapter 1, this interpretation is in line with the “generator potential” idea [63] and is
inconsistent with the true origins of action potential generation.
Furthermore, a simple LNP model suffers from its inability to capture refractory effects
and adaptation often observed in biological neurons. This is a direct consequence of using a
Poisson process, since the intervals between spikes follow an exponential distribution, with
shorter intervals been much more likely. Moreover, the timing of one spike is independent of
the timing of the previous spike. To circumvent these problems, a generalized linear model
(GLM) has been suggested as an extension of the LNP model. The GLM also employs a
static nonlinearity to map the output of a set of linear filters into an instantaneous rate of
neuronal response. However, in contrast to the LNP model, the GLM includes a feedback
filter to produce refractory effects [131].
Formally, the static linear block of the LNP model consists of a set of n fixed linear filters
{hi}ni=1 that are fully described by their kernels hi(t), t ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , n. Let u(t), t ∈ R,
be a stimulus at the input to a system. Then the input to the linear block of the LNP
model is a zero-mean stimulus (u − u¯)(t), t ∈ R, u¯ = limT→∞ 1T
∫ T
0 u(s)ds. At any time t,
the output of the linear block is an n-dimensional vector v = [v1(t), . . . , vn(t)], where
vi(t) =
(








and ∗ denotes the convolution. This output feeds into an n-dimensional nonlinearity to
produce the random intensity rate λ(t), t ∈ R, of an inhomogineous Poisson process:
λ(t) = f(v) = f
(
v1(t), . . . , vn(t)
)
,
where f : Rn → R models the nonlinear block.
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If there is only one filter in the linear block of the LNP model, then the nonlinear block
is 1-dimensional and the model is called the 1D LNP model. Similarly, if the linear block
consists of two filters, then the model is called the 2D LNP model. Typically, only the 1D
and 2D LNP models are used to describe the response of a neural circuit since the amount
of data required to estimate the parameters of higher-order models scales exponentially
with the order of the model [176]. The majority of identification methods for LNP models
concern the estimation of the linear block. The nonlinearity is typically either postulated




One of the earliest and still quite popular methods used to estimate the linear block of
the LNP model is called the spike-triggered average (STA) [38]. STA has been applied to
responses of a variety of neurons, including those found in the retina and the visual cortex
[74, 126]. Very simple algorithmically, the method looks for a stimulus feature that best
triggers a spike in the neuronal response. The STA estimate hSTA of the filter kernel h
is computed by averaging fixed-length segments of the mean-zero input stimulus directly






u(tk − t)− u¯,
where t ∈ [0, S], S is the length of the impulse response of the filter, and (tk), k = 1, . . . ,m,
represents the sequence of spike times. An illustration of the procedure for visual stimuli is
shown in Fig. 2.4.
Typically, a white-noise stimulus needs to be employed in order for STA to provide an
estimate consistent with the LNP model. If the stimulus is not white, the STA provides a
biased estimate of the linear block. To circumvent this problem, the STA can be “whitened”
by the inverse of the stimulus covariance matrix. However, even in that case, the STA is
unbiased only if the stimulus is spherically symmetric [25, 134].
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Figure 2.4: Spike-triggered average procedure. (left) A single frame of a visual stimulus u consisting
of 9 pixels. (middle) Each frame is represented as a column vector for illustration purposes. Stimulus in
some time window preceding each of the three spikes is selected (red boxes) and then averaged to obtain
the STA. (right) The STA indicates that this neuron is selective for a group of 3 white pixels that change
spatial position on each of the three consecutive stimulus frames. Public domain image (PD-self).
2.2.1.2 Spike-Triggered Covariance
In the case of a multidimensional LNP cascade mode, multiple filters can be estimated
from the information provided by the spike-triggered covariance matrix [19, 150]. In this
approach, the prior stimulus and the spike-triggered stimulus are compared by evaluating
their covariances. The two covariance matrices are defined as follows:
CP (t, s) = E[u(τ−t)u(τ−s)]−E[u(τ−t)]E[u(τ−s)]
CSTC (t, s) = E[u(τ−t)u(τ−s)|τ = tk]−
−E[u(τ−t)|τ = tk]E[u(τ−s)|τ = tk],
where E[ · ] represents the mathematical expectation and tk is an arbitrary spike time.
In practice, the input signal is discretely sampled, and thus both CSTC and CP are finite-
dimensional matrices. In the case of a 2D LNP model, kernels of the two linear filters are
computed as the eigenvectors corresponding to the two most significant eigenvalues of the
matrix
C = CSTC − CP ,
where C can be analyzed using the eigenvalue decomposition [41]. Intuitively, the magnitude
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of the eigenvalues represents the change in variance from the prior stimulus distribution to
the STA output distribution along the corresponding eigenvectors.
2.2.2 Statistical Methods
2.2.2.1 Maximum Likelihood and Maximum a Posteriori
Alternative approaches to identifying neuron models are provided by inference tools from
classical statistics [133, 134]. Given a set of stimuli u = {ui}Ni=1 and the corresponding set
of spike responses r = {ri}Ni=1, one aims to compute a set of most probably parameters
θ describing the model (e.g., basis coordinates for the linear block) by maximizing the











where p(·) denotes the probability distribution and fθ(xi) is the function mapping the stim-
ulus xi into the response yi. The prior p(θ) describes prior knowledge about the system, or
the subjective belief in the plausibility of a particular model, independent of the estimation
data. It serves as the regularizer of the objective function. The optimal estimate θ∗ of
the above optimization problem is called the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate . If
however, all models are considered to be equally likely, the MAP estimate is reduced to a









One of the limitations of this approach is that the neuron models for which the likelihood
can be computed in closed form is limited to those in which the nonlinearities are convex
and log-concave (limiting, e.g., symmetric nonlinearities) For many neuron models, including
biophysical models such as Hodgkin-Huxley, it is difficult or even impossible to compute the
likelihood. Moreover, even if the likelihood can be computed, maximizing it can be very
difficult, since the objective function is strife with local minima, making the optimization
problem often intractable.
In the case of the LNP model, time bins of the response are conditionally independent
of one another given the stimulus due to the nature of the Poisson process. This turns out
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Furthermore, the single-bin likelihood is given by the Poisson distribution with the rate
parameter ∆fθ(ui), where ∆ is the width of the time bin. Therefore, the probability of




































where c is a constant.
2.2.3 Information-Theoretic Methods
2.2.3.1 Maximally Informative Dimensions
Yet another method to estimate the linear block, called maximally informative dimensions,
was described in [154] and [130]. The MID method estimates the linear kernel by maximizing
a measure between the prior and the spike-triggered distribution of the filter output. This
method does not impose any conditions on the distribution of an input stimulus; non-
Gaussian and non-white inputs can be used. Typically, the linear filter hMID = hMID(t), t ∈ R,
is estimated by maximizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence, i.e.,
hMID(t) = arg max
h
D, (2.1)
where D is a distance measure between the probability distribution of the filter output
v(t) = (h ∗ (u− u¯))(t) and the probability distribution of the filter output v(t) conditioned
on the time of a spike [138]. In the case of two filers, the MID method can be extended to
maximize the Kullback-Leibler divergence with respect to two different directions and thus
estimate kernels h1 and h2 of the 2D LNP model [154].
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Chapter 3
Identifying Dendritic Processing in
Spiking Neurons
In this chapter we investigate a class of phenomenological neural circuit models in which the
time-domain linear processing takes place in the dendritic tree and the resulting aggregate
dendritic current is encoded in the spike domain by a spiking neuron. In block diagram form,
these neural circuit models are of the [Filter]-[Spiking Neuron] type and as such represent a
fundamental departure from the standard Linear-Nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model that has
been used to characterize neurons in many sensory systems, including vision [30, 138, 148],
audition [44, 157] and olfaction [55, 85]. While the LNP model also includes a linear pro-
cessing stage, it describes spike generation using a static nonlinearity and an inhomogeneous
Poisson process. In contrast, the [Filter]-[Spiking Neuron] model incorporates the temporal
dynamics of spike generation and allows one to consider more biologically-plausible spike
generators.
We perform identification of dendritic processing in the [Filter]-[Spiking Neuron] model
assuming that input signals belong to Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHSs), and
in particular, spaces of bandlimited functions, i.e., functions that have a finite support in
the frequency domain. Such functions are extensively used in the engineering community
(especially in communication systems) and can be employed to describe arbitrary sensory
stimuli, including natural stimuli, in biological systems. In fact, the neural identification
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problem considered in this chapter is closely related to a problem encountered in both wired
and wireless communication systems (e.g., the radio, television, satellite, and computer
networks), where a communication channel is used to convey an information signal from one
or multiple transmitters to one or multiple receivers. In simplest terms, the communication
channel is just a path, such as a metal wire, a fiber optic cable, or free space, for conveying
electrical or electromagnetic signals. Signal distortions introduced by a communication
channel can severely affect the reliability of communication systems. If properly utilized,
knowledge of the channel response can lead to a dramatic improvement in the performance
of a communication link. In practice, however, information about the channel is rarely
available a priori and the channel needs to be identified at the receiver [168].
Dendrites of a neuron also constitute a physical communication link. In that context,
the dendritic tree can be thought of as a communication channel, used to convey information
from presynaptic cells to a postsynaptic neuron (via synapses) or directly from the outside
world to a sensory neuron (via cilia). However, in contrast to a typical communication
link, the transformations introduced by the dendritic tree are not mere signal distortions.
Instead, they represent computations, or signal processing, carried out by a biological system.
Furthermore, communication systems typically employ clock-based devices to measure, or
sample, signals transmitted over the channel, and a number of channel identification methods
relying on the classical sampling theorem have been proposed [10, 168, 172]. In contrast,
neurons are asynchronous samplers that are signal driven and work without a clock. In that
context, identification of dendritic processing in the [Filter]-[Spiking Neuron] is equivalent
to identifying the channel that appears in cascade with an asynchronous sampler.
In what follows, we discuss the identification of dendritic processing in [Filter]-[Spiking
Neuron] circuits and the channel in [Channel]-[Asynchronous Sampler] circuits interchange-
ably. We show that for bandlimited signals, such identification problems become mathe-
matically tractable. Using simulated data, we demonstrate that under certain conditions
it is possible to identify the impulse response of the channel with arbitrary precision. Fur-
thermore, we show that the identification results fundamentally depend on the bandwidth
of test stimuli.







Figure 3.1: Modeling the channel identification problem. A known multivariate signal u(t), t ∈ R,
is first passed through a communication channel. A nonlinear sampler then maps the output v of the channel
into an observable time sequence (tk)k∈Z.
3.1 Dendritic Tree as a Communication Channel
We investigate a general I/O system comprised of a filter or a bank of filters (i.e., a linear
operator) in cascade with an asynchronous (nonlinear) sampler (Fig. 3.1). The I/O circuit
belongs to the class of [Filter]-[Asynchronous Sampler] circuits. An analog multivariate sig-
nal u = [u1(t), u2(t), ..., uM (t)]T , t ∈ R, M ∈ N, is passed through a channel with memory
that models physical communication links. We assume that the effect of this channel on
the signal u can be described by a linear filter bank with kernels h1, ..., hM . The output of
the channel v is then mapped, or encoded, by a nonlinear asynchronous sampler into the
time sequence (tk)k∈Z. A few examples of samplers include asynchronous A/D converters
such as the one based on an asynchronous sigma/delta modulator (ASDM) [110], nonlinear
oscillators such as the van der Pol oscillator in cascade with a zero-crossing detector (ZCD)
[98] and spiking neurons such as the integrate-and-fire (IAF) or the threshold-and-fire (TAF)
neurons [103]. The above-mentioned asynchronous samplers incorporate the temporal dy-
namics of spike (pulse) generation and allow one to consider, in particular for neuroscience
applications, more biologically-plausible nonlinear spike generation (sampling) mechanisms.
In the neural coding literature such a system is called a Time Encoding Machine (TEM)
[110] as it encodes an unknown signal u into an observable time sequence (tk)k∈Z.
3.1.1 Examples of Asynchronous SISO and MISO Systems
An instance of the TEM in Fig. 3.1 is the SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] neural circuit depicted in
Fig. 3.2a. Here the filter is used to model the aggregate processing of a stimulus performed
by the dendritic tree of a sensory neuron. The output of the filter v is encoded into the
sequence of spike times (tk)k∈Z by an ideal integrate-and-fire neuron. Identification of den-
dritic processing in such a circuit is an important problem in systems neuroscience. It was
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Figure 3.2: Examples of asynchronous SISO and MISO systems arising in neuroscience and
communications. (a) Single-input single-output model of a sensory neuron. (b) Single-input single-output
nonlinear oscillator in cascade with a zero-crossing detector. (c)Multi-input single-output analog-to-discrete
converter implemented with an asynchronous sigma-delta modulator. M liner filters model M (different)
communication links.
first investigated in [105]. Another instance of the system in Fig. 3.1 is the SISO [Filter]-
[Nonlinear Oscillator - ZCD] circuit shown in Fig. 3.2b. In contrast to the first example,
where the input was coupled additively, in this circuit the biased filter output v is coupled
multiplicatively into a nonlinear oscillator. The zero-crossing detector then generates a time
sequence (tk)k∈Z by extracting zeros from the observable modulated waveform at the output
of the oscillator. Called a TEM with multiplicative coupling [98], this circuit is encountered
in generalized frequency modulation [169].
An example of a MISO system is the [Filter]-[ASDM-ZCD] circuit shown in Fig. 3.2c.
Similar circuits arise practically in all modern-day A/D converters and constitute important
front-end components of measurement and communication systems. Each signal um(t), t ∈
R, m = 1, 2, ...,M , is transmitted through a communication channel and the effect of the
channel on each signal is modeled using a linear filter with an impulse response hm(t), t ∈ R,







where um ∗hm denotes the convolution of um with hm, is additively coupled into an ASDM.
Specifically, v(t) is passed through an integrator and a noninverting Schmitt trigger to
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produce a binary output z(t) ∈ {−b, b}, t ∈ R. A zero-crossing detector is then used to
extract the sequence of zero-crossing times (tk)k∈Z from z(t). Thus, the output of this
[Filter]-[ASDM-ZCD] circuit is the time sequence (tk)k∈Z.
3.1.2 Modeling the Input Space
We model channel input signals u = u(t), t ∈ R, as elements of the space of trigonometric
polynomials H (see section 3.6.1 for more general input spaces):












, t ∈ [0, T ],
where ul ∈ C, Ω is the bandwidth, L is the order and T = 2piL/Ω, endowed with the inner














, l = −L,−L+ 1, ..., L,
forms an orthonormal basis in H. Thus, any element u ∈ H and any inner product 〈u,w〉
can be compactly written as u =
∑L
l=−L ulel and 〈u,w〉 =
∑L
l=−L ulwl. Moreover, H is a
















also known as a Dirichlet kernel [11].
We note that a function u ∈ H satisfies u(0) = u(T ). There is a natural connection
between functions on an interval of length T that take on the same values at interval end-
points and functions on R that are T -periodic: both provide equivalent descriptions of the
same mathematical object, namely a function on a circle. By abuse of notation, in what
follows u will denote both a function defined on an interval of length T and a function
defined on the entire real line. In the latter case, the function u is simultaneously periodic
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with period T and bandlimited with bandwidth Ω, i.e., it has a finite spectral support
supp (Fu) ⊆ [−Ω,Ω], where F denotes the Fourier transform. In what follows we will
assume that ul 6= 0 for all l = −L,−L + 1, ..., L, i.e., a signal u ∈ H contains all 2L + 1
frequency components.
3.1.3 Modeling the Channel and Channel Identification
The channel is modeled as a bank of M filters with impulse responses hm, m = 1, 2, ...,M .
We assume that each filter is linear, causal, bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO)-stable
and has a finite temporal support of length S ≤ T , i.e., it belongs to the space H ={
h ∈ L1(R) ∣∣ supp(h) ⊆ [0, T ]}. Since the length of the filter support is smaller than or
equal to the period of an input signal, we effectively require that for a given S and a fixed
input signal bandwidth Ω, the order L of the space H satisfies L ≥ SΩ/(2pi). The aggregate
channel output is given by v(t) =
∑M
m=1(u
m ∗ hm)(t). The asynchronous sampler maps the
input signal v into the output time sequence (tk)nk=1, where n denotes the total number of
spikes produced on an interval t ∈ [0, T ].
Definition 2. A signal u = [u1, ..., uM ]T , um ∈ H, m = 1, ...,M , at the input to a [Filter]-
[Asynchronous Sampler] circuit together with the resulting output T = (tk)nk=1 of that circuit
is called an input/output (I/O) pair and is denoted by (u,T).
We are now in a position to define the channel identification problem.
Definition 3. Let (ui), i = 1, 2, ..., N , be a set of N signals from a test space HM . A
Channel Identification Machine implements an algorithm that estimates the impulse response
of the filter from the I/O pairs (ui,Ti), i = 1, 2, ..., N , of the [Filter]-[Asynchronous Sampler]
circuit.
Remark 1. We note that a CIM recovers the impulse response of the filter based on the
knowledge of I/O pairs (ui,Ti), i = 1, 2, ..., N , and the sampler circuit. In contrast, a Time
Decoding Machine recovers an encoded signal u based on the knowledge of the entire TEM
circuit (both the channel filter and the sampler) and the output time sequence T.
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3.2 Structural Duality Between Identification and Encoding
As already mentioned, the circuits under investigation consist of a channel and an asyn-
chronous sampler. Throughout this chapter we will assume that the structure and the
parameters of the asynchronous sampler are known. We start by formally describing asyn-
chronous channel measurements in section 3.2.1. Channel identification algorithms from
asynchronous measurements are given in section 3.3. Examples characterizing the perfor-
mance of the identification algorithms are discussed in section 3.3.1.
3.2.1 Asynchronous Measurements of the Channel
Consider the SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] neural circuit in Fig. 3.2a. In this circuit, an input
signal u ∈ H is passed through a filter with an impulse response (or kernel) h ∈ H and then
encoded by an ideal IAF neuron with a bias b ∈ R+, a capacitance C ∈ R+ and a threshold
δ ∈ R+. The output of the circuit is a sequence of spike times (tk)nk=1 on the time interval
[0, T ] that is available to an observer. This neural circuit is an instance of a TEM and its
operation can be described by a set of equations∫ tk+1
tk
(u ∗ h)(s)ds = qk, k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, (3.2)
where qk = Cδ − b(tk+1 − tk). Intuitively, at every spike time tk+1 the ideal IAF neuron is
providing a measurement qk of the signal v(t) = (u ∗ h)(t) on the time interval [tk, tk+1).
Definition 4. The mapping of an analog signal u(t), t ∈ R, into an increasing sequence of
times (tk)k∈Z (as in (3.2)) is called the t-transform [110].





is called the projection operator.
Proposition 1 (Conditional Duality). For all u ∈ H, a [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] TEM with
a filter kernel h is I/O-equivalent to a [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] TEM with the filter kernel Ph.
Furthermore, the CIM algorithm for identifying the filter kernel Ph is equivalent to the TDM
algorithm for recovering the input signal Ph encoded by a [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] TEM with the
filter kernel u.
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Figure 3.3: Conditional duality between channel identification and time encoding. (a) For
all u ∈ H, the [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit with an input-filter pair (u, h) is I/O equivalent to a [Filter]-[Ideal
IAF] circuit with an input-filter pair (u,Ph). (b) The input-filter pair (u,Ph) in channel identification is
dual to the (Ph, u) pair in time encoding.
Proof: Since u ∈ H, u(t) = 〈u(·), K(·, t)〉 by the reproducing property of the kernel K(s, t).
Hence,






















= (u ∗ Ph)(t),
where (a) follows from the commutativity of convolution, (b) from the reproducing property
of the kernelK and the assumption that supp(h) ⊆ [0, T ], (c) from the equalityK(z, t−w) =
K(w, t− z), (d) from the definition of Ph in (3.3), and (e) from the definition of convolution
for periodic functions [61]. It follows that on the interval t ∈ [0, T ], (3.2) can be rewritten
as ∫ tk+1
tk
(u ∗ Ph)(s)ds (f)=
∫ tk+1
tk
(Ph ∗ u)(s)ds = qk (3.4)
for all k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, where (f) comes from the commutativity of convolution. The right-
hand side of (3.4) is the t-transform of a [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] TEM with an input Ph and a
filter that has an impulse response u. Hence, a TDM can identify Ph, given a filter-output
pair (u,T). 
The conditional duality between time encoding and channel identification is visualized
in Fig. 3.3. First, we note the conditional I/O equivalence between the circuit in Fig. 3.3a
and the original circuit in Fig. 3.2a. The equivalence is conditional since Ph is a projection
onto a particular space H and the two circuits are I/O-equivalent only for input signals in
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that space. Second, identifying the filter of the circuit in Fig. 3.3(a) is the same as decoding
the signal encoded with the circuit in Fig. 3.3(b). Note that the filter projection Ph is now
treated as the input to the [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit and the signal u appears as the impulse
response of the filter. Effectively, we have transformed the channel identification problem
into a time decoding problem and we can use the TDM machinery of [99] to identify the
filter projection (Ph)(t) on t ∈ [0, T ].
This seemingly simple observation will turn out to be extraordinarily powerful as it
establishes a fundamental connection between identification and encoding.
3.3 Channel Identification Machines (CIMs)
Given the parameters of the asynchronous sampler, the measurements qk of the channel
output v can be readily computed from spike times (tk)nk=1 using the definition of qk (Eq.
(3.2) for the IAF neuron). Furthermore, as we will now show, for a known input signal,
these measurements can be reinterpreted as measurements of the channel itself.
Lemma 1. There is a function φk(t) =
∑L
l=−L φl,kel(t) ∈ H, such that the t-transform of
the [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] neuron in (3.4) can be written as






ulel(t)dt for all l = −L,−L+ 1, ..., L and k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1.




(u ∗ w)(s)ds, (3.6)
where w ∈ H, is bounded. Thus, by the Riesz representation theorem [11], there exists a
function φk ∈ H such that Lk(w) = 〈w, φk〉, k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, and
qk = Lk(Ph) =
∫ tk+1
tk
(u ∗ Ph)(s)ds = 〈Ph, φk〉.
Since φk ∈ H, we have φk(t) =
∑L
l=−L φl,kel for some φl,k ∈ C, l = −L,−L + 1, ..., L. To
find the latter coefficients, we note that φl,k = 〈φk, el〉 = 〈el, φk〉 = Lk(el). By definition of






















(u ∗ Ph)(s)ds = 〈v,P1[tk, tk+1]〉, the measurements qk are projections
of v = u ∗ Ph onto P1[tk, tk+1], k = 1, 2, ..., n − 1. Assuming that u is known and there
are enough measurements available, Ph can be obtained by first recovering v from these
projections and then deconvolving it with u. However, this two-step procedure does not
work when the circuit is not producing enough measurements and one cannot recover v. A
more direct route is suggested by Lemma 1, since the measurements (qk)n−1k=1 can also be
interpreted as the projections of Ph onto φk, i.e., 〈Ph, φk〉, k = 1, 2, ..., n − 1. A natural
question then is how to identify Ph directly from the latter projections.
Lemma 2. Let u ∈ H be the input to a [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit with h ∈ H. If the
number of spikes n generated by the neuron in a time interval of length T satisfies n ≥
2L + 2, then the filter projection Ph can be perfectly identified from the I/O pair (u,T) as
(Ph)(t) = ∑Ll=−L hlel(t), where h = Φ+q with [q]k = qk and Φ+ denotes the Moore-Penrose












, l 6= 0.
(3.7)
Proof: Since Ph ∈ H, it can be written as (Ph)(t) = ∑Ll=−L hlel(t). Then from (3.5) we
have
qk =
〈Ph, φk〉 = L∑
l=−L
hlφl,k. (3.8)
Writing (3.8) for all k = 1, 2, ..., n − 1, we obtain q = Φh with [q]k = qk, [Φ]kl = φl,k
and [h]l = hl. This system of linear equations can be solved for h, provided that the rank
r(Φ) of the matrix Φ satisfies r(Φ) = 2L + 1. A necessary condition for the latter is that
the number of measurements qk is at least 2L + 1, or equivalently, the number of spikes
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n ≥ 2L+ 2. Under this condition, the solution can be computed as h = Φ+q. 
Remark 2. If the signal u is fed directly into the neuron, then
∫ tk+1
tk
(u ∗ Ph)(t)dt =∫ tk+1
tk
u(t)dt, for k = 1, 2, ..., n − 1, i.e., (Ph)(t) = K(t, 0), t ∈ R. That is, if there is
no processing on the input signal u, then the kernel K(t, 0) in H is identified as the filter
projection. This is also illustrated in Fig. 3.7.
In order to ensure that the neuron produces at least 2L + 1 measurements in a time
interval of length T , it suffices to have tk+1− tk ≤ T/(2L+ 2). Since tk+1− tk ≤ Cδ/(b− c)
for |v(t)| ≤ c < b, it suffices to have Cδ < (b − c)T/(2L + 2). Using the definition of
T = 2piL/Ω and taking the limit as L → ∞, we obtain the familiar Nyquist-type criterion
Cδ < pi(b− c)/Ω for a bandlimited stimulus u ∈ Ξ [105, 110] (see also Section 3.6.1).
Ideally, we would like to identify the impulse response of the filter h. Note that unlike h ∈
H, the projection Ph belongs to the space H. Nevertheless, under quite natural conditions
on h (see section 3.4), Ph approximates h arbitrarily closely on t ∈ [0, T ], provided that both
the bandwidth and the order of the signal u are sufficiently large (see also Fig. 3.9).
The requirement of Lemma 2 that the number of spikes n produced by the system in
Fig. 3.2a has to satisfy n ≥ 2L+ 2 is quite stringent and may be hard to meet in practice,
especially if the order L of the space H is high. In that case we have the following result.
Theorem 1. (SISO Channel Identification Machine)
Let {ui |ui ∈ H}Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent stimuli at the input to a [Filter]-
[Ideal IAF] circuit with h ∈ H. If the total number of spikes n = ∑Ni=1 ni generated by the
neuron satisfies n ≥ 2L+N +1, then the filter projection Ph can be perfectly identified from





where h = Φ+q. Furthermore, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ], q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ] and [qi]k = qik
with each Φi of size (ni− 1)× (2L+ 1) and qi of size (ni− 1)× 1. The elements of matrices
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, l 6= 0
, (3.9)
for all k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, l = −L,−L+ 1, ..., L, and i = 1, 2, ..., N .
Proof: Since Ph ∈ H, it can be written as (Ph)(t) = ∑Ll=−L hlel(t). Furthermore, since
the stimuli are linearly independent, the measurements (qik)
ni−1
k=1 provided by the IAF neuron
are distinct. Writing (3.2) for a stimulus ui, we obtain
qik =





or qi = Φih, with [qi]k = qik, [Φ
i]kl = φ
i
l,k and [h]l = hl. Repeating for all i = 1, ..., N ,
we get q = Φh with Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ]. This system of
linear equations can be solved for h, provided that the rank r(Φ) of matrix Φ satisfies




of spikes generated in response to all N signals satisfies n ≥ 2L+N + 1. Then the solution
can be computed as h = Φ+q. To find the coefficients φil,k, we note that φ
i
l,k = Lik(el) (see
Lemma 1). Hence, the result follows. 
The time encoding interpretation of the channel identification problem for a SISO [Filter]-
[Ideal IAF] circuit is shown in Fig. 3.4a. The block diagram of the SISO CIM in Theorem
1 is shown in Fig. 3.4b. Note that the key idea behind the SISO CIM is the introduction
of multiple linearly independent test signals ui ∈ H, i = 1, 2, ..., N . When the [Filter]-[Ideal
IAF] circuit is producing very few measurements of Ph in response to any given test signal
ui, we use more signals to obtain additional measurements. We can do so and identify Ph
because Ph ∈ H is fixed. In contrast, identifying Ph in a two-step deconvolving procedure
requires reconstructing at least one vi. This is an ill-posed problem since each vi is signal-
dependent and has a small number of associated measurements.
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Figure 3.4: SISO CIM algorithm for the [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit. (a) Time encoding in-
terpretation of the channel identification problem. (b) Block diagram of the SISO channel identification
machine.
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3.3.1 Examples
We now demonstrate the performance of the identification algorithms in Lemma 2 and
Theorem 1. First, we identify a filter in the SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit (Fig. 3.2a)
from a single I/O pair when this circuit produces a sufficient number of measurements in
an interval of length T . Second, we identify the filter using multiple I/O pairs for the case
when the number of measurements produced in response to any given input signal is small.
Finally, we consider the SISO [Filter]-[Nonlinear Oscillator - ZCD] circuit with multiplicative
coupling (Fig. 3.2b) and identify its filter from multiple I/O pairs.
3.3.1.1 SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] Circuit, Single I/O Pair









, t ∈ [0, 0.1] s,
with c = 3 and α = 200. The general form of this kernel was suggested in [1] as a plausible
approximation to the temporal structure of a visual receptive field. Since the length of the
filter support S = 0.1 s, we will need to use a signal with a period T ≥ 0.1 s. In Fig. 3.5a we
apply a signal u that is bandlimited to 25Hz and has a period of T = 0.2 s, i.e., the order of
the space L = T ·Ω/(2pi) = 5. The biased output of the filter v = (u ∗h) + b is then fed into
an ideal integrate-and-fire neuron (Fig. 3.5b). Here the bias b guarantees that the output of
the integrator reaches the threshold value in finite time. Whenever the biased filter output




[(u ∗ h)(s) + b]ds reaches a threshold δ, a spike is generated by the neuron at
a time tk+1 and the potential is reset to zero (Fig. 3.5c). The resulting spike train (tk)nk=1
at the output of the [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit is shown in Fig. 3.5d. Note that the circuit
generated a total of n = 13 spikes in an interval of length T = 0.2 s. According to Theorem
2, we need at least n = 2L + 2 = 12 spikes, corresponding to 2L + 1 = 11 measurements,
in order to identify the projection Ph of the filter h loss-free. Hence, for this particular
example, it will suffice to use a single I/O pair (u,T).
In Fig. 3.5e we plot the original impulse response of the filter h, the filter projection Ph
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(u ∗ h)(s)ds, ∀k
δ = 0.005∫ t
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(u ∗ h)(s)ds = δ
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(e) Original filter vs. the identified filter
 
 
h, MSE(P h∗, h) =-17.2dB
P h, MSE(P h∗, P h) =-77.5dB












(f ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of K
 
 












(g ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of h
 
 
supp(F h) ⊃ [−Ω, Ω]













(h) Fourier amplitude spectrum of Ph∗
 
 
supp(FP h∗) = [−Ω, Ω]
Figure 3.5: Channel identification in a SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit using a single
I/O pair. (a) An input signal u is bandlimited to 25Hz. The order of the space is L = 5. (b) The
corresponding biased output of the filter v(t) + b. (c) The filter output in (b) is integrated by the ideal IAF
neuron. Whenever the membrane potential reaches a threshold δ, a spike is produced by the neuron and the
potential is reset to 0. (d) The neuron generated a total of 13 spikes. (e) The identified impulse response of
the filter Ph∗ (red) is shown together with the original filter h (dashed black) and its projection Ph (blue).
The MSE between Ph∗ and Ph is −77.5 dB. (f)-(h) Fourier amplitude spectra of K, h and Ph∗. Note that
supp(FK) = supp(FPh∗) = [−Ω,Ω] but supp(Fh) ⊃ [−Ω,Ω]. In other words, Ph∗ ∈ H but h /∈ H.
and the filter Ph∗. The latter filter was identified using the algorithm in Theorem 2. Notice
that the identified impulse response Ph∗ (red) is quite different from h (dashed black). In
contrast, and as expected, the blue and red curves corresponding, respectively, to Ph and
Ph∗ are indistinguishable. The mean-squared-error (MSE) between Ph∗ and Ph amounts
to −77.5 dB.
The difference between Ph and h is further evaluated in Fig. 3.5f-h. By definition of
Ph in (3.3), Ph = h ∗ K(·, 0), or F(Ph) = F(h)F(K(·, 0)) since K = K. Hence both
the projection Ph and the identified filter Ph∗ will contain frequencies that are present in
the reproducing kernel K, or equivalently in the input signal u. In Fig. 3.5f we show the
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(e) Original filter vs. the identified filter
 
 
h, MSE(P h∗, h) =-48.9dB
P h, MSE(P h∗, P h) =-73.3dB












(f ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of K
 
 












(g ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of h
 
 
supp(F h) ⊃ [−Ω, Ω]













(h) Fourier amplitude spectrum of Ph∗
 
 
supp(FP h∗) = [−Ω, Ω]
Figure 3.6: Channel identification in a SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit using multiple I/O
pairs. (a) Input signals u1, ... , u4 are bandlimited to 100Hz. The order of the space L = 20. (b) Biased
output of the filter v1(t) + b in response to the stimulus u1. (c) The filter output in (b) is integrated by
an ideal IAF neuron. (d) The neuron generated a total of 48 spikes in response to all 4 input signals. (e)
The identified impulse response Ph∗ (red) is shown together with the original filter h (dashed black) and
its projection Ph (blue). The MSE between Ph∗ and Ph is −73.3dB. (f)-(h) Fourier amplitude spectra of
K, h and Ph∗. Note that supp(FK) = [−Ω,Ω] = supp(FPh∗) but supp(Fh) ⊃ [−Ω,Ω]. In other words,
Ph∗ ∈ H but h /∈ H.
double-sided Fourier amplitude spectrum of K(t, 0). As expected, we see that the kernel is
bandlimited to 25Hz and contains 2L+ 1 = 11 distinct frequencies. On the other hand, as
shown in Fig. 3.5g, the original filter h is not bandlimited (since it has a finite temporal
support). As a result, the input signal u explores h in a limited spectrum of [−Ω, Ω] rad/s,
effectively projecting h onto the space H with Ω = 2pi · 25 rad/s and L = 5. The Fourier
amplitude spectrum of the identified projection Ph∗ is shown in Fig. 3.5h.
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3.3.1.2 SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] Circuit, Multiple I/O Pairs
Next, we identify the projection of h onto the space of functions that are bandlimited to
100Hz and have the same period T = 0.2 s as in the first example. This means that the
order L of the space of input signals H is L = T · Ω/(2pi) = 20. In order to identify the
projection Ph loss-free, the neuron has to generate at least 2L + 1 = 41 measurements. If
the neuron produces about 13 spikes (12 measurements) on an interval of length T , as in
the previous example, a single I/O pair will not suffice. However, we can still recover the
projection Ph if we use multiple I/O pairs.
In Fig. 3.6 we illustrate identification of the filter using the algorithm in Theorem
1. A total of 48 spikes were produced by the neuron in response to four different signals
u1, ... , u4. Since 48 > 2L + N + 1 = 45, the MSE between the identified filter Ph∗ (red)
and the projection Ph (blue) is −73.3 dB.
3.3.1.3 SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] Circuit, h(t) = δ(t)
Now we consider a special case when the channel does not alter the input signal, i.e., when
h(t) = δ(t), t ∈ R, is the Dirac delta function. As explained in Remark 2, the CIM should
identify the projection of δ(t) onto H, i.e., it should identify the kernel K(t, 0). This is
indeed the case as shown in Fig. 3.7.
3.3.1.4 SISO [Filter]-[Nonlinear Oscillator - ZCD] Circuit, Multiple I/O Pairs
Next we consider a SISO circuit consisting of a channel in cascade with a nonlinear dynamical
system that has a stable limit cycle. We assume that the (positive) output of the channel
v(t) + b is multiplicatively coupled to the dynamical system (Fig. 3.2b) so that the circuit
is governed by a set of equations
dy
dt
= (v(t) + b)f(y). (3.11)
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(e) Original filter vs. the identified filter
 
 
h, MSE(P h∗, h) =-13.2dB
P h, MSE(P h∗, P h) =-87.6dB












(f ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of K
 
 












(g ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of h
 
 
supp(F h) ⊃ [−Ω, Ω]













(h) Fourier amplitude spectrum of Ph∗
 
 
supp(FP h∗) = [−Ω, Ω]
Figure 3.7: Channel identification for h(t) = δ(t). (a) Input signals u1, u2 are bandlimited to 50Hz.
The order of the space L = 10. (b) Biased output of the filter v1(t) + b in response to the stimulus u1. (c)
The filter output in (b) is integrated by an ideal IAF neuron. (d) The neuron generated a total of 28 spikes
in response to 2 input signals. (e) The identified filter Ph∗ (red) is exactly the kernel K(t, 0) for H1Ω,L with
Ω = 2pi · 10 rad/s and L = 10. Also shown is the original filter h = δ (dashed black) and its projection
Ph = δ ∗K(·, 0) = K(·, 0) (blue). The MSE between Ph∗ and Ph is −87.6 dB. (f)-(h) Fourier amplitude
spectra of K, h and Ph∗. As before, Ph∗ ∈ H but h /∈ H.
A system (3.11) followed by a zero-crossing detector is an example of a TEM with multi-
plicative coupling and has been previously investigated in [98]. It can be shown that such a
TEM is input/output equivalent to an IAF neuron with a threshold δ that is equal to the
period of the dynamical system on a stable limit cycle [98].
As an example, we consider a [Filter]-[van der Pol - ZCD] TEM with the van der Pol
oscillator described by a set of equations
dy1
dt












= (u ∗ h+ b) y1,
where µ is the damping coefficient [98]. We assume that y1 is the only observable state of
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(e) [Filter]-[van der Pol] response in the phase plane
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(f ) Original filter vs. the identified filter
 
 
h, MSE(P h∗, h) =-29.3dB
P h, MSE(P h∗, P h) =-66.6dB
P h∗, from n = 56 spikes




















(g ) Fourier amplitude spectra of Ph∗ and h
 
 
supp(FP h∗) = [−Ω, Ω]
supp(F h) ⊃ [−Ω, Ω]
Figure 3.8: Channel identification in a SISO [Filter]-[van der Pol - ZCD] circuit using multiple
I/O pairs. (a) Input signals u1, ..., u4 are bandlimited to 50Hz. The order of the space L = 25. (b) Biased
output of the filter v1(t)+b in response to the stimulus u1. (c) Downward and upward deviations of v1(t)+b
from the bias b cause the oscillator to slow down and to speed up, respectively. The damping coefficient
µ = 20. (d) The oscillator produced a total of 56 spikes in response to 4 stimuli. Here spikes correspond
to the peaks of the observable state variable y11 . (e) A limit cycle of the van der Pol oscillator for µ = 20
is shown in the phase plane. In the absence of channel output, the bias b resulted in a constant period of
oscillation T (b) = 34.7ms. The red dot denotes the zero phase (spike) of an oscillation. (f) The identified
filter Ph∗ (red) is shown together with the original filter h (dashed black) and its projection Ph (blue). The
MSE between Ph∗ and Ph is −66.6dB. (g) Fourier amplitude spectra of h and Ph∗. As before, Ph∗ ∈ H
but h /∈ H.
the oscillator and without loss of generality we choose the zero phase of the limit cycle to
be the peak of y1.
In Fig. 3.8 we show the results of a simulation in which a SISO CIM was used to identify
the channel. Input signals (Fig. 3.8a) were bandlimited to 50Hz and had a period T = 0.5 s,
i.e., L = 25. In the absence of an input, i.e., when u = 0, a constant bias b = 1 (Fig. 3.8b)
resulted a in period of 34.7ms on a stable limit cycle (Fig. 3.8e). As seen in Fig. 3.8b and
Fig. 3.8c, downward/upward deviations of v1(t)+b in response to u1 resulted in the slowing-
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down/speeding-up of the oscillator. In order to identify the filter projection onto a space of
order L = 25 loss-free, we used a total of n = 56 zeros at the output of the zero-crossing
detector (Fig. 3.8d). This is 1 more zero than the rank requirement of 2L + N + 1 = 55
zeros, or equivalently of 2L+ 1 = 51 measurements. The MSE between the identified filter
Ph∗ (red) and the projection Ph (blue) is −66.6 dB.
3.4 CIM Convergence
Recall, that the original problem of interest is that of recovering the impulse response of
the filter h. The CIM lets us identify the projection Ph of that filter onto the input space.
A natural question to ask is whether Ph converges to h and if so how and under what
conditions.
Here we present proof sketeches for the Lp and almost-everywhere modes of convergence.




0 |h(t)|2dt <∞, then Ph→ h in the L2 norm and almost everywhere
on t ∈ [0, T ] with increasing Ω, L and fixed T .

























































where ShL is the L
th partial sum of the Fourier series of h and hˆ(l) is the lth Fourier coeffi-
cient. Hence the problem of convergence of Ph to h is the same as that of the convergence
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(a) Time Domain (b) Frequency Domain
Figure 3.9: Comparison between h and Ph in time and frequency domains. (a) h (red) and
its projection Ph (blue) are shown for several values of Ω and L in the time domain. Ω = 2pi · 20 rad/s,
2pi · 50 rad/s and 2pi · 100 rad/s in the top, middle and bottom row, respectively. The period T is fixed at
T = 0.2 s in the left column and T = 0.5 s in the right column. (b) Fourier amplitude spectra of h (red) and
Ph (blue) for the same values of Ω and L as in (a). Note that the differentiating filter h clearly removes the
zero-frequency (dc) coefficient corresponding to l = 0 in all cases.
of the Fourier series of h. We thus have convergence in the L2 norm and convergence almost
everywhere follows from Carleson’s theorem [61]. 
Remark 3. More generally, if
∫ T
0 |h(t)|pdt <∞, p ∈ (1,∞), then Ph→ h in the Lp norm
and almost everywhere by Hunt’s theorem [61].
It follows from Proposition 2 that Ph approximates h arbitrarily closely (in the L2 norm,
or MSE sense), given an appropriate choice of Ω and L. Since the number of measurements
needed to identify the projection Ph increases linearly with L, a single channel identification
problem leads us to consider a countably infinite number of time encoding problems in
order to identify the impulse response of the filter with arbitrary precision. To provide
further intuition about the relationship between h and Ph, we compare the two in time and
frequency domains for multiple values of Ω and L in Fig. 3.9.
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3.5 MISO CIMs
In this section we consider the identification of a bank of M filters with impulse responses
hm, m = 1, 2, ...,M . We present a MISO CIM algorithm in section 3.5.1, followed by an
example demonstrating its performance in section 3.5.2.
3.5.1 An Identification Algorithm for MISO Channels
Consider now the MISO ASDM-based circuit in Fig. 3.2c, where the multivariate signal
u = [u1(t), u2(t), ..., uM (t)]T , t ∈ [0, T ], M ∈ N, is transformed into the time sequence
(tk)
n
k=1. This circuit is also an instance of a TEM and (assuming z(t1) = b) its t-transform








m∗hm)(t), φk ∈ H with φk =
∑
l φl,kel(t) and qk = (−1)k [2Cδ − b(tk+1 − tk)].
One simple way to identify filters hm, m = 1, 2, ...,M , is to identify them one-by-one
as in Theorem 1. For instance, this can be achieved by applying signals of the form
u = [0, ..., 0, um, 0, ..., 0] when identifying the filter hm. In a number of applications, most
notably in early olfaction [85], this model of system identification cannot be applied. An
alternative procedure that allows to identify all filters at once is given below.
Theorem 2. (MISO Channel Identification Machine)
Let {ui |ui ∈ HM}Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly-independent vector-valued signals at the
input of a MISO [Filter]-[ASDM-ZCD] circuit with filters hm ∈ H, m = 1, ... ,M . The filter





m = 1, ... ,M . Here the coefficients hml are given by h = Φ
+q with q = [q1,q2, ... ,qN ]T ,
[qi]k = q
i
k and h = [h
1




−L+1, ... , h
M
−L+1, ... , h
1
L, ... , h
M
L ]
T , provided that the
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matrix Φ has rank r(Φ) = M(2L+ 1). The matrix Φ is given by
Φ=

Φ1 0 . . . 0












 , with U
i =

ui−L 0 . . . 0





0 0 . . . uiL
 ,(3.13)




l , ... , u
iM















, l 6= 0.
Proof: Since Phm ∈ H for allm = 1, ... ,M , it can be written as (Phm)(t) = ∑Ll=−L hml el(t).








































or qi = ΦiUih with [qi]k = qik, [Φ
i]kl =
√
T · φil,k , Ui = diag(ui−L, ... ,uiL), uil =
[ui1l , ... , u
iM
l ] and h = [h
1




−L+1, ... , h
M
−L+1, ... , h
1
L, ... , h
M
L ]
T . Repeating for
all stimuli ui, i = 1, ... , N , we obtain q = Φh with Φ as specified in (3.13). This system
of linear equations can be solved for h, provided that the rank of Φ satisfies the condition
r(Φ) = M(2L + 1). To find the coefficients φil,k, we note that φ
i
l,k = Lik(el). Hence, the
result follows. 

























































































































Figure 3.10: MISO CIM algorithm for the [Filter]-[ASDM-ZCD] circuit. (a) Time encod-
ing interpretation of the MISO channel identification problem. (b) Block diagram of the MISO channel
identification machine.
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The MIMO time-encoding interpretation of the channel identification problem for a
MISO [Filter]-[ASDM-ZCD] circuit is shown in Fig. 3.10a. The block diagram of the MISO
CIM in Theorem 2 is shown in Fig. 3.10b.















Writing this for all i = 1, ... , N , we obtain vl = Ulhl, where [Ul]im =
√
Tuiml , hl =
[h1l , h
2
l , ... , h
M
l ]
T and vl = [v1l , v
2
l , ... , v
N
l ]
T . In order to identify the multi-variate channel
this system of equations must have a solution for every l. A necessary condition for the
latter is that N ≥ M , i.e., the number N of test signals ui is greater than the number of
signal components M .
Remark 5. The rank condition r(Φ) = M(2L+1) can be satisfied by increasing the number
N of input signals ui. Specifically, if on average the system is providing ν measurements in
a time interval t ∈ [0, T ], then the minimum number of test signals is N = dM(2L+ 1)/νe.
3.5.2 Example: MISO [Filter]-[ASDM-ZCD] Circuit
We now describe simulation results for identifying the channel in a MISO [Filter]-[ASDM-










h2(t) = h1(t− β),
h3(t) = −h1(t),
with t ∈ [0, 0.1] s, c = 3 and α = 200 and β = 20ms. All N = 5 signals are bandlimited
to 100Hz and have a period of T = 0.2 s, i.e., the order of the space L = 20. According
to Theorem 2, the ASDM has to generate a total of at least M(2L+ 1) +N = 128 trigger
times in order to identify the projections Ph1, Ph2 and Ph3 loss-free. We use all five triplets
ui = [ui1, ui2, ui3], i = 1, ... , 5, to produce 131 trigger times.
A single such triplet u1 is shown in Fig. 3.11a. The corresponding biased aggregate
channel output v1(t) − z1(t) is shown in Fig. 3.11b. Since the Schmitt trigger output z(t)
switches between +b and −b (Fig. 3.11d), the signal v1(t)− z1(t) is piece-wise continuous.
Fig. 3.11c shows the integrator output. Note that when z(t) = −b, the channel output




















(b) Biased filter output
∑3
m=1(u










v1(t) − z 1(t)














(c) Integrator output for triplet u1
 
 
Thresholds ±δ , δ = 2.5× 10−3∫ t
tk
[v1(s) − z 1(s)]ds, ∀k
Trigger times
























































(f ) Original filter h1 vs. the identified filter Ph1∗
 
 
h1, MSE(P h1∗, h1) =-48.6dB
P h1, MSE(P h1∗, P h1) =-63.2dB












(g ) Original filter h2 vs. the identified filter Ph2∗
 
 
h 2, MSE(P h 2∗, h 2) =-46 . 4dB
P h 2, MSE(P h 2∗, P h 2)=-60 . 4dB
P h 2∗, f r om n = 131 sp i kes













(h) Original filter h3 vs. the identified filter Ph3∗
 
 
h3, MSE(P h3∗, h3) =-48.8dB
P h3, MSE(P h3∗, P h3) =-62.5dB
P h3∗, from n = 131 spikes
Figure 3.11: Channel identification in a MISO [FIlter]-[ASDM] circuit using multiple I/O
pairs. (a) An input triplet signal u1 = [u11, u12, u13] is bandlimited to 100Hz. The order of the space




[v1(s) − z1(s)]ds (blue) is compared against two thresholds +δ and −δ (dashed red).
Trigger times of the noninverting Schmitt trigger are indicated by red dots. (d) The ASDM output z1(t)
(blue) is passed through a zero-crossing detector to produce a sequence of trigger times (t1k)
22
k=1. (e) A total
of 131 trigger times were generated by the ASDM in response to five input triplets. (f)-(h) Identified filters
Ph1∗ (red), Ph2∗ (green) and Ph3∗ (blue) are shown together with the original filters h1, h2, h3 (dashed
black) and their projections Ph1, Ph2 and Ph3 (black). The MSE achieved by the identification algorithm
is less than −60dB.
is positively biased and the integrator output
∫ t
tk
[v1(s) − z(s)]ds is compared against a
threshold +δ. As soon as that threshold is reached, the Schmitt trigger output switches to
z(t) = b and the negatively-biased channel output is compared to a threshold−δ. Passing the
ASDM output z1(t) through a zero-crossing device (Fig. 3.11d), we obtain a corresponding
sequence of trigger times (t1k)
22
k=1. The set of all 131 trigger times is shown in Fig. 3.11e.
Three identified filters Ph1∗, Ph2∗ and Ph3∗ are plotted in Fig. 3.11f-h. The MSE between
filter projections and filters recovered by the algorithm in Theorem 2 is on the order of
−60 dB.
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3.6 Generalizations
We shall briefly generalize the results presented in previous sections in two important di-
rections. First, we consider a general class of signal spaces for test signals in section 3.6.1.
Then we discus channel models with noisy observations in section 3.6.2.
3.6.1 Hilbert Spaces and RKHSs for Input Signals
Until now we have presented channel identification results for a particular space of input
signals, namely the space of trigonometric polynomials. The finite-dimensionality of this
space and the simplicity of the associated inner product makes it an attractive space to
work with when implementing a SISO or a MISO CIM algorithm. However, fundamentally
the identification methodology relied on the the geometry of the Hilbert space of test signals
[99], [32]; computational tractability was based on kernel representations in an RKHS.
Theorem 3. Let {ui |ui ∈ H(I) }Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent and bounded
stimuli at the input of a [Filter]-[Asynchronous Sampler] circuit with a linear processing
filter h ∈ H and the t-transform
Lik(Ph) = qik,
where Lik : H → R is a bounded linear functional mapping Ph into a measurement qik. Then
there is a set of sampling functions {(φik)k∈Z}Ni=1, in H such that
qik = 〈Ph, φik〉,
for all k ∈ Z, i = 1, 2, ..., N . Furthermore, if H is an RKHS with a kernel K(s, t), s, t ∈ I,
then φik(t) = Lik(K(·, t)). Let the set of representation functions {(ψik)k∈Z}Ni=1, span the









Finally, if {(φik)k∈Z}Ni=1 and {(ψik)k∈Z}Ni=1 are orthogonal basis or frames for H, then the






and q = [q1,q2, ...,qN ]T with [qi]l = qik for all i, j = 1, 2, ..., N, and k, l ∈ Z.
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Proof: By the Riesz representation theorem, since the linear functional Lik : H → R
is bounded, there is a set of sampling functions {(φik)k∈Z}Ni=1 in H such that Lik(Ph) =
〈Ph, φik〉. If H is an RKHS, a sampling function φik can be computed using the reproducing
property of the kernel K as in
φik(t) = 〈φik,K(·, t)〉 ≡ 〈K(·, t), φik〉 = Lik(K(·, t)).
Finally, writing all inner products 〈φik,Ph〉 = qik yields, with the notation above, a system
of linear equations Φh = q and the fiter coefficients amount to h = Φ+q.
3.6.1.1 Example: Paley-Wiener Space
As an example, we consider the Paley-Wiener space which is closely related to the space of
trigonometric polynomials. Specifically, the finite-dimensional space H can be thought of as
a discretized version of the infinite-dimensional Paley-Wiener space
Ξ =
{
u ∈ L2(R) ∣∣ supp (Fu) ⊆ [−Ω,Ω]}
in the frequency domain. An element u ∈ H has a line spectrum at frequencies lΩ/L,
l = −L,−L + 1, ..., L. This spectrum becomes dense in [−Ω,Ω] as L → ∞. The space Ξ





is also an RKHS with an RK [11]
K(s, t) =
sin (Ω(t− s))
pi(t− s) , (3.15)
with t, s ∈ R. Defining the projection of the filter h onto Ξ as (Ph)(t) = ∫R h(s)K(s, t)ds,
we find that Lemma 1 still holds with φk ∈ Ξ and we can extend Theorem 1 to the following.
Proposition 3. Let {ui | supp(Fui) = [−Ω,Ω] }Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent
and bounded stimuli at the input of a [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] neural circuit with a dendritic
processing filter h ∈ H. If ∑Nj=1 bCδ > Ωpi , then (Ph)(t) can be perfectly identified from the
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where ψik(t) = K(t, t
i
k), i = 1, 2, ..., N , and k ∈ Z. Finally, h = Φ+q, where h =




ui(s − tjk)ds and q = [q1,q2, ...,qN ]T with
[qi]l = Cδ − b(til+1 − til) for all i, j = 1, 2, ..., N, and k, l ∈ Z.
Proof: As before, the spikes (tik)k∈Z in response to each test signal u
i, i = 1, 2, ..., N ,




of (Ph)(t). Thus we can think of the
{(qik)k∈Z}Ni=1’s as projections of Ph onto {(φik)k∈Z}Ni=1, where
















or equivalently if the number of test signals N > ΩCδpib , the set of functions { (ψik)k∈Z }Ni=1
with ψik(t) = K(t, t
i









If the set of functions {(φik)k∈Z}Ni=1 forms a frame for Ξ, we can find the coefficients hik, k ∈






























〉 ≡ qil ,











































ui(s − tjk)ds. Finally, the coefficients hik, i =
1, 2, ..., N and k ∈ Z, amount to h = Φ+q. 
Simulation results of a SISO CIM for a Paley-Wiener space of test signals is shown in
Fig. 3.12. Input signals u1, ..., u5 were bandlimited to 100Hz and the circuit generated a
total of 38 spikes. The MSE between the identified filter Ph∗ (red) and the projection Ph
(blue) is −71.1 dB.
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(u1 ∗ h)(s)ds, ∀k
δ = 0.007∫ t
tk
(u1 ∗ h)(s)ds = δ
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(e) Original filter vs. the identified filter
 
 
h, MSE(P h∗, h) =-47.6dB
P h, MSE(P h∗, P h) =-71.1dB












(f ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of K
 
 












(g ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of h
 
 
supp(F h) ⊃ [−Ω, Ω]













(h) Fourier amplitude spectrum of Ph∗
 
 
supp(FP h∗) = [−Ω, Ω]
Figure 3.12: Channel identification in a SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit using signals from
the Paley-Wiener space Ξ. (a) In contrast to Fig. 3.6, input signals ui ∈ Ξ, i = 1, ... , 5. (b) Biased
output of the filter v1(t) + b in response to the stimulus u1. (c) The filter output in (b) is integrated by
an ideal IAF neuron. (d) The neuron generated a total of 38 spikes in response to all 5 input signals. (e)
The identified impulse response of the filter Ph∗ (red) is shown together with the original filter h (dashed
black) and its projection Ph (blue). The MSE between Ph∗ and Ph is −71.1dB. (f)-(h) Fourier amplitude
spectra of K, h and Ph∗. In contrast to Fig. 3.6, K and Ph∗ do not exhibit a discrete (line) spectrum.
Again, Ph∗ ∈ Ξ but h /∈ Ξ.
3.6.2 Channels with Noisy Observations
In the derivations above we implicitly assumed that the I/O system was noiseless. In prac-
tice, noise is introduced either by the channel or the sampler itself. Here we revisit the
t-transform in (3.2) and show that the analysis/methodology employed in the previous sec-
tions can be extended within an appropriate mathematical setting to I/O systems with noisy
measurements.
Recall that the t-transform of an ideal IAF neuron is given by
∫ tk+1
tk
(u ∗ h)(t)dt =
〈Ph, φk〉 = qk, k = 1, 2, ..., n−1, where n is the number of spikes generated by the neuron in
an interval of length T . The measurements qk were obtained by applying a piece-wise linear
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operator on the channel output v = u ∗ h. If either the channel or the sampler introduce an
error, we can model it by adding a noise term εk to the t-transform [103]:
〈Ph, φk〉 = qk + εk.
Here we will assume that εk ∼ N (0, σ2), k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, are i.i.d..
In the presence of noise it is not possible to identify the projection Ph loss-free. However,
we can still identify an estimate P̂h of Ph that is optimal for an appropriately defined cost














where the scalar λ > 0 provides a trade-off between the faithfulness of the identified filter
projection P̂h to measurements (qk)n−1k=1 and its norm ‖P̂h‖H.






with h = (ΦHΦ + λI)−1ΦHq, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and Φi, i = 1, 2, ..., N , as defined in
(3.9).
Proof: Since the minimizer P̂h is in H, it is of the form given in (3.20). Substituting this
into (3.19), we obtain
min
h∈C2L+1
‖Φh− q‖2Rn−1 + λ ‖h‖2C2L+1 ,
where Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] with Φi, i = 1, 2, ..., N , as defined in (3.9). This quadratic
optimization problem can be solved analytically by expressing the objective as a convex
quadratic function J(h) = hHΦHΦh− 2qHΦh + qHq + λhHh with H denoting the conju-
gate transpose. A vector h minimizes J if and only if ∇J = 2(ΦHΦ + λI)h − 2ΦHq = 0,
i.e., h = (ΦHΦ + λI)−1ΦHq. 
Remark 6. In Section 3.3, identification of the projection (Ph)(t) = ∑Ll=−L hlel(t) amounted
to finding Ph ∈ H such that the sum of the residuals (〈Ph, φk〉 − qk)2 was minimized [103].
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(〈Ph, φik〉 − qik)2 ⇐⇒ min
h∈C2L+1
‖Φh− q‖2Rn−1 , (3.21)
where h = [h−L, ..., hL] and Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] with Φi, i = 1, 2, ..., N , as defined in
(3.9).
3.6.2.1 Example: Noisy SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] Circuit
In the following example, we assume that noise is added to the measurements (qik)
n−1
k=1 , i =
1, 2, by the neuron and we model that noise by introducing random thresholds that are
normally distributed with a mean δ and a standard deviation 0.1δ, i.e., δk ∼ N (δ, (0.1δ)2):∫ tik+1
tik
(ui ∗ h)(t)dt = Cδk − b(tik+1 − tik) =
[
Cδ − b(tik+1 − tik)
]
+ C(δk − δ) = qik + εik, where
εik ∼ N (0, (0.1Cδ)2). Thus random thresholds result in additive noise εik ∼ N (0, (0.1Cδ)2),
i = 1, 2.
In Fig. 3.13a we show two stimuli that were used to probe the [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit.
Both stimuli are bandlimited to 25Hz and have a period of T = 0.2 s, i.e., the order of the
space is L = 5. The response of the neuron to a biased filter output v1(t) + b (Fig. 3.13b)
is shown in Fig. 3.13c. Note the significant deviations in thresholds δk around the mean
value of δ = 0.05. Although a significant amount of noise is introduced into the system, we
can identify an optimal estimate P̂h∗ that is still quite close to the true projection Ph. The
MSE of identification is −31.8 dB.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter we presented a class of channel identification problems arising in the con-
text of communication channels in [Filter]-[Asynchronous Sampler] circuits. Our results are
based on a key structural conditional duality result between time decoding and channel
identification. The conditional duality result shows that given a class of test signals, the
projection of the filter onto the space of input signals can be recovered loss-free. Moreover,
the channel identification problem can be converted into a time decoding problem. We con-
sidered a number of channel identification problems that arise both in communications and
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(e) Original filter vs. the identified filter
 
 
h, MSE(P̂ h∗, h) =-17.0dB
P h, MSE(P̂ h∗, P h) =-31.8dB












(f ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of K
 
 












(g ) Fourier amplitude spectrum of h
 
 
supp(F h) ⊃ [−Ω, Ω]













(h) Fourier amplitude spectrum of P̂h∗
 
 
supp(F P̂ h∗) = [−Ω, Ω]
Figure 3.13: Noisy channel identification in a SISO [Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit using multiple
I/O pairs. (a) Input signals u1, u2 are bandlimited to 25Hz. The order of the space L = 5. (b) Biased out-
put of the filter v1(t)+ b in response to the stimulus u1. (c) Thresholds are random with δk ∼ N (δ, (0.1δ)2).
(d) The neuron produced a total of 26 spikes in response to 2 stimuli. (e) The optimal estimate P̂h∗ (red)
is shown together with the original filter h (dashed black) and its projection Ph (blue). Note that the
MSE between P̂h∗ and Ph is −31.8dB. (f)-(h) Fourier amplitude spectra of K, h and P̂h∗. As before,
supp(FK) = [−Ω,Ω] = supp(FP̂h∗) but supp(Fh) ⊃ [−Ω,Ω]. In other words, P̂h∗ ∈ H but h /∈ H.
in neuroscience. We presented CIM algorithms that allow one to recover projections of both
univariate and multivariate filters in such problems and demonstrated their performance
through numerical simulations. Furthermore, we showed that under natural conditions on
the impulse response of the filter, the filter projection converges to the original filter almost
everywhere and in the mean-squared sense (L2 norm), with increasing bandwidth and order
of the space. Thus in order to identify the impulse response of the filter with arbitrary
precision, we are lead to consider a countably infinite number of time encoding problems.
Finally, we generalized our results to a large class of test signal spaces and to channel models
with noisy observations.
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Chapter 4
CIMs for Spike-Processing Neural
Circuits
In the previous chapter we showed that it is possible to identify a linear model of dendritic
processing in spiking neurons if the input stimulus is a continuous temporal signal and the
parameters of the neuron are known. Here we extend our results to circuits that accept multi-
dimensional spike trains, i.e., discrete events in time, as their input instead. Furthermore,
we employ conductance-based models of action potential generation, such as the Hodgkin-
Huxley model, and propose an approach for a complete functional identification of such
biophysical spike-processing neural circuits.
The circuits considered are comprised of a multitude of temporal receptive fields, or
filters, modeling dendritic computation. Each temporal receptive field describes the spatio-
temporal contribution of all synapses between any two neurons and incorporates the (passive)
processing of a particular spike train received by the dendritic tree. The aggregate dendritic
current produced by a multitude of temporal receptive fields is encoded into a sequence
of action potentials by a spike generator modeled as a nonlinear dynamical system. Our
approach builds on the extension of the idea presented in Chapter 3. Namely, we observe that
during any experiment, an entire neural circuit including its receptive fields and biophysical
spike generators, is projected onto the space of stimuli. The projection is determined by the
particular choice of input signals used to identify the circuit. Employing the reproducing
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kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) of trigonometric polynomials to describe input stimuli, we
quantitatively describe the relationship between underlying circuit parameters and their
projections. We also derive experimental conditions under which these projections converge
to the true parameters. In doing so, we achieve the mathematical tractability needed to (i)
characterize the biophysical spike generator and (ii) identify the multitude of receptive fields.
The algorithms obviate the need to repeat experiments in order to compute the neurons’
rate of response, rendering our methodology of interest to both experimental and theoretical
neuroscientists.
4.1 Introduction
Understanding how neural circuits perform computation is one of the most challenging
problems in neuroscience. For the fruit fly (Drosophila), the advent of the genome sequence,
coupled with extensive anatomical and electrophysiological studies, has led to an exponential
growth in our knowledge about the organization of many neural circuits, including detailed
knowledge about circuit connectivity, circuit inputs and outputs, as well as morphological
and biophysical properties of individual neurons [29, 31, 60, 113, 185]. Combined with the
powerful genetic tools for visualizing, activating and deactivating specific circuit components,
these advances raise the possibility of providing a comprehensive functional characterization
of information processing within and between neurons.
To this day, a number of methods have been proposed to quantify and model neuronal
processing (see [184] for an in-depth review). The majority of these methods assume that
the input to a neural circuit is continuous and that the output is generated by a point
process (e.g., Poisson process). In biological neural circuits, however, the inputs for most
neurons are spike trains generated by presynaptic cells and the outputs are determined by a
multi-dimensional dynamical system [71]. Furthermore, the highly nonlinear nature of spike
generation has been shown to produce interactions between stimulus features [68, 157] that
profoundly affect the estimation of receptive fields [137]. Hence, there is a fundamental need
to develop tractable methods for identifying neural circuits that incorporate biophysical
models of spike generation and receive multi-dimensional spike trains as input stimuli.
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Here we describe a new methodology for a complete neural circuit identification that
takes the above-mentioned considerations into account. Our neural circuit models admit
multidimensional spike trains as input stimuli. They also incorporate nonlinear dynamical
system models of the spike-generating mechanism (Hodgkin-Huxley, Morris Lecar, hard-
threshold IAF, etc.). The nonlinear contribution of a dynamical system such as the Hodgkin-
Huxley neuron model is stimulus-driven. It changes from one spike to the next and thus
affects receptive field estimation if not properly taken into account.
Our approach builds on the observation that during any experiment, a neural circuit is
projected onto a particular space of input signals, with the circuit projection determined by
how well the input space explores that circuit. Employing reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
(in particular, spaces of bandlimited functions) to model the input stimuli, we quantitatively
describe the relationship between the underlying circuit parameters and their projections.
We also derive conditions under which these projections converge to the true parameters.
In doing so, we achieve the mathematical tractability needed to characterize biophysical
spike generators and to identify the multitude of receptive fields in neural circuits with
full connectivity. We estimate all model parameters directly from spike times produced by
neurons and repeating the same stimulus is no longer necessary.
4.2 Problem Statement and Modeling
Consider the simple neural circuit depicted in Fig. 4.1(a). The postsynaptic neuron shown
in gray receives its feedforward spiking input from three cells that are highlighted in red,
cyan and green. Presynaptic action potentials, depicted as spikes on the axon terminals, are
processed by the dendritic tree of the postsynaptic cell and the resulting dendritic current
is encoded into a single postsynaptic train of action potentials by the axon hillock. For the
postsynaptic neuron in Fig. 4.1(a) we seek to (i) characterize the encoding carried out by
the axon hillock and (ii) identify the dendritic processing of presynaptic spikes, assuming
that both presynaptic and postsynaptic spike times are available to an observer.
A block diagram representation of the postsynaptic neuron in Fig. 4.1(a) is shown in Fig.
4.1(b). Spikes from M ∈ N different neurons arrive at times (smk )k∈Z, smk ∈ R, m = 1, ...,M ,



































































Figure 4.1: Spike-processing setup (a) A simple neural circuit in which a neuron receives spiking
input from multiple presynaptic cells. (b) Block diagram of the circuit in (a). Spatiotemporal dendritic
processing of spike trains sm, m = 1, . . . ,M ,M ∈ N, is described byM temporal receptive fields with kernels
hm. Action potentials are produced by a biophysical spike generator. (c) A canonical neural circuit model
with a spiking feedforward input, lateral connections and feedback.
forming M input spike trains sm. Since in biological neurons spikes typically arrive via
multiple synapses at different locations on the dendritic tree, we model the processing of
each spike train sm with a temporal receptive field hm that describes the combined spatio-
temporal contributions of all synapses from neuron m,m = 1, 2, ...,M . Such a temporal
receptive field can capture not only the overall excitatory/inhibitory nature of synapses, but
also the time-domain analog processing carried out by the dendritic tree. The aggregate
dendritic current v =
∑
m v
m, m = 1, ...,M , produced in the tree is then encoded by a
biophysical spike generator model (e.g., the Hodgkin-Huxley model) into a sequence of spike
times (tk)k∈Z.
Generalizing the ideas above, one can consider more complex spiking neural circuits, in
which (i) every neuron may receive not only feedforward inputs from a presynaptic layer,
but also lateral inputs from neurons in the same layer and (ii) back-propagating action
potentials [181] may contribute to computations within the dendritic tree. A two-neuron
circuit incorporating these considerations is shown in Fig. 4.1(c). The processing of lateral
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inputs in layer 2 is described by the temporal receptive fields (cross-feedback filters) h212
and h221, while various signals produced by back-propagating action potentials are modeled
by the temporal receptive fields (feedback filters) h211 and h222.
In what follows we show that the elementary building blocks of spiking neural circuits,
including temporal receptive fields and spike generators, together with all inputs and out-
puts, can be naturally defined as elements of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS),
thereby making circuit identification mathematically tractable. Without loss of generality,
we choose to work with the space of trigonometric polynomials H:
Definition 6. The space of trigonometric polynomials H is the Hilbert space of complex-
valued functions u(t) =
∑L
l=−L ulel(t), where el(t) = exp (jlΩt/L) /
√
T , l = −L, ..., L, is an
orthonormal basis, ul ∈ C, t ∈ [0, T ]. Here, T = 2piL/Ω is the period, Ω is the bandwidth
and L is the order of the space. Endowed with the inner product 〈u, w〉 = ∫ T0 u(t)w(t)dt,




Remark 7. The key property of an RKHS is the reproducing kernel property:
〈u(·), K(·, t)〉 = u(t),
for all u ∈ H and t ∈ [0, T ].
4.2.1 Modeling Spike Processing
We assume that the precise shape and amplitude of action potentials received by the post-
synaptic cell is of no particular significance in neural information processing. Although such
information can be readily incorporated into the methods outlined below, it can be chal-
lenging to obtain in practice as it requires simultaneous intracellular (whole-cell) recordings
from multiple presynaptic cells. Making a less stringent assumption that only the timing of
action potentials is important, we take each spike arriving at a time sk to be a Dirac-delta
function δ(t − sk), t ∈ R, so that the train of spikes sm from a presynaptic neuron m,
m = 1, ...,M , is given by sm(t) =
∑
k∈Z δ(t− smk ), t ∈ R (see Fig. 4.1). The spike times smk
correspond to peaks (or throughs) of action potentials and can be readily obtained by ex-
tracellular recordings. Given presynaptic spike trains sm, m = 1, ...,M , and corresponding
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Figure 4.2: Modeling a single spike. (top row) A spike δ(t) at the input to a temporal receptive
field produces a kernel h at its output. (bottom row) If a spike is replaced with the RK K(t, 0) ∈ H, the
receptive field output is the signal Ph(t) that closely approximates the output h produced by the spike δ(t)
on t ∈ [0, T ].
temporal receptive fields with kernels hm (Fig. 4.1(b)), the aggregate postsynaptic current
amounts to v(t) =
∑M
m=1(s
m ∗ hm)(t) = ∑Mm=1∑k∈Z hm(t− smk ), where (sm ∗ hm) denotes
the convolution of sm with hm.
We model kernels hm as finite-energy functions with a finite temporal support (memory)
on the interval [0, S], i.e., hm belongs to the space H =
{
h ∈ L2(R) ∣∣ supp(h) ⊆ [0, S]}.
Under quite natural conditions, each kernel hm can be approximated arbitrarily closely (in
the L2 norm [61]) on [0, S] by its projection Phm in the space of trigonometric polynomials
H (see Definition 6). The conditions for an arbitrarily-close L2 approximation of the kernel
h∈H by its projection Ph∈H are (i) T ≥ S and (ii) the bandwidth Ω and the order L of
the space H are sufficiently high [106]. Thus,
v′(t) = K(t, sk) ∗ h(t) (a)= (Ph)(t− sk) L
2−→ h(t− sk) (b)= δ(t− sk) ∗ h(t) = v(t),
where (a) and (b) follow from the sampling properties of the RK and the Dirac-delta function,
respectively.
In other words, if an input spike δ(t− sk) is replaced with K(t, sk), the output v′ of the
temporal receptive field converges in the L2 norm (with increasing bandwidth Ω and order
L of the space H) to the output v elicitepd by the spike δ(t− sk). This is also illustrated in
Fig. 4.2, where we compare the output of a temporal receptive field when stimulated with
a delta function (top row) and an RK (bottom row).
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Figure 4.3: Modeling spiking input. (a) Spike streams (sm)3m=1 (red, green, blue) at the input to a
dendritic tree. Since streams have no beginning and end, we pick out spikes in a window (yellow) of length
T . (b) Replacing spikes with the sampled RKs results in continuous signals (Psm)3m=1 (red, green, blue).
(c) Passing signals (Psm)3m=1 through receptive fields (hm)3m=1, we obtain the current v′ which is the same
on t ∈ [0, T ] ∩ [∪3m=1 supphm]c (green) as the current v produced by the spiking input. (d) The error
between v and v′.
Example 1. Consider three arbitrarily chosen temporal receptive fields with kernels hm,
m = 1, 2, 3, each with a temporal support of 100ms and bandlimited to 100Hz. Given three
spike trains s1, s2, s3, shown in red, green and blue in Fig. 4.3(a) and an appropriate choice
of the space H (here Ω = 2pi · 160 rad/s and L = 40), we choose spikes in any window of
length T (here T = 2piL/Ω = 0.25 s, shown in yellow) and replace every such spike smk with
the sampled reproducing kernel K(t, smk ). We thus obtain three continuous signals Psm =
1[0,T ]s
m ∗K(t, 0), m = 1, ..., 3, that are periodic on the real line, as depicted in Fig. 4.3(b).
Note that signals Psm ∈ H with Psm = ∑Ll=−L〈Psm, el〉el, m = 1, ..., 3, l = −L,−L +
1, ..., L. Passing these three signals through the temporal receptive fields hm, m = 1, 2, 3,
produces an aggregate dendritic current v′ =
∑
3
m=1 Psm∗hm. The latter is indistinguishable




m ∗ hm on the interval [0, T ] ∩ [∪3m=1 supphm]c
(depicted in green in Fig. 4.3(c)). The error between v and v′ is shown in Fig. 4.3(d). Note
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that the approximation does not work in the time interval [0, T ] ∩ [∪3m=1 supphm] because
the filters are causal and have memory, i.e., the spikes from both the present and the past
affect the dendritic current.
4.2.2 Modeling Biophysical Spike Generators
The model of action potential generation can be chosen from a wide class of spiking point
neuron models, including nonlinear conductance-based models with stable limit cycles (e.g.,
Hodgkin-Huxley, Fitzhugh-Nagumo, Morris Lecar [71]), as well as simpler models such as
the integrate-and-fire (IAF) or the threshold-and-fire neuron model. Although these models
are deterministic in their original formulation, they can readily be extended to incorporate
various noise sources in the form of, e.g., random thresholds [100] or stochastic gating
variables [98] (see also section 4.3.3). Furthermore, given the same input, even deterministic
models typically do not produce the same output since their response fundamentally depends
on the initial conditions of the dynamical system.
Here we focus on conductance-based neuron models only. For convenience of the reader,
we first briefly review the Hodgkin-Huxley point neuron model. We then present another
model, called the reduced project-integrate-and-fire neuron with conditional phase response
curves (reduced PIF-cPRC). This reduced model can be used to accurately capture re-
sponse properties of many point neuron models, including Hodgkin-Huxley, Morris-Lecar,
Fitzhugh-Nagumo and others. Furthermore, as discussed in section 4.3.1, the reduced PIF-
cPRC model provides a simple way to faithfully characterize the spike generation process of
biological neurons when the underlying neuron parameters are not known.
4.2.2.1 Conductance-Based Spike Generator Models
The point neuron models considered here are described by the set of differential equations
dx
dt
= f(x) + [I(t), 0, 0, ..., 0]T , (4.1)
where the vector x describes the state of the point neuron, I(t), t ∈ R, is the aggregate
dendritic current and xT denotes the transpose of x. A block diagram of a biophysical
neuron with a single temporal receptive field is depicted in Fig. 4.4. Here the aggregate

















Figure 4.4: Block diagram of a simple [RF]-[Biophysical Neuron] circuit. Aggregate current v
produced by the receptive field is encoded by a nonlinear dynamical system, e.g., Hodgkin-Huxley neuron,
that is described by a set of differential equations dx/dt = f(x).
dendritic current is assumed to be of the form I(t) = v(t) + Ib, where Ib is a constant bias
term and v(t) is the output of the temporal receptive field with the kernel h processing the
continuous input stimulus u, i.e., v(t) = (u ∗ h)(t), t ∈ R.
Example 2. Recall that the biophysics of action potential generation is captured by four




= Ib − gNam3h(V − ENa)− gKn4(V − Ek)− gL(V − EL)
dm
dt
= αm(V )(1−m)− βm(V )m
dh
dt
= αh(V )(1−m)− βh(V )h
dn
dt
= αn(V )(1−m)− βn(V )n,
(4.2)
with
αm(V ) = 0.1(25− V )/(e 25−V10 − 1) βm(V ) = 4e−V18
αh(V ) = 0.07e
−V
20 βh(V ) = 1/(e
30−V
10 + 1)
αn(V ) = 0.01(10− V )/(e 10−V10 − 1) βn(V ) = 0.125e−V80 ,
where V is the membrane potential, m, h and n are the gating variables and Ib ∈ R+ is a
constant input (bias) current. The original HH equations above can be compactly written as
dx/dt = f(x), where x = [V,m, h, n]T is a vector comprised of the membrane voltage and
sodium/potassium gating variables, while f = [f1, f2, f3, f4]T is the corresponding function
vector. The sequence of spike times {tk}k∈Z is obtained by detecting the peaks of the action
potentials of the first component of the vector x, i.e., the membrane potential x1 = V .
















Reduced PIF neuron with Conditional PRCs
I(t) V (t)
Figure 4.5: [RF]-Reduced PIF-cPRC neural circuit. Receptive field current v is encoded by a
reduced PIF neuron with conditional PRCs. Both the PRC ϕ1k and the threshold δk are stimulus-driven and
change at spike times.
4.2.2.2 Reduced Spike Generator Model
Using non-linear perturbation analysis, it can be shown that for weak input stimuli the
HH neuron (as well as many other conductance-based neuron models) are to a first order
input/output (I/O)-equivalent to a reduced project-integrate-and-fire (PIF) neuron [98].
The PIF neuron is closely related to the ideal integrate-and-fire (IAF) neuron, with an
additional step of projecting the external input current v(t) onto the (infinitesimal) phase
response curve (PRC) [71] of the neuron:∫ tk+1
tk
ϕ1(s− tk)v(s)ds = qk, (4.3)
where qk = δ − (tk+1 − tk) is the neuron’s phase advance or delay, δ is the period of the
neuron and ϕ1(t), t ∈ [0, tk+1−tk), is the PRC on a stable orbit. Eq. (4.3) is also known as
the t-transform of the reduced PIF neuron [98]. PRCs have been studied extensively in the
neuroscience literature and simply describe the transient change in the cycle period of the
neuron induced by a perturbation as a function of the phase at which that perturbation is
received [71]. For multidimensional models such as the Hodgkin-Huxley model, the function
ϕ1 is the first component of the vector-valued PRC ϕ = [ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4]T , corresponding to
the membrane potential V .
For strong input stimuli that introduce large perturbations into the dynamics of the
neuronal response, the behavior of the neuron can be accurately described by the reduced
PIF-cPRC neuron, the reduced project-integrate-and-fire neuron with conditional PRCs [84]:∫ tk+1
tk
ϕ1k(s− tk)v(s)ds = qk, (4.4)
where qk = δk − (tk+1 − tk) with δk corresponding to the PRC ϕ1k. In this model the
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phase response curve is not frozen but conditioned on the input signal, as visualized in
Fig. 4.5. The aggregate current v generated by the receptive field appears as an input
to the PRC block. The latter depicts an entire family of PRCs and produces a PRC ϕ1k
that is conditioned on v. The receptive field current is multiplied by the conditional PRC
and the resulting signal v(t)ϕ1k(t − tk), t ∈ [tk, tk+1), is encoded into a sequence of spikes
by an integrate-and-fire type model, in which the threshold δk is also conditioned on the
input stimulus via the PRC. The subscript k points to the fact that the PRC ϕ1k(t) and the
threshold δk may change at each spike time, depending on the input signal v.
4.3 Identifying Biophysical Neuron Models
In what follows we present a methodology for identifying neuron models consisting of recep-
tive fields and spike generators. In section 4.3.1 we discuss the identification of the spike
generator. Note that in the past literature the spike generator is called the point neuron.
The identification of dendritic processing is presented in section 4.3.2. Finally, in section
4.3.3 the identification of noisy neurons is discussed.
4.3.1 Identifying the Spike Generator
If parameters of the spike generator are not known a priori, we can use the reduced PIF
neuron with conditional PRCs introduced above to derive a first-order equivalent model. In
this case, identification of the spike generator calls for finding a family of PRCs.
A number of different theoretical and experimental methods have been proposed to com-
pute phase response curves both in model neurons [71] and in biological neurons [128]. One
of the most popular and widely used methods involves delivering a perturbation that is
infinitesimally-small in amplitude and duration and measuring its affect on the timing of
subsequent spikes. Simple in its nature, this method requires delivering hundreds to thou-
sands of precisely-timed pulses of current at different phases to map out the PRC. While
easy to simulate in a model neuron, this procedure is a daunting task for any experimentalist
working with biological neurons. Furthermore, delivering perturbations that are infinites-
imally small in duration is very difficult technically and the resulting perturbations are
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usually spread out in time. An alternative method, referred to as Malkin’s approach or the
adjoint method, involves linearizing the dynamical system about a stable limit cycle and
solving the corresponding adjoint equations [45, 71, 121]. The drawback of this method is
that the differential equations describing the dynamical system need to be known a priori.
Below we introduce a new method for estimating PRCs that does not require knowing
parameters of the dynamical system or delivering pulses of current at different phases of
the oscillation cycle. Instead, our method is based on injecting a random current waveform
and estimating the PRC from the information contained in the spike train at the output
of the neuron. Although similar in spirit to what has been suggested in [71] and [128], our
approach is different in that (i) it does not use white noise stimuli and (ii) it provides strong
insight into how the perturbation signal affects the estimated PRC. It is also worth pointing
out that injecting truly white noise signals is not possible in an experimental setting since
all electrodes have finite bandwidths. We demonstrate that if the bandwidth of the injected
current is not taken into account, the estimated PRC can be substantially different from
the underlying PRC of the neuron. Finally, when compared to standard pulse methods for
estimating the PRC, our approach is more immune to spike generation jitter since stimulus
fluctuations are spread over the entire oscillation cycle as opposed to being concentrated at
a particular moment in time [71].
Consider a point neuron model on a stable limit cycle with a period δ that is generated
by an input bias current Ib = const. Given a weak random input signal u(t), t ∈ R, the
response of the point neuron is faithfully captured by the reduced PIF neuron Eq. (4.4) as∫ tk+1
tk


















where Pϕ1 ∈ H is the PRC projection onto H and (∗) holds, provided that tk+1 − tk ≤ T ,
since ϕ1(t) = 0 for t > tk+1 − tk for most neurons, including the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron
[57]. The inequality tk+1 − tk ≤ T can be easily satisfied by an appropriate choice of the
space H.
By the Riesz representation theorem [11] it follows that the right hand side of (4.5) is a
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linear functional and ∫ T
0
u(s)Pϕ1(s− tk)ds = L(Pϕ1) = 〈Pϕ1, φk〉,
where φk ∈ H. In other words, spikes time perturbations due to the weak random input
u ∈ H can be interpreted as measurements of the projection Pϕ1. To reconstruct Pϕ1 from
these measurements, we have the following result.
Theorem 5. Let {ui |ui ∈ H}Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent weak currents
perturbing the Hodgkin Huxley neuron on a stable limit cycle with a period δk. If the total
number of spikes n =
∑N
i=1 n
i generated by the neuron satisfies n ≥ 2L + N + 1, then the





where ψl = [ψ]l, l = −L,−L+ 1, ..., L, and ψ = Φ+q. Furthermore, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ],
q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ] and [qi]k = qik with each Φ
i of size (ni − 1) × (2L + 1) and qi of size














for all k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, l = −L,−L+ 1, ..., L, and i = 1, 2, ..., N .
Proof: Since Pϕ1 ∈ H, it can be written as (Pϕ1)(t) = ∑Ll=−L ψlel(t). Furthermore, since
the stimuli are linearly independent, the measurements (qik)
ni−1
k=1 provided by the PIF neuron
are distinct. Writing (4.5) for a stimulus ui, we obtain
qik =





or qi = Φiψ, with [qi]k = qik, [Φ
i]kl = φ
i
l,k and [ψ]l = ψl. Repeating for all i = 1, ..., N ,
we get q = Φψ with Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ]. This system of linear
equations can be solved for ψ, provided that the rank r(Φ) of the matrix Φ is r(Φ) = 2L+1.
A necessary condition for the latter is that the total number n =
∑N
i=1 n
i of spikes generated
in response to all N signals satisfies n ≥ 2L + N + 1. Then the solution can be computed
as ψ = Φ+q. To find the coefficients φil,k, we note that φ
i
l,k = Lik(el). 
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(d) HH neuron response in the V-n plane
 
 

















(e) Original PRC ϕ1 vs. the identified PRC Pϕ1∗
 
 
0 π/2 π 3π/2 2π
ϕ1, MSE(Pϕ1∗, ϕ1) =-37.7dB
Pϕ1, MSE(Pϕ1∗, Pϕ1) =-38.2dB
Pϕ1∗
Figure 4.6: Estimating a single PRC of a HH neuron, Ib = 70µA/cm2. (a) Injected spike-triggered
random current waveform. (b) Corresponding membrane potential of the neuron. Stable and perturbed
orbit spikes are shown in green and red, respectively. (c) Spike times used for the PRC identification. (d)
HH neuron response (blue trajectory) in the V-n phase plane. The stable orbit is shown in pink. (e) The
original PRC ϕ1, its projection Pϕ1 (Eq. (4.6))) onto the input current space and the identified PRC Pϕ1∗
are shown in black, blue, and red, respectively.
Remark 8. Theorem 5 shows that only the PRC projection Pϕ1 can be recovered from the
recorded spike train. Note that Pϕ1 is given by the projection of the PRC ϕ1 onto the space of
stimuli H and is, in general, quite different from the underlying PRC. In a practical setting,
H is determined by the choice of stimuli in the experimental setup. Clearly, the bandwidth
of the electrode/neuron seal plays a critical role in the PRC estimate.
Remark 9. The random current waveforms {ui}Ni=1 can be delivered either in separate ex-
periments or in a single experimental trial. Since the effects of a perturbation can last longer
than a single cycle [128], each current waveform may be followed by a quiescent period to
ensure that one perturbation does not influence the neuronal response to another perturba-
tion. The resulting “spike-triggered random injected current waveform" protocol minimizes
interactions between consecutive current waveforms and allows one to efficiently measure the
PRC projection Pϕ1.
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Example 3. The proposed PRC identification procedure and its performance for a Hodgkin-
Huxley neuron are illustrated in Fig. 4.6. First, a constant bias current Ib = 70µA/cm2
injected into the neuron (Fig. 4.6a) places the state of the neuron onto a stable limit cycle.
The period of the oscillation δ on that limit cycle can be computed by recording ‘stable
spikes’, produced in response to the constant current and highlighted in green color in Fig.
4.6b. Next, a sequence of random current waveforms with bandwidth Ω = 2pi · 524 rad/s and
order L = 4 (Fig. 4.6a) is injected into the neuron and the ‘perturbed spikes’ (highlighted
in red, Fig. 4.6b) are recorded. In this example, the waveforms are delivered at every other
spike in order to minimize the effect of one perturbation on the neuronal response to a
subsequent perturbation, (see also Remark 9). We demonstrate the perturbation experienced
by the dynamical system in Fig. 4.6d, where the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron response is plotted
in a two dimensional V-n phase-plane. The stable limit cycle produced by the current Ib is
shown in pink and the perturbed trajectory around that limit cycle is plotted in blue. The
oscillation period on the stable limit cycle was found to be δ = 7.627ms. Using δ together
with the injected current waveforms and produced spike times (Fig. 4.6c), we identify the
PRC projection Pϕ1∗ and plot it together with the theoretical value of the projection Pϕ1
and the underlying PRC ϕ1 in Fig. 4.6d. Note that there is essentially no difference between
the three waveforms in the latter plot.
Remark 10. Note that the identification error in Fig. 4.7 decreases with increasing band-
width and eventually levels off, providing us with a measurement of the PRC bandwidth. This
is something that cannot be determined using the traditional white noise and pulse methods.
Furthermore, glass electrodes traditionally used in the PRC estimation naturally impose a
bandlimitation. Traditional methods do not take that fact into account and simply declare
that the estimated PRC is the underlying PRC of the neuron. Our results suggest that in
reality the experimenter often finds only the PRC projected onto the space determined by the
input stimuli employed and the electrode properties (bandwidth). As a result, different results
may be obtained in day-to-day experiments due to the variability in electrodes and groups
using different types of electrodes may come up with different estimates.
Example 4. In the above example, the bandwidth of the stimulus was Ω = 2pi · 524 rad/s
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Figure 4.7: PRC estimation is stimulus dependent. Mean-squared error (in decibels) between the
original and identified PRC is plotted as a function of the stimulus bandwidth.
and the PRC ϕ1 was identified with a very high precision. In general however, the projection
Pϕ1 is stimulus (bandwidth) dependent. This dependency is demonstrated in Fig. 4.7, where
the mean-squared error between the identified PRC projection Pϕ1∗ and the original PRC
ϕ1 as a function of the stimulus bandwidth Ω is depicted. Several identification examples are
shown as insets in the plot. Note that the identified functions in the first two examples are
very different from the PRC estimated in Fig. 4.6d.
Example 5. An entire family of PRCs that was estimated using the above method for 63
different limit cycles is shown in Fig. 4.8. As the input bias current Ib increases, the limit
cycle x0 of the neuron shrinks (from blue to green Fig. 4.8a), in the V − n plane. At the
same time, the period of the oscillation δk decreases from 17.2ms to 7.6ms (Fig. 4.8b). As
a result, the temporal support of each PRC decreases as well (Fig. 4.8d), requiring higher-
bandwidth currents for estimating the underlying PRC at high spike rates. The entire family
of PRCs as a function of phase θ ∈ [0, 2pi] and time t ∈ [0, δk] is shown in Fig. 4.8c and
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(a) Limit cycles of the HH neuron in the V-n plane
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(c) PRC family of the HH neuron
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Figure 4.8: A family of Hodgkin-Huxley PRCs computed using the method described in this
section.
Fig. 4.8d, respectively.
4.3.2 Identifying Dendritic Processing
Once the biophysical spike generator has been characterized and the family of its phase
response curves computed, one can begin identifying the temporal receptive fields describing
the analog processing of incoming spikes by the dendritic tree. In what follows we use the
notation si = (s1i, s2i, ..., sMi) to describeM spike train sequences that stimulate the neuron
on the ith trial, i = 1, 2, ..., N .
Theorem 6. Channel Identification Machine (CIM)
Let {si}Ni=1 be a collection of spike train M -tuples at the input to a neuron with M temporal
receptive fields hm ∈ H, m = 1, ...,M . Furthermore, let the family of conditional phase
response curves ϕ1, corresponding to the membrane voltage V be known and let (tik)k∈Z, i =
1, ..., N , be the sequence of spikes produced by the neuron. Given a space H with T ≥ S and
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sufficiently high order L and bandwidth Ω, the filter projections Phm can be identified from a





m = 1, ...,M . Here the coefficients hml are given by h = Φ
+q with q = [q1,q2, ...,qN ]T ,
[qi]k = q
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T , provided that the matrix
Φ has rank r(Φ) = M(2L + 1). The ith row of matrix Φ is given by [Φ1i,Φ2i, ...,ΦMi],





ϕ1(t − tik)el(t)dt, where smil = 〈Psmi, el〉 and the
column index l = −L, ..., L.
Proof: Since each Phm ∈ H, it can be written as (Phm)(t) = ∑Ll=−L hml el(t). Hence, for the
mth component of the spike-trainM -tuple Psi we have (Psmi∗hm)(t) = √T∑Ll=−L hml smil el(t)






























l,k, where (a) and (b) follow from the Riesz




l,kel(t). In matrix form, we have q
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l,k. Repeating for all M -tuples Psi, i = 1, ..., N , we obtain q = Φh. This
system of equations can be solved for h, provided that the matrix rank r(Φ) = M(2L+ 1).
To find the coefficients φil,k, we note that φ
i




Remark 11. To satisfy the condition r(Φ) = M(2L+ 1) of the CIM algorithm, the neuron
must produce a total of at least M(2L + 1) + N spikes in response to all N spike-train M-
tuples. If each M-tuple is of duration T , this condition can be met by increasing the duration
NT of the experimental recording.
Example 6. Identification results for the circuit of Fig. 4.1(b) are presented in Fig. 4.9.
Here, a single neuron receives two spiking inputs, the analog processing of which is described
by two temporal receptive fields. Both temporal receptive fields were chosen arbitrarily and
had a positive mean in order to generate an excitatory current when stimulated with spikes.
Multiple recorded input spike trains si = (s1i, s2i) were used together with the output spike
trains to identify the receptive fields. Two spike trains from the first experimental trial i = 1
are shown in red and green in Fig. 4.9(a). The aggregate current produced in the dendritic
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(f ) Original filter h1 vs. the identified filter Ph1∗
 
 
h1, MSE(P h1∗, h1) =-26.9dB
P h1∗












(g ) Original filter h2 vs. the identified filter Ph2∗
 
 
h2, MSE(P h2∗, h2) =-26.8dB
P h2∗
Figure 4.9: Identifying receptive fields in cascade with a HH neuron. (a) Feedforward input
spike trains sm1, m = 1, 2. (b) Induced aggregate dendritic current v1(t). (c) Membrane potential of the
HH neuron as a function of time. Red dots denote the peaks of action potentials. (d) Corresponding spike
times (t1k)k∈Z. (e) HH neuron response in the V-n phase plane. (f-g) Identified receptive field projections
Phm, m = 1, 2.
tree (Fig. 4.9(b)) was then encoded into a sequence of action potentials (Fig. 4.9(c)) by
the Hodgkin-Huxley model with a bias Ib = 0. The corresponding sequence of spike times
(t1k)k∈Z as measured, e.g., in extracellular recordings, is shown in Fig. 4.9(d). For clarity,
the response of the HH neuron is also visualized in the V -n phase plane in Fig. 4.9(e).
Even for large perturbations of the dynamical system, the presented algorithm allows one to
faithfully identify the two dendritic processing filters, shown in red and green in Fig. 4.9(f-g).
The mean squared error between the original and identified kernels is −27 dB.
4.3.3 Extension to Spike Generators with Stochastic Conductances
Since all currents flowing through the neuronal cell membrane are generated by ion channels,
the opening and closing of which are probabilistic in nature [72], it is natural to introduce
stochastic conductances into the differential equations describing a conductance-based spike
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generator model. This allows one to incorporate the intrinsic noise observed in neuronal
responses. For example, a Hodgkin-Huxley neuron with stochastic conductances and an
additively coupled input current I(t) can be described by the following equations [98]:
dX = f(X)dt+ [I(t), 0, 0, 0]Tdt+ [0, dW2, dW3, dW4]
T ,
where X = [X1(t), X2(t), X3(t), X4(t)]T is a stochastic process and W = [0,W2(t), W3(t),W4(t)]T
is a vector of independent Brownian motions. This neuron is to a first order I/O-equivalent to
a project-integrate-and-fire (PIF) neuron with random thresholds, for which the t-transform
is given by ∫ tk+1
tk
ϕ1k(t− tk)I(t)dt = qk + εk,
where ϕ1k and qk are provided by (4.4) and εk is the error term introduced by stochastic
conductances and effectively describes the spike jitter due to noise.
Example 7. Multiple histograms of inter-spike intervals produced by a Hodgkin-Huxley neu-
ron with stochastic conductances are shown in Fig. 4.10. Stationary independent increments
Wi(t)−Wi(s), i = 2, ..., 4, of Brownian motions followed a normal distribution with a mean
µ = 0 and variance σ2 = t − s = 10−6. When driven by an input bias current Ib = const,
the neuron produced inter-spike intervals that followed a normal distribution, whose variance
decreased with increasing values of the current Ib. The spike-time jitter was as big as 1ms
for Ib = 12µA/cm2.
Estimating the PRC Family from Noisy Measurements
The methodology employed in Section 4.3.1 can be extended within an appropriate mathe-
matical setting to biophysical neuron models with stochastic conductances. Since inter-spike
intervals of a Hodgkin-Huxley neuron with stochastic conductances follow a normal distri-
bution, we assume that εk ∼ N (0, σ2), k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, are i.i.d.. In the presence of noise
we can identify an estimate P̂ϕ1 of Pϕ1 that is optimal for an appropriately defined cost















































































































































































Figure 4.10: Spike timing jitter due to stochastic conductances (σ = 10−3).
where the scalar λ > 0 provides a trade-off between the faithfulness of the identified PRC
projection P̂ϕ1 to measurements (qk)n−1k=1 and its norm ‖P̂ϕ1‖H.






where ψl = [ψ]l, l = −L,−L+ 1, ..., L, with ψ = (ΦHΦ +λI)−1ΦHq, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ]
and Φi, i = 1, 2, ..., N , as defined in (4.7).
Proof: Since the minimizer P̂ϕ1 is in H, it is of the form given in (4.10). Substituting this
into (4.9), we obtain
min
ψ∈C2L+1
‖Φψ − q‖2Rn−1 + λ ‖ψ‖2C2L+1 ,
where Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] with Φi, i = 1, 2, ..., N , as defined in (4.7). This quadratic
optimization problem can be analytically solved by expressing the objective as a convex
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(a) Limit cycles of the HH neuron in the V-n plane
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δk, I b = 10μA/cm
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(c) PRC family of the HH neuron
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Figure 4.11: Identifying PRCs from noisy measurements (σ = 10−3).
quadratic function J(ψ) = ψHΦHΦψ− 2qHΦψ+ qHq + λψHψ with H denoting the con-
jugate transpose. A vector ψ minimizes J if and only if ∇J = 2(ΦHΦ +λI)ψ− 2ΦHq = 0,
i.e., ψ = (ΦHΦ + λI)−1ΦHq. 
Example 8. PRC identification results for a Hodgkin-Huxley neuron with stochastic conduc-
tances are shown in Fig. 4.11. As before, stationary independent increments Wi(t)−Wi(s),
i = 2, ..., 4, of Brownian motions followed a normal distribution with mean µ = 0 and
variance σ2 = t− s = 10−6.
Estimating Temporal Receptive Fields from Noisy Measurements
Similarly, the CIM methodology (Theorem 6) for identifying temporal kernels describing the
dendritic processing of incoming spikes can be can be extended to the case when the spike
times produced by the neuron are noisy. For each temporal receptive field hm, m = 1, ...,M ,
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(f ) Original filter h1 vs. the identified filter Ph1∗
 
 
h1, MSE(P h1∗, h1) =-24.6dB
P h1∗












(g ) Original filter h2 vs. the identified filter Ph2∗
 
 
h2, MSE(P h2∗, h2) =-23.2dB
P h2∗




















where the scalar λ > 0 provides a trade-off between the faithfulness of the identified filter
projection P̂hm to measurements (qk)n−1k=1 and its norm ‖P̂hm‖H.












tik)el(t)dt, i = 1, 2, ..., N .
Proof: Essentially similar to the proof of Theorem 7. 
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Example 9. Identification of two temporal receptive fields in the presence of spike genera-
tion jitter is shown in Fig. 4.12. The inset in plot Fig. 4.12(e) shows the effect of stochastic
conductances on the subthreshold behavior of the neuron. Although a significant amount of
noise is introduced into the system, we can identify optimal temporal receptive field esti-
mates P̂h1∗ and P̂h2∗ that are very close to the underlying kernels h1 and h2. The MSE of
identification is on the order of −24 dB as seen in Fig. 4.12(f-g).
4.4 Identifying Spiking Neural Circuits
The methods presented in the previous section can be extended in two important directions.
First, very few neurons in any organism function in isolation from each other, unless they are
confined to the very sensory periphery. Most neurons upstream of the periphery are usually
part of a larger neural circuit and receive, in addition to feedforward inputs, lateral inputs
from other neurons in the same layer. It is desirable to be able to take such inputs into
account. Second, there is increasing evidence that the processing of feedforward and lateral
inputs by the dendritic tree of a neuron depends on the spiking activity of the neuron itself
and that there is an interaction between external inputs and the back-propagating action
potential of the neuron [28, 146, 162, 181]. It is instructive to be able to take such interac-
tions into account by introducing a feedback filter describing the effects of action potential
generation on the activity within the dendritic tree. Such a filter can also capture the effects
of various adaptation mechanisms observed in all biological neurons. As adaptation may
take place on many different timescales (from milliseconds to several seconds), the temporal
support of the feedback filter need not be limited to a single cycle of oscillation.
In section 4.4.1 we present the identification methodology and simulation results for
circuits with feedforward and lateral spiking inputs. Finally, in section 4.4.2 feedback is
present in the system. Two cases are distinguished: (i) the feedback is fast and essentially
confined to a single inter-spike interval, and (ii) the feedback effects are spread over multiple
consecutive interspike intervals. In the former, we demonstrate how such short-lived feedback
can be captured by the family of phase response curves. In the latter, we show how to identify
the kernel in the feedback path.





































Figure 4.13: A simple circuit with lateral connectivity.
4.4.1 Circuits with Lateral Connectivity
Without loss of generality, consider the neural circuit in Fig. 4.13. It is comprised of two
second-layer neurons, each receiving multiple feedforward spiking inputs (sjmk )k∈Z from the
first layer. Here index j = 1, 2 labels the neurons in layer 2 and index m = 1, ...,M , with
M ∈ N, labels the input number. The processing of these feedforward inputs is described by
M temporal receptive fields with kernels h1jm, where j = 1, 2 and m = 1, ...,M as before,
and the first index 1 labels the input of the second layer. For simplicity, we assume that
each neuron in layer 2 receives feedforward inputs only from layer 1 and that both neurons
receive the same number of feedforward inputs M . In biological circuits, the number of
layers and the number of inputs from these layers would be specified by the anatomy and
prior knowledge about the circuit.
In addition to feedforward spiking inputs, each neuron receives a lateral spiking input
from the other neuron located in the same layer. The effects of these lateral inputs are
described by kernels h221 and h212, where the first index indicates the output of layer number
2 and the last two indices specify the origin and destination of spikes, respectively.
The aggregate dendritic currents v1 and v2, produced by all feedforward temporal recep-
tive fields and cross-feedback, are encoded into sequences of action potentials by biophysical
spike generation models. The spike times (t1k)k∈Z, (t
2
k)k∈Z comprise the output of the second
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layer.
To summarize, each neuron receivesM inputs from a presynaptic layer and 1 input from
its own layer. Using the recorded spike times (sjmk )k∈Z and (t
j
k)k∈Z, j = 1, 2, m = 1, ...,M
we would like to identify a total of 2M + 2 temporal receptive fields. To that end, we have
the following result:
Corollary 1. Let {sji}Ni=1, j = 1, 2, be collections of spike train M -tuples at the input of
two Hodgkin-Huxley neurons with feedforward temporal receptive fields h1jm ∈ H, j = 1, 2,
m = 1, ...,M , and lateral receptive fields h212, h221. Let (t1k)k∈Z and (t
2
k)k∈Z be sequences
of spike times produced by the two neurons. Given a family of conditional phase response
curves ϕ1, corresponding to the membrane voltage V , as well as a space H with T ≥ S and
sufficiently high order L and bandwidth Ω, the filter projections Ph212, Ph222 and Ph1jm,














h1jml are given by h = [Φ1; Φ2]
+q with q = [q11, ...,q1N ,q21, ...,q2N ]T , [qji]k = q
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T , j = 1, 2, provided each matrix Φj has rank r(Φj) = (M + 1)(2L + 1).














l el(t)dt, l = −L, ..., L. The entries [Φmij ]kl, m = 1, ...,M , are as given
in Theorem 1.
Proof: The proof follows the one in Theorem 1, with the addition of lateral terms. 
Example 10. Simulation results demonstrating the performance of the above algorithm are
shown in Fig. 4.14. We used M = 2 feedforward temporal receptive fields per neuron, with
each receptive field kernel having a different bandwidth between 2pi·30 rad/s and 2pi·50 rad/s.
The kernels had a positive mean to produce ‘excitatory’ currents when stimulated with spikes
and had a temporal support on the interval [0, 0.1] s. Kernels of the cross-feedback filters
had the same temporal support, but higher bandwidths of 2pi · 75 rad/s and 2pi · 100 rad/s.
Specific kernel shapes for all receptive fields were arbitrarily chosen. All feedforward and






































(c ) Original fi lte r h 121 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 121∗
 
 






































(f ) Original fi lte r h 212 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 212∗
 
 
h 1 1 1, MSE(P h 1 1 1 ∗, h 1 1 1) =- 18.3dB
P h 1 1 1 ∗
h 1 1 2, MSE(P h 1 1 2 ∗, h 1 1 2) =- 17.9dB
P h 1 1 2 ∗
h 1 2 1, MSE(P h 1 2 1 ∗, h 1 2 1) =- 17.9dB
P h 1 2 1 ∗
h 1 2 2, MSE(P h 1 2 2 ∗2 , h 1 2 2) =- 17.2dB
P h 1 2 2 ∗
h 2 2 1, MSE(P h 2 2 1 ∗, h 2 2 1) =- 9.8dB
P h 2 2 1 ∗
h 2 1 2, MSE(P h 2 1 2 ∗, h 2 1 2) =- 8.8dB
P h 2 1 2 ∗
Figure 4.14: Identifying receptive fields in a circuit with lateral connectivity. Feedforward and
lateral connectivity kernels of circuit in Fig. 4.13 with M = 2, as identified by the algorithm of Corollary 1.
lateral spike trains were projected onto the space H with a bandwidth Ω = 2pi · 240 rad/s,
period T = 0.25 s and order L = 60. We used a total of N = 120 experimental trials, T
seconds each, for a combined duration of NT = 30 s to identify the kernels of all 2M +2 = 6
temporal receptive fields. The original feedforward kernels are plotted in black in Fig. 4.14(a-
d) while the identified kernels are shown in color, with red and green kernels corresponding
to the first and second receptive field of each neuron (see also Fig. 4.13). Similarly, the
original and identified cross-feedback filters are shown in Fig. 4.14(e-f) in black and yellow
colors, respectively.
4.4.2 Circuits with Lateral Connectivity and Feedback
Now consider the canonical circuit of Fig. 4.1(c). In addition to lateral connections dis-
cussed in the previous section, this circuit incorporates feedback from each neuron onto
itself. Depending on the nature of the feedback and whether or not it can be studied in
isolation from other processes, there are several ways to take it into account when modeling
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a biological neuron.
In one such model, due to a particular dendritic ion channel density or a specific morphol-
ogy and branching pattern of dendrites [162], the feedback is localized to the axon hillock
and/or the soma of the neuron. While such feedback may not necessarily affect the process-
ing of synaptic inputs within the dendritic tree, it can change the encoding properties of the
spike generator. We note that the latter is possible if the feedback is fast, i.e., it occurs on
the time scale of the nonlinear dynamical system generating the action potentials. In that
case, the feedback can be taken into account by computing the PRC of the spike generator
with feedback.
Example 11. In Fig. 4.15 we summarize the behavior of a Hodkgin-Huxley neuron with
a fast inhibitory feedback. The feedback kernel was modeled using an alpha function and
had a temporal support of 8ms. As a result of the feedback current injected into the neuron
at every cycle, the behavior of the resulting point neuron differs from that of the standard
Hodgkin-Huxley neuron. For the same values of current Ib, the limit cycles in Fig. 4.15(c)
are larger in size when compared to those in Fig. 4.8(a). At the same time, the period
on the stable orbit is smaller as can be seen by comparing Fig. 4.15(d) and Fig. 4.8(b).
The observed phase response curves, computed by the method presented in Section 4.2.2 and
plotted in Fig. 4.15(c), are different as well.
In other models the action potential propagates back through the entire neuron affecting
(i) either the dendritic tree alone or (ii) both the dendritic tree and the spike generator.
Both of these outcomes can be modeled by first computing the family of PRCs and then
estimating the feedback kernels h211 and h222. For identifying the temporal receptive fields
together with feedback and cross-feedback kernels in the circuit of Fig. 4.1(c), we have:
Corollary 2. Let {sji}Ni=1, j = 1, 2, be collections of spike train M -tuples at the input of
two Hodgkin Huxley neurons with feedforward temporal receptive fields h1jm ∈ H, j = 1, 2,
m = 1, ...,M , lateral receptive fields h212, h221 and feedback receptive fields h211 and h222.
Let (t1k)k∈Z and (t
2
k)k∈Z be sequences of spike times produced by the two neurons. Given
a family of conditional phase response curves ϕ1, corresponding to the membrane voltage
V , as well as a space H with T ≥ S and sufficiently high order L and bandwidth Ω, the
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n (c) Limit cycles of the HH neuron in the V-n plane
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(b) PRC family of the HH neuron
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Figure 4.15: Change in the PRC of the neuron as a consequence of fast feedback. (a) Feedback
kernel with a temporal support of 8ms (fast feedback). (b) Family of measured phase response curves. (c)
Limit cycles of the modified dynamical system. (d) Period of the new system as a function of the injected
current.
filter projections Ph211, Ph212, Ph221, Ph222 and Ph1jm, j = 1, 2, m = 1, ...,M , can be
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j = 1, 2, provided each matrix Φj has rank r(Φj) = (M + 2)(2L + 1). The ith row























tjil el(t)dtl = −L, ..., L. The entries
[Φimj ]kl, m = 1, ...,M , are as given in Theorem 1.
Proof: The proof follows the one in Theorem 1, with the addition of lateral and feedback
terms. 
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Example 12. Two simulation results demonstrating the performance of the algorithm in
Corollary 2 are shown in Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17. In both simulations, the feedback kernels
were chosen arbitrarily and had a temporal support of 100ms. Furthermore, we assumed that
the feedback was not instantaneous and instead arrived with a time delay that was random.
For both simulations, the delay had a normal distribution with mean µ = 2ms and standard
deviation σ = 0.5ms. In Fig. 4.16 we assumed that the distribution of the delay was known
while in Fig. 4.17 we assumed that the delay could be measured for every spike. Note that
even for the case when only the distribution of the delay was known, all kernels could be
reasonably identified. Comparing Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17, we see that while knowledge
of the delay in the feedback path considerably improves identification of the feedback filters,
the two identified kernels h211∗ and h222∗ differ from the true kernels h211 and h222 in the
neighborhood of t = 0. This most likely is a direct consequence of the neuronal PRC being
zero or very close to zero for the first few milliseconds after an action potential is produced
(see also Fig. 4.8). In other words, for a point neuron such as the Hodgkin Huxley neuron, a
perturbation applied immediately after an action potential has, unless very strong, a minimal
effect on the timing of the next action potential. As a consequence, information about a
feedback signal h211(t− t1k) that is triggered by an action potential produced at time t1k cannot
be faithfully encoded by the neuron for some duration of time immediately after t = t1k. Note
that this is not the case for feedforward and lateral inputs as spikes from other neurons arrive
at different times relative to the spikes produced by the spike generator.







































(c ) Original fi lte r h 121 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 121∗
 
 







































(g ) Original fi lte r h 212 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 212∗
 
 












(h ) Original fi lte r h 222 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 222∗
 
 
h 1 1 1, MSE(P h 1 1 1 ∗1 , h 1 1 1) =- 16.1dB
P h 1 1 1 ∗
h 1 1 2, MSE(P h 1 1 2 ∗, h 1 1 2) =- 16.4dB
P h 1 1 2 ∗
h 1 2 1, MSE(P h 1 2 1 ∗, h 1 2 1) =- 13.6dB
P h 1 2 1 ∗
h 1 2 2, MSE(P h 1 2 2 ∗, h 1 2 2) =- 14.8dB
P h 1 2 2 ∗
h 2 2 1, MSE(P h 2 2 1 ∗, h 2 2 1) =- 9.6dB
P h 2 2 1 ∗
h 2 1 2, MSE(P h 2 1 2 ∗, h 2 1 2) =- 8.1dB














(e) Original fi lte r h 211 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 211∗
Figure 4.16: Identifying spike-processing receptive fields and feedback with additional un-
known gaussian spike delays. Feedforward, lateral and back-propagation kernels of circuit in Fig. 4.1(c),






































(c ) Original fi lte r h 121 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 121∗
 
 




















































(g ) Original fi lte r h 212 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 212∗
 
 












(h ) Original fi lte r h 222 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 222∗
 
 
h 1 1 1, MSE(P h 1 1 1 ∗, h 1 1 1) =- 16.6dB
P h 1 1 1 ∗
h 1 1 2, MSE(P h 1 1 2 ∗, h 1 1 2) =- 18.0dB
P h 1 1 2 ∗
h 1 2 1, MSE(P h 1 2 1 ∗, h 1 2 1) =- 18.4dB
P h 1 2 1 ∗
h 1 2 2, MSE(P h 1 2 2 ∗, h 1 2 2) =- 17.7dB
P h 1 2 2 ∗
h 2 1 1, MSE(P h 2 1 1 ∗, h 2 1 1) =4.9dB
P h 2 1 1 ∗
h 2 2 1, MSE(P h 2 2 1 ∗, h 2 2 1) =- 11.1dB
P h 2 2 1 ∗
h 2 1 2, MSE(P h 2 1 2 ∗, h 2 1 2) =- 12.0dB
P h 2 1 2 ∗
h 2 2 2, MSE(P h 2 2 2 ∗, h 2 2 2) =- 6.0dB
P h 2 2 2 ∗
Figure 4.17: Identifying spike-processing receptive fields and feedback with additional known
gaussian spike delays. Feedforward, lateral and back-propagation kernels of circuit in Fig. 4.1(c), as
identified by the algorithm of Corollary 2.
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4.5 A Brief Comparison with the GLM
Detailed conductance-based models can accurately reproduce neuronal responses to stimuli
[16, 53, 88]. However, due to the relatively large number of parameters needed for their
description, biophysical models are computationally expensive. As a consequence, simpler
phenomenological models are often used.
In recent years, a particular phenomenological model called generalized linear model
(GLM) has become popular in the neuroscience community. A single-neuron GLM is an
extension of the well-known linear-nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model [134]. Similarly to the
LNP model, the GLM omits the biophysics of spike generation. Instead, it employs a static
nonlinearity to map the output of a set of linear filters into an instantaneous rate of neuronal
response. However, in contrast to the LNP model, the GLM includes a feedback filter in
order to overcome the inability of a simple Poisson spike generator to capture refractory
effects and adaptation often observed in biological neurons [131].
Single-neuron as well as coupled GLMs that incorporate coupling between neurons have
been applied to many neural circuits in a number of sensory modalities [7, 26, 136, 177].
However, it is not a priori clear to what extent simple static nonlinearities used in GLMs can
account for the highly nonlinear behavior of biophysical spike generators [71]. Furthermore,
it is not clear how identification of the underlying receptive fields as well as the coupling
between neurons is affected when spikes produced by an actual biophysical model are used
in the GLM framework.
While all studies employing linear-nonlinear cascades (including LNP, GLM) demon-
strate their model performance by predicting the response of a neuron to a novel stimulus,
the identified and underlying filter kernels are rarely compared. Although this may not be
possible when the linear-nonlinear framework is applied to real data, a simple check can be
performed on simulated data. Furthermore, the novel stimulus employed for cross valida-
tion is almost always chosen to have the same statistical properties as the stimuli used in
identification. Given the theoretically infinite space of stimuli, this raises the question of
how well the model performs when other stimuli are used.
To provide an insight into the above issues and to compare the methodology proposed in
this chapter with a linear-nonlinear approach, we carried out extensive simulations with a
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circuit consisting of two coupled neurons (Fig. 4.1c). Each neuron had only one feedforward
filter and received the same external input as the other neuron. We used a continuous
feedforward signal as methods for identifying feedforward filters with spiking input in the
context of GLMs have not been described or implemented. For illustrative purposes, the
feedback filter in the underlying model was set to zero. However, the identification algorithm
was blind to this fact and full connectivity was assumed during the identification procedure.
The first set of simulations was carried out with the spike generator modeled as an
integrate-and-fire (IAF) neuron. The IAF neuron is the best-known example of a formal
spiking neuron model and is the basis of many theoretical studies. Although it is an idealiza-
tion of a biophysical spike generator, IAF-based models have been found to reliably predict
spike trains of many real neurons, including neocortical pyramidal cells, retinal ganglion
cells and lateral geniculate nucleus neurons in the visual pathway [73, 83, 143]. Moreover,
the IAF model preserves many of the neurocomputational properties of more complex point
neuron models. Specifically, in the context of the more general class of models discussed
in this chapter, the dynamics of spike generation of the IAF neuron can be captured using
phase response curves (PRCs). However, in comparison to a full-blown biophysical model,
the PRC of the IAF neuron exhibits a simpler functional form. It is flat, or constant as a
function of phase, for an ideal IAF neuron and it is an increasing function of phase for the
leaky IAF neuron. For both the leaky and the ideal IAF neuron, the magnitude of the PRC
changes as a function of the bias current [21].
The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 4.18. The red solid curve on the bottom
of the plot depicts the average identification error for all four kernels (two feedforward and
two lateral) as a function of the number of spikes used in the proposed channel identification
machine (CIM) algorithm. The error is plotted on the logarithmic scale and a low identifica-
tion error (−32 dB; the smaller the number, the better) is achieved for a only a few hundred
spikes. The original and identified kernels are shown in Fig. 4.19. Note that since the IAF
PRC is not zero right after the spike, the feedback kernels can be recovered (see also section
4.4.2).
The solid blue curve on the top of Fig. 4.18 corresponds to the average identification
error when exactly the same input signals and spike trains are provided to the GLM with
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(a ) Original fi lte r h 11 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 1∗1
 
 
h11, MSE(P h1∗1 , h11) = -36. 3dB















(b ) Original fi lte r h 12 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 1∗2
 
 
h12, MSE(P h1∗2 , h12) = -37. 5dB













(c ) Original fi lte r h b1 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h b ∗1
 
 
hb1, MSE(P hb ∗1 , hb1) =InfdB












(d ) Original fi lte r h l1 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h l∗1
 
 
hl1, MSE(P hl ∗1 , hl1) = -24. 4dB












(e) Original fi lte r h l2 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h l∗2
 
 
hl2, MSE(P hl ∗2 , hl2) = -25. 9dB
P hl ∗2 , f rom n = 3805 spi ke s













(f ) Original fi lte r h b2 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h b ∗2
 
 
hb2, MSE(P hb ∗2 , hb2) =InfdB
P hb ∗2 , f rom n = 3805 spi ke s
Figure 4.19: Original kernels and kernels identified using a CIM.
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an exponential nonlinearity. The error does not appear to change with the number of spikes
and remains well above 0 dB. For comparison, the dashed black line depicts the case when
the GLM methodology is applied to a spike train produced not by the IAF neuron, but a
combination of a log-exponential nonlinearity and a Poisson spike generator, while the filters
remain the same. The error steadily decreases with the number of spikes provided to the
algorithm, reaching −15 dB at 4, 000 spikes (see Fig. C3 of Appendix C for a comparison of
the identified and original kernels).
These results may seem surprising and one might be tempted to think that the GLM
methodology does not recover the underlying kernels because the nonlinearity is simply
assumed to be exponential (as is often done in the literature [136]), rather than being derived
from data. To test this hypothesis, we estimated nonlinearities for both neurons and fitted
them with log-exponential functions, which provide an alternative choice of the nonlinearity
that ensures that the optimization problem is convex (Fig. C7 and C8 of Appendix C). The
dash-dotted cyan curve in Fig. 4.18 shows that while the identification improves, it does so
only marginally. The actual kernels identified with 2, 600 spikes are shown in Fig. 4.20.
Note that the magnitudes of all kernels are different from those of the underlying filters.
Given that the difference in kernel magnitude may be compensated by the nonlinearity,
the GLM data plotted in Fig. 4.18 were computed for normalized kernels. In addition to
the magnitude however, the temporal profiles of all kernels are substantially different as
well. While the identified feedback kernels shown in Fig. 4.20(c) and Fig. 4.20(f) may
be justified, given that a simple Poisson spike generator without a feedback filter cannot
describe a neuron’s dependence on its own spiking history, the shape of feedforward and
lateral filters should not change.
Nevertheless and quite surprisingly, when using these identified kernels to predict the
neural circuit response to a novel stimulus having the same statistical properties, perfectly
matching PSTHs are obtained. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.21, where we use an input
signal drawn from the same RKHS and having the same mean and variance. The input
stimulus as well as the rasters and PSTHs produced by the underlying neural circuit and
the GLM model are shown in the left and right column for the first and second neuron,
respectively.





























h1∗1 , f rom n = 2600 spi ke s


































































































hl ∗2 , f rom n = 2560 spi ke s
























hb ∗2 , f rom n = 2560 spi ke s














































































































Ω = 2π · 100 rad/s Ω = 2π · 100 rad/s
Figure 4.21: The identified GLM model can predict the response to a novel stimulus with
the same statistics, despite using filters that are substantially different from the underlying
filters.















































































































Ω = 2π · 100 rad/s Ω = 2π · 100 rad/s
Figure 4.22: The identified GLM model fails to predict the response to a novel stimulus with
different statistics.
In other words, all filters of the GLM model were identified subject to the specified
nonlinearity and despite being substantially different from the underlying filters, can in
some cases predict the circuit output. This is noteworthy, because identification of the GLM
parameters is always verified by looking at the PSTH produced by the model. However, since
the nonlinearity provides a simplified static description of the more complex spike generation
dynamics, and since the filters are fit to that nonlinearity, a question arises as to whether
or not the filter/nonlinearity combination fully captures the behavior of the neural circuit.
Intuitively, since the class of input signals is theoretically infinite, there must exist stimuli
for which the GLM prediction will break down. Indeed, this is the case, as demonstrated
in Fig. 4.22, were we use a novel stimulus with a time-varying mean. The response of
both neurons differs not only in magnitude, but also in the temporal pattern produced, as
highlighted by the PSTH differences in the bottom row. Note, however, that this does not
arise when a nonlinearity and a Poisson spike generator are used in the underlying model
instead (Fig. C12 of Appendix C).
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In contrast to the GLM framework, the proposed approach identifies the neural circuit
in two steps: by identifying the spike generator PRCs through current injections first and
identifying the associated kernels using CIM second. Since all filters are found subject to the
spike generation dynamics captured by phase response curves, they match the true filters
(see Fig. C13 and C14 of Appendix C for the Hodgkin-Huxley examples).
In that regard, although a direct comparison between the GLM and proposed methods
is enlightening, it is not a complete one. The GLM framework does not require a separate
characterization of the spike generator, and, as demonstrated, does allow the construction
of neural circuit models that can predict responses to some novel stimuli. It may not always
be possible to obtain intracellular recordings from neurons in order to characterize the
nonlinear dynamical system governing the spike generation. At the same time, one should
be careful about interpreting identification results based solely on how well the identified
model can predict the PSTH to a particular stimulus. This is especially important, when
the identified parameters are used to infer circuit connectivity and to describe the processing
performed by the system. For these and other reasons, we view the two approaches as being
complementary to each other.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we introduced a novel approach that provides a complete functional iden-
tification of biophysical spike-processing neural circuits. The circuits considered accept
multi-dimensional spike trains as their input and are comprised of a multitude of tempo-
ral receptive fields and of conductance-based models of action potential generation. Each
temporal receptive field describes the spatio-temporal contribution of all synapses between
any two neurons and incorporates the (passive, i.e., linear) processing carried out by the
dendritic tree. The aggregate dendritic current produced by a multitude of temporal re-
ceptive fields is encoded into a sequence of action potentials by a spike generator modeled
as a nonlinear dynamical system. Full identification of biophysically-grounded circuits with
single sample path spiking inputs and outputs (as typically obtained in neurophysiology)
has been an open problem until now.
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Our approach builds on the observation that during any experiment, an entire neural
circuit including its receptive fields and biophysical spike generators, is projected onto the
space of stimuli. For a given neural circuit, the projection is determined by the input
signals used to identify the circuit parameters. Employing the reproducing kernel Hilbert
space (RKHS) of trigonometric polynomials to describe input stimuli, we quantitatively
described the relationship between underlying circuit parameters and their projections. We
also derived experimental conditions under which these projections converge to the true
parameters. In doing so, we achieved the mathematical tractability needed to (i) characterize
the biophysical spike generator and (ii) identify the multitude of receptive fields.
The identification approach developed here does not require using white noise as as input
stimuli. Instead, all signals employed have a finite bandwidth in the frequency domain. By
modeling stimuli as elements of an RKHS, one can work with bandlimited functions, while
keeping the basic computational formalism of the Dirac-delta distribution on the space of
functions with continuous derivates of any order (used in white noise analysis). Formally,
the key relationship in an RKHS providing this property is the reproducing kernel property
(see Remark 1). The identification algorithm for spiking input signals is based on the key
observation that, given an appropriate choice of the RKHS H, the current produced by a
temporal receptive field in response to a spike δ(t− tk) is indistinguishable from the current
produced in response to a reproducing kernel K(t, tk) ∈ H. This leads to a straightforward
inner-product formulation of the receptive field contribution to neuronal response. Impor-
tantly, presynaptic spikes need not be broadband Poisson, a condition that is necessary to
estimate the receptive field kernels in a generalized Volterra model (GVM) [118]. Clearly,
the methodology employed can be also applied to other RKHS models of the input space
including Sobolev spaces (see, e.g., [101]).
Characterization of conductance-based spike generators is accomplished by identifying
a family (ϕ1k)k∈Z of phase-response curves (PRCs) that capture the nonlinear dynamical
contribution of the axon hillock to the neuronal response. Although finding PRCs requires
either prior knowledge of the biophysical model or access to the cell to perform current
injections, such a capability is becoming more and more available, especially in smaller or-
ganisms such as Drosophila melanogaster. We proposed a novel approach for estimating
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the PRCs that involves injection of a constant-amplitude current to place the nonlinear dy-
namical system onto a stable limit cycle, followed by injection of spike-triggered arbitrary
bandlimited current waveforms to perturb the system trajectory. In contrast to standard
methods, which require injecting hundreds to thousands of delta pulses at particular phases
of the oscillation, we employed perturbation signals that are spread over the entire oscil-
lation cycle. As a result, every perturbation signal explores not a small segment, but the
entirety of the PRC, rendering the procedure significantly more efficient when compared to
traditional approaches [71, 128] (see also section 4.3.1). Since the perturbation signals are
not concentrated at particular moments in time, the procedure is also intrinsically more im-
mune to experimental/system noise (see section 4.3.3) and allows one to reproduce exactly
the same current waveform for a reliable estimation of the PRC.
Moreover, the proposed approach provides a strong insight into how perturbation sig-
nals affect the estimated PRC and establishes experimental guidelines for its estimation.
Conventional methods employ very brief and large pulses of current (essentially, Dirac-like
pulses) to estimate the PRC. What is generally assumed is that these exact pulses infinites-
imally perturb the dynamical system. However, given the finite bandwidth of electrodes
used in practice, the actual current entering the neuron has a finite, not infinite, bandwidth
and, consequently, is quite different from a Dirac pulse. In that regard, we note that the
identification error shown in Fig. 7 decreases with increasing bandwidth and eventually
levels off, thereby providing us with a measurement of the PRC bandwidth. This result
cannot be obtained by using conventional pulse-based methods, which simply declare that
the estimated PRC is the underlying PRC of the neuron. Our results suggest that in real-
ity an experimenter often finds only the PRC projected onto the space determined by the
electrode properties (bandwidth) and the input stimuli employed. Consequently, different
results may be obtained in day-to-day experiments due to electrode variability and research
groups using different types of electrodes may come up with different estimates.
Once the PRC family is computed, it can be used in conjunction with the PIF-cPRC
neuron (Fig. 4.5) to identify the multitude of temporal receptive fields describing the pro-
cessing of presynaptic spike trains. The PIF-cPRC neuron is a reduced-parameter model
that has been previously investigated in [84] and shown to provide a faithful input/output
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description of conductance-based models for large-amplitude currents typically observed in
experiments. As with the PRC estimate, only a projection of the temporal receptive field
onto the input stimulus can be recovered. However, since input spikes may not always be
controlled (in contrast to the PRC currents), the identification tractability is afforded by an
appropriate choice of the RKHS H into which these spikes are embedded (Fig. 4.3). An
observer can simply pick a particular time interval containing spikes from a continuous spike
stream (yellow region of (Fig. 4.3) and compute the aggregate current within a subset of
that interval (green region of Fig. 4.3). The computed and true currents are indistinguish-
able only in the green region since the filters have memory (non-zero temporal support) and
the value of the dendritic current is affected not only by the spikes arriving at the present
moment but also by spikes from the past (basic property of convolution). In practice, the
green region is determined by the the difference between the period T of the RKHS and the
temporal support of the receptive field. Since an arbitrarily large T can be selected, any
finite-memory receptive field can be modeled.
The general approach presented here is both flexible and scalable. For spike genera-
tors, it accommodates all spiking models for which the PRC can be computed, including
conductance-based models such as Hodgkin-Huxley, Morris-Lecar, Fitzhugh-Nagumo, Wang-
Buzsáki, Hindmarsh-Rose (see also a variety of models described in [71]), arbitrary oscillators
with multiplicative coupling [106] and simpler models such as the integrate-and-fire neuron
[21]. In order to determine the PRC, the neuron has to be driven to an oscillatory regime.
However, it does not need to be tonically spiking as the PRC methodology is applicable to
bursting neurons as well [21]. For circuit architectures, our approach incorporates models
with complex connectivity, including circuits with a large number of feedforward, lateral
and feedback connections.




Until now CIMs and their associated methods have been considered only in the context of
one-dimensional signals, e.g., functions of time u1(t), t ∈ R. In this chapter we discuss multi-
dimensional channel identification machines that allow one to identify signal transformations
applied to multidimensional signals un(x1, ..., xn), n ∈ N, where xn typically designates the
time variable. A few examples of multidimensional CIMs include (i) spatial CIMs, where
the input signal u2(x, y) is a function of a two-dimensional space, describing, e.g., images;
(ii) spectrotemporal CIMs, where the input signal u2(ν, t) is a function of spectrum and
time, describing, e.g., auditory signals; (iii) spatiotemporal CIMs, where the input signal
u3(x, y, t) is a function of space and time, describing, e.g., video signals.
The motivation for multidimensional CIMs is provided by the concept of a receptive
field that is well established in neuroscience. Introduced in 1906 by Sherrington [156] to
describe as area of the body surface capable of eliciting a reflex in response to a stimulus,
the term “receptive field” has been extended to many different sensory modalities and spans
many different types of neurons. For example, in the visual system, the receptive field of a
photoreceptors is a 3-dimensional cone in space comprising all possible directions in which
light can hit the photoreceptor. In the auditory system, receptive fields can correspond to
certain spectral regions of audio stimuli. More broadly, the receptive field is that part of the











Figure 5.1: Multidimensional problem setting. A known multidimensional signal un(x1, x2, ..., xn),
is first passed through a communication channel. A nonlinear sampler then maps the output v of the channel
into an observable time sequence (tk)k∈Z.
the sensory space that can evoke a neuronal response [37].
Spatial and spatiotemporal receptive fields have been successfully used in vision to model
retinal ganglion cells in the retina as well as neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus and
the visual cortex (see [42] for a review). Similarly, spectrotemporal receptive fields have
been used to describe responses of auditory neurons [2], neurons in cochlear nuclei [33] and
neurons in the auditory cortex [91].
5.1 Modeling Multidimensional Stimuli & Their Processing
5.1.1 The Space of Input Stimuli
A multidimensional communication channel of interest is shown in Fig. 5.1. An analog signal
un(x1, ..., xn) of n dimensions is passed through a channel with memory that describes a
physical communication link or some kind of pre-processing of the signal. The output of the
channel v is then mapped, or encoded, by an asynchronous sampler into the time sequence
(tk)k∈Z.
We model input signals as elements of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) [11].
For practical and computational reasons we choose to work with the multidimensional space
of trigonometric polynomials Hn defined below. However, the results are not limited to
this particular RKHS. For simplicity, we start with univariate stimuli. The extension to
multivariate stimuli can be readily achieved.
Definition 7. The space of trigonometric polynomials Hn is a Hilbert space of complex-
valued functions
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over the domain Dn = [0, T1]× [0, T2]× · · · × [0, Tn], where ul1...ln ∈ C and
el1...ln(x1, ..., xn) =
1√









Here Ωi is the bandwidth in dimension xi, Li is the order, and Ti = 2piLi/Ωi is the period,




un(x1, ..., xn)wn(x1, ..., xn)dx1...dxn. (5.1)
Note that given the inner product in (5.1), the set of elements el1...ln(x1, ..., xn) forms an
orthonormal basis in Hn. Moreover, Hn is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) with
a reproducing kernel (RK) given by






el1...ln(s1, ..., sn)el1...ln(x1, ..., xn).
Example 13. We model spectrotemporal stimuli u2(ν, t) as elements of a RKHS of trigono-
metric polynomials H2 defined on D2 = [0, T1]×[0, T2], where T1 = 2piL1/Ω1, T2 = 2piL2/Ω2,
with (Ω1, L1) and (Ω2, L2), being the (bandwidth, order) pairs in the spectral direction ν and






ul1l2el1l2(ν, t), (ν, t) ∈ D2,












form an orthonormal basis for the (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)-dimensional space H2.
Example 14. We model spatiotemporal stimuli u3(x, y, t) as elements of a RKHS of trigono-
metric polynomials H3 defined on D3 = [0, T1] × [0, T2] × [0, T3], where T1 = 2piL1/Ω1,
T2 = 2piL2/Ω2, T3 = 2piL3/Ω3, with (Ω1, L1), (Ω2, L2) and (Ω3, L3), being the (bandwidth,
order) pairs in spatial directions x and y and in time t, respectively. A video u3 ∈ H3 can
be written as







ul1l2l3el1l2l3(x, y, t), (x, y, t) ∈ D3,
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where coefficients ul1l2l3 ∈ C and functions














form an orthonormal basis for the (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1)-dimensional space H3.
5.1.2 Modeling Multidimensional Processing
In the simplest setting, the communication/processing channel is described by a linear filter
with a kernel hn(x1, ..., xn). The kernel is assumed to be causal in the time variable and
BIBO-stable. We also assume that the kernel has a finite temporal support of length Si ≤ Ti
in each direction xi. In other words, each kernel h belongs to




∣∣ supp(hn) ⊆ Dn = [0, T1]× · · · × [0, Tn]} .
Since the length of the filter support is smaller than or equal to the period of an input
signal in each dimension, we effectively require that for given Si and fixed input signal
bandwidth Ωi, the order Li of the space Hn satisfies Li ≥ Si · Ωi/(2pi) for all i = 1, ..., n.
Definition 9. The operator P : Hn → Hn given (by abuse of notation) by
(Phn)(x1, ..., xn) =
〈
hn(·, ..., ·),Kn(·, ..., ·;x1, ..., xn)
〉
(5.2)
is called the projection operator.
Since Phn ∈ Hn, we have







5.2 Multidimensional [Filter]-[IAF] TEMs and their t-transforms
In this section we present a number of examples of multidimensional SISO TEMs and show
how to analyze their I/O behavior in detail.






voltage reset to 0
(tk)k∈Z












Figure 5.2: Block diagram of a circuit with a spectrotemporal communication channel.
5.2.1 SISO Spectro-Temporal TEMs
One example of a spectrotemporal TEM is shown in Fig. 5.2. A signal u2(ν, t), (ν, t) ∈ D2 =
[0, T1] × [0, T2], appears as an input to a communication/processing channel described by
the linear filter with the kernel h2(ν, t). The signal u2(ν, t) may represent the time-varying
amplitude of a sound in a frequency band centered around ν and h2(ν, t) the spectrotemporal
receptive field (STRF). The output v of the kernel is encoded into a sequence of spike times
(tk)k∈Z by the leaky integrate-and-fire neuron with a threshold δ, a bias b and a membrane
time constant RC.
A spectrotemporal TEM can be used to model the processing or transmission of, e.g.,
auditory stimuli characterized by a frequency spectrum varying in time. The operation of











dt = qk, (5.3)
where










for all k ∈ Z.

















































dt , Lk(Ph2), (5.4)
where Lk : H2 → R is a linear functional. By the Riesz representation theorem (see Ap-
pendix A), there exists a function φk ∈ H2 such that
Lk(Ph2) = 〈Ph2, φk〉.







voltage reset to 0
(tk)k∈Z










t h3(x, y, t)
Figure 5.3: Block diagram of a circuit with a spatiotemporal communication channel.







5.2.2 SISO Spatio-Temporal TEMs
A simple spatiotemporal TEM is shown in Fig. 5.3. A video signal u3(x, y, t), (x, y, t) ∈
D3= [0, T1]× [0, T2]× [0, T3], appears as an input to communication channel described by
a filter with a kernel h3(x, y, t). The output v of the kernel is encoded into a sequence of
spike times (tk)k∈Z by the leaky integrate-and-fire neuron with a threshold δ, a bias b and
a membrane time constant RC.
A spatiotemporal TEM can be used to model the processing or transmission of, e.g.,
video stimuli characterized by a spatial component varying in time. The t-transform of such











dt = qk, (5.5)
where



























































dt , Lk(Ph3), (5.6)
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where Lk : H3 → R is a functional. By the Riesz representation theorem there is a function
φk ∈ H3 such that
Lk(Ph3) = 〈Ph3, φk〉.
Since φk ∈ H3, we will use the representation








5.2.3 SISO Spatial TEMs
A special case of the spatiotemporal TEM is the spatial TEM, in which the communication
channel affects only the spatial component of the spatiotemporal input signal. In other




h2(x, y)u3(x, y, t)dxdy.
5.3 Identification Algorithms
5.3.1 Spectro-Temporal CIMs
Theorem 9. (SISO Spectro-Temporal CIM)
Let {u i2 |u i2 ∈ H2}Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent spectrotemporal stimuli at the
input to a [Filter]-[Leaky IAF] circuit with a spectrotemporal receptive (processing channel)
field h2 ∈ H2. If N ≥ 2L1 +1 and the neuron produces at least 2L2 +2 spikes per signal, then








where h = Φ+q. Furthermore, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ], [qi]k = qik.

















with the column index l traversing all possible subscript combinations of l1 and l2 for all
k ∈ Z and i = 1, 2, ... , N .
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Writing (5.4) for a stimulus ui2, we obtain
qik =












and [h]l = hl1l2 , where the index l traverses all
possible subscript combinations of l1 and l2. Repeating for all i = 1, ... , N , we get q = Φh
with Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ]. This system of linear equations can
be solved for h, provided that the rank r(Φ) of matrix Φ satisfies r(Φ) = (2L1 +1)(2L2 +1).
A necessary condition for the latter is that the total number of spikes generated in response
to all N signals is greater or equal to (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) + N . Then the solution can be
computed as h = Φ+q. To find the coefficients φil1l2k, we note that


























































Remark 12. If the neuron produces less than 2L2 +2 spikes per signal, the kernel projection
can be identified by increasing the number of input signals N so that the total number of spikes
generated by the neuron is greater than or equal to (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) +N .
















, l2 6= 0
. (5.10)
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5.3.2 Spatio-Temporal CIMs
Theorem 10. (SISO Spatio-Temporal CIM)
Let {u i3 |u i3 ∈ H3}Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent video stimuli at the input
to a [Filter]-[Leaky IAF] circuit with a spatiotemporal receptive field h3 ∈ H3. If N ≥
(2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) and the neuron produces at least 2L3 + 2 spikes per signal, then the filter
projection Ph3 can be perfectly identified from a collection of I/O pairs {(u i3,T i)}Ni=1 as







hl1l2l3 el1l2l3(x, y, t),
where h = Φ+q. Furthermore, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ], [qi]k = qik.

















with the column index l traversing all possible subscript combinations of l1, l2 and l3 for all
k ∈ Z, i = 1, 2, ... , N .
Proof: Since Ph3 ∈ H3, it can be written as








Writing (5.19) for a stimulus ui3, we obtain
qik =














and [h]l = hl1l2l3 , where l traverses all possible
subscript combinations of l1, l2 and l3. Repeating for all i = 1, ... , N , we get q = Φh with
Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ]. This system of linear equations can be
solved for h, provided that the rank r(Φ) of matrix Φ satisfies r(Φ) = (2L1 + 1)(2L2 +
1)(2L3 +1). A necessary condition for the latter is that the total number of spikes generated
in response to all N signals is greater or equal to (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1) + N . Then
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the solution can be computed as h = Φ+q. To find the coefficients φil1l2l3k, we note that

























































Remark 14. If the neuron produces less than 2L3 +2 spikes per signal, the kernel projection
can be identified by increasing the number of input signals N so that the total number of spikes
generated by the neuron is greater than or equal to (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1) +N .
















, l3 6= 0
, (5.14)
5.3.3 Spatial CIMs
Theorem 11. (SISO Spatial CIM)
Let {ui2 |ui2 ∈ H2}Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent images at the input to a
[Filter]-[Ideal IAF] circuit with a spatial receptive field h2 ∈ H2. If N ≥ (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)
and the neuron produces at least 2 spikes per image, then the filter projection Ph2 can







where h = Φ+q. Furthermore, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ]. The
elements of each matrix Φi are given by [Φi]kl = ui−l1,−l2(t
i
k+1 − tik), with the column index
l traversing all possible subscript combinations of l1 and l2 for all k ∈ Z, i = 1, 2, ... , N .
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Writing (5.19) for a stimulus ui2, we obtain
qik =












and [h]l = hl1l2 , where l traverses all possible
subscript combinations of l1 and l2. Repeating for all i = 1, ..., N , we get q = Φh with Φ =
[Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ]. This system of linear equations can be solved for
h, provided that the rank r(Φ) of matrix Φ satisfies r(Φ) = (2L1 +1)(2L2 +1). A necessary
condition for the latter is that the total number of presented images N ≥ (2L1 +1)(2L2 +1)
and the IAF neuron generates at least two spikes per image. Then the solution can be
computed as h = Φ+q. To find the coefficients φil1l2k, we note that





























k+1 − tik). (5.16)

Remark 16. Eq. (5.16) differs slightly from Eq. (5.9) and (5.13) since the presented
stimulus (an image) does not change in time. As a result, the output of the receptive field is
a constant function of time and technically, at least in the noiseless case, using more than
one inter-spike interval per image is not neccessary.
5.3.4 SISO Multidimensional CIM
Theorem 12. (SISO Multidimensional CIM)
Let {u in |u in ∈ Hn}Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent stimuli at the input to a
[Filter]-[Leaky IAF] circuit with a spatiotemporal receptive field hn ∈ Hn. If N ≥ (2L1 + 1) ·
... · (2Ln−1 + 1) and the neuron produces at least 2Ln + 2 spikes per signal, then the filter
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projection Phn can be perfectly identified from a collection of I/O pairs {(u in,T i)}Ni=1 as






hl1l2...ln el1l2...ln(x1, ..., xn−1, t),
where h = Φ+q. Furthermore, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ], [qi]k = qik.

















with the column index l traversing all possible subscript combinations of l1, l2, ..., ln for all
k ∈ Z, i = 1, 2, ... , N .
























Assuming the stimulus uin(x1, ..., xn−1, t) ∈ Hn and using the kernel representation, we have∫
Dn





dx1 ...dxn−1, ds =∫
Dn
hn(x1, ..., xn−1, s)
[∫
Dn



























where z = (z1, ..., zn).














By the Riesz representation theorem there is a function φk ∈ Hn such that
Lik(Phn) = 〈Phn, φik〉.
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Since Phn ∈ Hn and φik ∈ Hn






hl1...ln el1...ln(x1, ..., xn−1, t),
and

















































































The block diagram of the identification procedure and algorithm are shown in Fig. 5.4.
Identification of the filter hn has been reduced to the encoding of the projection Phn with
a SIMO TEM whose receptive fields are uin, i = 1, ..., N .




















voltage reset to 0
voltage reset to 0


























Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the Multidimensional CIM. (a) Time encoding interpretation of
the multidimensional channel identification problem. (b) Block diagram of the multidimensional channel
identification machine.
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5.4 Examples
Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.13 and corresponding figure legends demonstrate
the performance of the multidimensional channel identification machine.
In simulations pertaining to the spectrotemporal receptive field (see also Figure 5.5),
we used the short-time Fourier transform of an arbitrarily chosen 200ms segment of the
Drosophila courtship song (courtesy of University of Leicester: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KzWIuhXMUko) as a model of the STRF. The space of spectrotemporal signals H2
had bandwidth Ω1 = 2pi · 80 rad/s and order L1 = 16 in the spectral direction ν and
bandwidth Ω2 = 2pi · 120 rad/s and order L2 = 24 in the temporal direction t. The STRF
appeared in cascade with an ideal IAF neuron, whose parameters were chosen so that it
generated a total of more than (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) = 33 × 49 = 1, 617 measurements in
response to all test signals. We employed a total of N = 40 spectrotemporal signals (which
is bigger than the (2L1 + 1) = 33 requirement of Theorem 9) in order to identify the STRF.
In simulations involving the spatiotemporal receptive field (see also Figures 5.6, 5.7,
5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11), we used a spatial Gabor function that was either rotated, dilated or
translated in space as a function of time. The space of spatiotemporal signals H3 had
bandwidth Ω1 = 2pi · 12 rad/s and order L1 = 9 in spatial direction x, bandwidth Ω2 =
2pi · 12 rad/s and order L2 = 9 in spatial direction y, and bandwidth Ω3 = 2pi · 100 rad/s
and order L3 = 5 in temporal direction t. The STRF appeared in cascade with an ideal
IAF neuron, whose parameters were chosen so that it generated a total of more than (2L1 +
1)(2L2 +1)(2L3 +1) = 19×19×11 = 3, 971 measurements in response to all test signals. In
order to identify the projection Ph3 we employed a total of N = 400 spatiotemporal signals,
a number that is larger than the (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) = 361 requirement of Theorem 10).
In simulations involving the spatial receptive field (see also Figure 5.13), we used a static
spatial Gabor function. The space of spatial signals H2 had bandwidths Ω1 = Ω2 = 2pi · 15
rad/s and L1 = L2 = 12 in spatial directions x and y. The STRF appeared in cascade with
an ideal IAF neuron, whose parameters were chosen so that it generated a total of more than
(2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) = 25×25 = 625 measurements in response to all test signals. In order to
identify the projection Ph2 we employed a total of N = 688 spatial signals (a number that
is larger than the (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) = 625 requirement of Theorem 11).























































Figure 5.5: Spectro-temporal example. Original and identified spectrotemporal filters are shown in
the top and bottom plots, respectively. Ω1 = 2pi · 80 rad/s, L1 = 16, Ω2 = 2pi · 120 rad/s, L2 = 24.
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D and PD∗ In Space-Time
|D − PD |
PD
D
Figure 5.6: Spatio-temporal example #1 (top row) Four frames of the original spatiotemporal
kernel h3(x, y, t). Here, h3 is a spatial Gabor function rotating clockwise in space with time. (middle row)
Four frames of the identified kernel. Ω1 = 2pi·12 rad/s, L1 = 9, Ω2 = 2pi·12 rad/s, L2 = 9, Ω3 = 2pi·100 rad/s,
L3 = 5. (bottom row) Absolute error between four frames of the original and identified kernel.
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D and PD∗ In Frequency-Time
D − PD
PD
Figure 5.7: Spatio-temporal example 1 in the frequency domain. (top row) Fourier amplitude
spectrum of the four frames of the original spatiotemporal kernel h3(x, y, t) in Fig. 5.6. Note that the
frequency support is roughly confined to a square [−10, 10] × [−10, 10]. (middle row) Fourier amplitude
spectrum of the four frames of the identified spatiotemporal kernel in Fig. 5.6. Nine spectral lines (L1 =
L2 = 9) in each spatial direction cover the frequency support of the original kernel. (bottom row) Absolute
error between four frames of the original and identified kernel.
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D and PD∗ In Space-Time
|D − PD |
PD
D
Figure 5.8: Spatio-temporal example #2. (top row) Four frames of the original spatiotemporal
kernel h3(x, y, t). Here, h3 is a spatial Gabor function dialating in space with time. (middle row) Four
frames of the Identified kernel. Ω1 = 2pi · 12 rad/s, L1 = 9, Ω2 = 2pi · 12 rad/s, L2 = 9, Ω3 = 2pi · 100 rad/s,
L3 = 5. Note poor identification in the first two frames. Identification can be improved by increasing spatial
bandwidths Ω1 and Ω2. (bottom row) Absolute error between four frames of the original and identified
kernel.
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Figure 5.9: Spatio-temporal example 2 in the frequency domain. (top row) Fourier amplitude
spectrum of the four frames of the original spatiotemporal kernel h3(x, y, t) in Fig. 5.8. The frequency
support is no longer confined to a square [−10, 10]× [−10, 10]. (middle row) Fourier amplitude spectrum
of the four frames of the identified spatiotemporal kernel in Fig. 5.8. Nine spectral lines (L1 = L2 = 9)
in each spatial direction cover the frequency support of the original kernel only for the last two frames.
(bottom row) Absolute error between four frames of the original and identified kernel.
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D and PD∗ In Space-Time
D
PD
|D − PD |
Figure 5.10: Spatio-temporal example #3. (top row) Four frames of the original spatiotemporal
kernel h3(x, y, t). Here, h3 is a spatial Gabor function translating in space with time. (middle row) Four
frames of the Identified kernel. Ω1 = 2pi · 12 rad/s, L1 = 9, Ω2 = 2pi · 12 rad/s, L2 = 9, Ω3 = 2pi · 100 rad/s,
L3 = 5. (bottom row) Absolute error between four frames of the original and identified kernel.
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Figure 5.11: Spatio-temporal example #3 in the frequency domain. (top row) Fourier amplitude
spectrum of the four frames of the original spatiotemporal kernel h3(x, y, t) in Fig. 5.10. Note that the
frequency support is roughly confined to a square [−10, 10] × [−10, 10]. (middle row) Fourier amplitude
spectrum of the four frames of the identified spatiotemporal kernel in Fig. 5.10. Nine spectral lines (L1 =
L2 = 9) in each spatial direction cover the frequency support of the original kernel. (bottom row) Absolute
error between four frames of the original and identified kernel.
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Figure 5.12: Spatial example #1. Ω1 = Ω2 = 2pi · 15 rad/s, L1 = L2 = 12. A minimum of N = 625
images are required for identification. 1.1×N = 688 images were used. (a)-(c) Left to right: original spatial
kernel h2(x, y), identified kernel and absolute error between the two. (d)-(f) Left to right: contour plots of
the original spatial kernel h2(x, y), identified kernel and absolute error. (g)-(i) Fourier amplitude spectrum
of signals in (d)-(e).
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Figure 5.13: Spatial example #2. Ω1 = Ω2 = 2pi · 5 rad/s, L1 = L2 = 3. A minimum of N = 49
images are required for identification. 1.1×N = 54 images were used. (a)-(c) Left to right: original spatial
kernel h2(x, y), identified kernel and absolute error between the two. (d)-(f) Left to right: contour plots of
the original spatial kernel h2(x, y), identified kernel and absolute error. (g)-(i) Fourier amplitude spectrum
of signals in (d)-(e).
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5.5 Extension to Circuits with Lateral Connectivity and Feed-
back
In the context of the previous chapter, the methods presented above can be extended to
circuits with lateral connectivity and feedback. Such circuits process both the multidimen-
sional feedforward input and the spiking input from other neurons and are often encountered
in biological systems (e.g., the retina [136]).
For example, consider the circuit shown in Fig. 5.14(a). In this neural circuit, each
neuron processes a visual stimulus u3(x, y, t) using a distinct spatiotemporal receptive field
h3(x, y, t). In addition to the external visual input, each neuron receives a spiking lateral
input from another neuron. The back propagation effects are modeled using a feedback
filter.
Identification results for this circuit are shown in Fig. 5.14(b). The spatiotemporal
receptive fields used in this simulation were non-separable. The first receptive field was
modeled as a single spatial Gabor function (at time t = 0) translated in space with uniform
velocity as a function of time, while the second was a spatial Gabor function uniformly
dilated in space as a function of time. Three different time frames of the original and the
identified receptive field of the first neuron are shown in the top two rows of Fig. 5.14(b).
Similarly, we plot three time frames of the original and identified receptive field of the second
neuron in the bottom two rows of Fig. 5.14(b). The identified lateral and feedback kernels
are visualized in plots (e-h) of Fig. 5.14(b).
5.6 Implications for Multidimensional Encoding and Decoding
The duality between multidimensional channel identification and stimulus decoding prob-
lems allowed us to derive identification algorithms for estimation of receptive fields of arbi-
trary dimensions and precise conditions under which the identification is possible. At this
point it is important to pause and analyze the relationship between the dual problems. As
it often turns out, looking at a dual problem can provide a tremendous insight about the
primal problem.
Interestingly, previous results for video time encoding and decoding machines provided
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Figure 5.14: Identifying spatiotemporal receptive fields in circuits with lateral connectivity
and feedback. (a) A neural circuit with a spatiotemporal video input, lateral connections and feedback.
(b) Corresponding receptive fields that were identified using methods presented in this chapter.
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only the necessary condition of having enough spikes to decode the video [102, 103]. This
condition naturally follows from having to invert a matrix in order to compute the basis
coefficients of the video signal. Since the matrix needs to be full rank to provide a unique
solution, and there are a total of (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1) coefficients involved, (2L1 +
1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1) +N spikes are needed from a population of N neurons (the number of
spikes is bigger than the number of needed measurements by N since every measurement q
is computed between two spikes.)
Note that a necessary condition only tells us that the number of spikes must have been
greater than (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1) +N if we were able to recover the video. In order
to guarantee that the video can be recovered we need a sufficient condition.
The sufficient condition can be derived by drawing comparisons between the decoding
and identification problems. In identification, estimation of a receptive field from a single
trial is usually not possible, even if the neuron produces a lot of spikes. Intuitively, this is
because the output of the receptive field is just a function of time. In essence, all dimensions
of the stimulus are compressed into just one – the temporal dimension – and we need
only (2L3 + 1) measurements to specify a temporal function. As a result, only (2L3 + 1)
measurements are informative and we do not gain any new information if the neuron is
oversampling the temporal signal. Thus, if the neuron is producing at least (2L3 + 1)
measurements per each test stimulus, we need N ≥ (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) different trials to
reconstruct a (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1)-dimensional receptive field. Similarly, to decode
a (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1)-dimensional input stimulus, we need N ≥ (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)
neurons, with each neuron in the population producing at least (2L3 + 1) measurements. If
each neuron produces less than (2L3 + 1) measurements, a bigger population N is needed
to faithfully encode the video signal.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter we presented an extension of the channel identification machine to neural
circuits with multidimensional dendritic stimulus processors. Two- and three-dimensional
versions of these processors correspond to traditional receptive fields encountered in neuro-
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science. Although specific simulation examples concerned spatial and spatiotemporal recep-
tive fields in vision as well as spectrotemporal receptive fields in audition, our methods are
quite general can be applied to signals of arbitrary dimension.
We also provided experimental conditions for identifying receptive fields. Specifically, if
the n-dimensional input stimulus is an element of a (2L1+1)(2L2+1)...(2Ln+1)-dimensional
RKHS (where the last dimension is time), and the neuron is producing at least at least
(2Ln + 1) + 1 spikes per test stimulus, a minimum of (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)...(2Ln−1 + 1)
different stimuli, or trials, are needed to identify the receptive field. This condition is
sufficient and by duality between channel identification and time encoding, complements
the previous necessary condition derived for time decoding machines.




In this chapter we investigate a spiking neuron model of multisensory integration. Multiple
stimuli from different sensory modalities are encoded by a single neural circuit comprised of
a multisensory bank of receptive fields in cascade with a population of biophysical spike gen-
erators. We demonstrate that stimuli of different dimensions can be faithfully multiplexed
and encoded in the spike domain and derive tractable algorithms for decoding each stimu-
lus from the common pool of spikes. We also show that the identification of multisensory
processing in a single neuron is dual to the recovery of stimuli encoded with a population of
multisensory neurons, and prove that only a projection of the circuit onto input stimuli can
be identified. We provide an example of multisensory integration using natural audio and
video and discuss the performance of the proposed decoding and identification algorithms.
6.1 Introduction
Most organisms employ a mutlitude of sensory systems to create an internal representation
of their environment. While the advantages of functionally specialized neural circuits are
numerous, many benefits can be also obtained by integrating sensory modalities [81, 160].
The perceptual advantages of combining multiple sensory streams that provide distinct
measurements of the same physical event are compelling, as each sensory modality can inform
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the other in environmentally unfavorable circumstances [159]. For example, combining visual
and auditory stimuli corresponding to a person talking at a cocktail party can substantially
enhance the accuracy of the auditory percept [24].
Interestingly, recent studies demonstrated that multisensory integration takes place in
brain areas that were traditionally considered to be unisensory [43, 80, 81]. This is in
contrast to classical models of the brain in which multisensory integration is relegated to
anatomically established sensory convergence regions, after the extensive unisensory pro-
cessing has already taken place [159]. Moreover, multisensory effects were shown to arise
not solely due to feedback from higher cortical areas. Rather, they seem to be carried by
feedforward pathways at very early stages in the processing hierarchy [56, 80, 81].
The computational principles of multisensory integration are still poorly understood.
In part, this is because most of the experimental data comes from psychophysical and
functional imaging experiments which do not provide the resolution necessary to study
sensory integration at the cellular level [9, 80, 81, 89, 95]. Moreover, although multisensory
neuron responses depend on several concurrently received stimuli, existing identification
methods typically require separate experimental trials for each of the sensory modalities
involved [76, 120, 159]. Doing so creates substantial challenges, especially when unisensory
responses are weak or together do not account for the multisensory response.
Here we present a biophysically-grounded spiking neural circuit and a tractable mathe-
matical methodology that together allow one to study the problems of multisensory encoding,
decoding, and identification within a unified theoretical framework. Our neural circuit is
comprised of a bank of multisensory receptive fields in cascade with a population of neurons
that implement stimulus multiplexing in the spike domain. The circuit architecture is quite
flexible in that it can incorporate complex connectivity [106] and a number different spike
generation models [98].
Our approach is grounded in the theory of sampling in Hilbert spaces. Using this theory,
we show that signals of different modalities, having different dimensions and dynamics, can
be faithfully encoded into a single multidimensional spike train by a common population
of neurons. Some benefits of using a common population include (a) built-in redundancy,
whereby, by rerouting, a circuit could take over the function of another faulty circuit (e.g.,
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after a stroke) (b) capability to dynamically allocate resources for the encoding of a given
signal of interest (e.g., during attention) (c) joint processing and storage of multisensory
signals/stimuli (e.g., in associative memory tasks).
First we show that, under appropriate and intuitive conditions, each of the stimuli pro-
cessed by a multisensory circuit can be decoded loss-free from a common, unlabeled set of
spikes. These conditions provide clear lower bounds on the size of the population of mul-
tisensory neurons and the total number of spikes produced by the entire circuit. We then
discuss the open problem of identifying multisensory processing using concurrently presented
sensory stimuli. We show that the identification of multisensory processing in a single neu-
ron is elegantly related to the recovery of stimuli encoded with a population of multisensory
neuron. Moreover, we prove that only a projection of the circuit onto input stimuli can be
identified. Finally, we present examples of both decoding and identification algorithms and
demonstrate their performance using synthetic and naturalistic stimuli.
6.2 Modeling Sensory Stimuli, their Processing and Encoding
Our formal model of multisensory encoding, called the multisensory Time Encoding Machine
(mTEM) is closely related to traditional TEMs [110]. TEMs are real-time asynchronous
mechanisms for encoding continuous and discrete signals into a time sequence. They arise as
models of early sensory systems in neuroscience [98, 99] as well as nonlinear sampling circuits
and analog-to-discrete (A/D) converters in communication systems [98, 110]. However, in
contrast to traditional TEMs which encode one or more stimuli having the same dimension
n, a general mTEM receives M input stimuli u1n1 , ..., u
M
nM
of different dimensions nm ∈N,
m=1, ...,M , and possibly different dynamics (Fig. 6.1a). The mTEM processes and encodes
these signals into a multidimensional spike train using a population of N neurons. For each
neuron i= 1, ..., N , the results of this processing are embedded in the aggregate dendritic
current vi flowing into the spike initiation zone. There, it is encoded into a time sequence
(tik)k∈Z, with t
i
k denoting to the timing of the k
th spike of neuron i.
Similarly to traditional TEMs, mTEMs can employ a myriad of spiking neuron models.
Several examples include conductance-based models such as Hodgkin-Huxley, Morris-Lecar,
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u1n1(x1, ..., xn1)



















Figure 6.1: Multisensory encoding on neuronal level. (a) Each neuron i=1, ..., N receives multiple
stimuli umnm , m=1, ...,M , of different modalities and encodes them into a single spike train (t
i
k)k∈Z. (b) A





Fitzhugh-Nagumo, Wang-Buzsaki, Hindmarsh-Rose [108] as well as simpler models such
as the leaky and ideal integrate-and-fire (IAF) neurons [106]. For clarity, we will limit
our discussion to the ideal IAF neuron, since other models can be handled as described
previously [84, 108]). For an ideal IAF neuron with a bias bi ∈ R+, capacitance Ci ∈ R+
and threshold δi ∈ R+ (Fig. 6.1b), the mapping of the current vi into spikes is described by
a set of equations formerly known as the t-transform [110]:∫ tik+1
tik
vi(s)ds = qik, k ∈ Z, (6.1)
where qik = C
iδi − bi(tik+1 − tik). Intuitively, at every spike time tik+1, the ideal IAF neuron
is providing a measurement qik of the current v
i(t) on the time interval [tik, t
i
k+1).
6.2.1 Modeling Sensory Inputs
We model input signals as elements of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs) [11].
Any real world signal, including naturalistic stimuli can be described by an appropriately
chosen RKHS [103]. For practical and computational reasons we choose to work with the
space of trigonometric polynomials Hn defined below, where the dimensionality n ∈ N. Hn
is a natural discretization of the space of bandlmited functions which allows one to work
with signals of finite duration and is particularly amenable to Fourier methods, making it
well-suited for computationally-intensive applications. However, we emphasize that the
subsequent results are not limited to this particular RKHS.
Definition 10. The space of trigonometric polynomials Hnm is a Hilbert space of complex-
valued functions
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ul1...lnmel1...lnm (x1, ..., xnm),
over the domain Dnm =
∏nm
α=1[0, Tα], where the coefficients ul1...lnm ∈ C and the functions






T1 · · ·Tnm , with j denoting the imagi-
nary number. Here Ωα is the bandwidth, Lα is the order, and Tα = 2piLα/Ωα is the period




unm(x1, ..., xn)wnm(x1, ..., xn)dx1...dxn. (6.2)
Given the inner product in (6.2), the set of elements el1...lnm (x1, ..., xnm) forms an orthonor-
mal basis in Hnm . Moreover, Hnm is an RKHS with the reproducing kernel (RK)






el1...lnm (x1, ..., xnm)el1...lnm (y1, ..., ynm).
Remark 17. In what follows, we will be primarily concerned with time-varying stimuli, and
the nmth dimension xnm will denote the temporal dimension t of the stimulus, i.e., xnm = t.
Remark 18. For M concurrently received stimuli, we have Tn1 = Tn2 = · · · = TnM .
Example 15. We model audio stimuli u1 = u1(t) as elements of the RKHS H1 over the
domain D1 = [0, T ]. For notational convenience, we drop the dimensionality subscript and
use T , Ω and L, to denote the period, bandwidth and order of the space H1. An audio
signal u1 ∈ H1 can be written as u1(t) =
∑L
l=−L ulel(t), where the coefficients ul ∈ C and
el(t) = exp (jlΩt/L) /
√
T .
Example 16. We model video stimuli u3 = u3(x, y, t) as elements of the RKHS H3 defined
on D3 = [0, T1]× [0, T2]× [0, T3], where T1 = 2piL1/Ω1, T2 = 2piL2/Ω2, T3 = 2piL3/Ω3, with
(Ω1, L1), (Ω2, L2) and (Ω3, L3) denoting the (bandwidth, order) pairs in spatial directions





l3=−L3 ul1l2l3el1l2l3(x, y, t), where the coefficients ul1l2l3 ∈ C and the
functions el1l2l3(x, y, t) = exp (jl1Ω1x/L1 + jl2Ω2y/L2 + jl3Ω3t/L3) /
√
T1T2T3.
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6.2.2 Modeling Sensory Processing
In the most general case, the multisensory processing can be described by a dendritic stimu-
lus processor, which is a nonlinear dynamical system capable of modeling linear and nonlin-
ear stimulus transformations, including cross-talk between stimuli (see chapter 7). For clar-
ity, here we will consider only the case of linear transformations of stimuli umnm(x1, ..., xnm).
Such transformations can be described by a convolution with a linear filter having an im-
pulse response, or kernel, hmnm(x1, ..., xnm). This kernel is assumed to be bounded-input
bounded-output (BIBO)-stable and causal in the time variable xnm = t. We also assume
that the kernel has a finite support of length Sα ≤ Tα in each direction xα, α= 1, ..., nm.
In other words, each kernel hmn belongs to the filter kernel space Hn defined below.
Definition 11. The filter kernel space Hn =
{
hmn ∈ L1(Rn)
∣∣ supp(hmn ) ⊆ Dn}.
Definition 12. The projection operator P : Hnm → Hnm is given (by abuse of notation) by
(Phmnm)(x1, ..., xnm) =
〈
hmnm(·, ..., ·),Knm(·, ..., ·;x1, ..., xnm)
〉
. (6.3)





hl1...lnmel1...lnm (x1, ..., xnm).
6.3 Multisensory Decoding
Consider an mTEM comprised of a population of N ideal IAF neurons receiving M input
signals umnm of dimensions nm, m = 1, ...,M . Assuming that the multisensory processing is
given by kernels himnm , m = 1, ...,M , i = 1, ..., N , the t-transform in (6.1) can be rewritten
as
T i1k [u1n1 ] + T i2k [u2n2 ] + ...+ T iMk [uMnM ] = qik, k ∈ Z, (6.4)
where T imk : Hnm → R are linear functionals defined by





himnm(x1, ..., xnm−1, s)u
m
nm(x1, ..., xnm−1, t− s)dx1...dxnm−1ds
]
dt.
We observe that each qik in (6.4) is just a number representing a quantal measurement of
all M stimuli, generated by a neuron i on the time interval [tik, t
i
k+1). These measurements
are produced in an asynchronous fashion (at every spike) and can be computed directly
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from spike times (tk)k∈Z using (6.1). We now demonstrate that it is possible to reconstruct
stimuli uMnM under certain conditions.
Theorem 13. (Multisensory Time Decoding Machine (mTDM))
Let M signals umnm ∈ Hnm , of dimensions nm, m = 1, ...,M , be encoded by a multisensory
TEM comprised of N ideal IAF neurons and NM receptive fields with full spectral support.
Assume that the IAF neurons do not have the same parameters, and/or the receptive fields
for each modality are linearly independent. Then given the filter kernel coefficients himl1...lnm ,
i = 1, ..., N , all inputs umnm can be perfectly recovered as






uml1...lnmel1...lnm (x1, ..., xnm), (6.5)
where uml1...lnm are elements of u = Φ
+q, and Φ+ denotes the pseudoinverse of Φ. Fur-

















, lnm 6= 0
, (6.6)
where the column index l traverses all possible subscript combinations of l1, l2, ..., lnm . A





α=1(2Lnm + 1) +N . If each neuron produces ν spikes in an interval







min(ν − 1, 2Lnm + 1)
⌉
.
where dxe denotes the smallest integer greater than x.
Proof: Substituting (6.5) into (6.4), we obtain































where k ∈ Z and the second equality follows from the Riesz representation theorem with
φimnmk ∈ Hnm , m = 1, ...,M . In matrix form the above equality can be written as qi = Φiu,
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with [qi]k = qik, Φ
i = [Φi1,Φi2, ...,ΦiM ], where elements [Φim]kl are given by [Φim]kl =
φiml1...lnmk
, with index l traversing all possible subscript combinations of l1, l2, ..., lnm . To find
the coefficients φiml1...lnmk, we note that φ
im
l1...lnmk
= T imnmk(el1...lnm ), m = 1, ...,M , i = 1, ..., N .
The column vector u = [u1; u2; ...; um] with the vector um containing
∏nm
α=1(2Lα + 1) en-
tries corresponding to coefficients uml1l2...lnm . Repeating for all neurons i = 1, ..., N , we
obtain q = Φu with Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ]. This system of





α=1(2Lα + 1). A necessary condition for the latter is that the total num-
ber of measurements generated by all N neurons is greater or equal to
∏nm
α=1(2Lα + 1).
Equivalently, the total number of spikes produced by all N neurons should be greater than∏nm
α=1(2Lα+1)+N . Then u can be uniquely specified as the solution to a convex optimization
problem, e.g., u = Φ+q. To find the sufficient condition, we note that the mth component
vim of the dendritic current vi has a maximal bandwidth of Ωnm and we need only 2Lnm +1
measurements to specify it. Thus each neuron can produce a maximum of only 2PLnm + 1
informative measurements, or equivalently, 2PLnm + 2 informative spikes on a time interval
[0, Tnm ]. It follows that for each modality, we require at least
∏nm
α=1(2Lα + 1)/(2Lnm + 1)
neurons if ν ≥ (2Lnm + 2) and at least d
∏nm
α=1(2Lα + 1)/(ν − 1)e neurons if ν < (2Lnm + 2).

6.4 Multisensory Identification
We now investigate the following nonlinear neural identification problem: given the stimuli
umnm , m = 1, ...,M at the input to the mTEM circuit and the spikes at its output, what is the
multisensory receptive field? In other words, what are the kernels him, m = 1, ...,M , of the
neuron i? We will show that this problem is mathematically dual to the decoding problem
discussed above. Specifically, we will demonstrate that the identification problem can be
converted into a neural encoding problem, with each spike train (tik)k∈Z produced during an
experimental trial i, i = 1, ..., N , being interpreted as the spike train produced by the ith
neuron in a population of N neurons. To that end, we consider identifying kernels for only
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one neuron, since identification for multiple neurons can be performed in a serial fashion.
We therefore drop the superscript i in him throughout this section and denote themth kernel
by hm. Instead, we introduce the natural notion of performing multiple experimental trials
and use the same superscript i to index stimuli uinm on different trials i = 1, ..., N .
Consider a single multisensory neuron depicted in Fig. 6.1. Since for every trial i, an
input signal uimnm , m = 1, ...,M , can be modeled as an element of some space Hnm , we have
uimnm(x1, ..., xnm) = 〈uimnm(·, ..., ·),Knm(·, ..., ·;x1, ..., xnm)〉 by the reproducing property of the


























uimnm(z1, ..., znm)(Pmhmnm)(z1, ..., t− znm)dz1...dznm ,
where (a) follows from the reproducing property of the kernel Knm and Definition 11, (b)
from the symmetry of Knm , and (c) from the definition of Pnmhmnm in (6.3). The t-transform
of the multisensory TEM in Fig. 6.1 can then be written as
Li1k [Pn1h1n1 ] + Li2k [Pn2h2n2 ] + ...+ LiMk [PnMhMnM ] = qik, (6.7)
where Limk : Hnm → R, m = 1, ...,M , k ∈ Z, are linear functionals defined by





uimnm(s1, ... , snm)(Pnmhmnm)(s1, ..., t− snm)ds1 ... dsnm
]
dt.
Remark 19. Intuitively, each inter-spike interval [tik, t
i
k+1) produced by the IAF neuron is
a time measurement qik of the (weighted) sum of all kernel projections Phmnm , m = 1, ...,M .
Remark 20. Each kernel projection Phmnm is determined by the corresponding stimulus umnm
employed during identification and can be substantially different from the underlying kernel.
It follows that we should be able to identify the projections Phmnm , m= 1, ...,M , from
the measurements qik, k∈Z. Since we are free to choose any spaces Hnm , an arbitrarily-close
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identification of original kernels is possible, provided that the bandwidth of the test signals
is sufficiently large.
Theorem 14. (Multisensory Channel Identification Machine (mCIM))
Let {ui}Ni=1, ui = [ui1n1 , ..., uiMnM ]T , uimnm ∈ Hnm , m = 1, ...,M be a collection of N linearly
independent stimuli at the input to an mTEM circuit comprised of receptive fields with kernels
hm ∈ Hnm , m = 1, ...,M in cascade with an ideal IAF neuron. Given the coefficients
uml1,...,lnm of stimuli u
im, i = 1, ..., N , m = 1, ...,M , the kernel projections Phm, m = 1, ...,M ,
can be perfectly identified as






hml1...lnmel1...lnm (x1, ..., xnm),
where hml1...lnm are elements of h = Φ
+q, and Φ+ denotes the pseudoinverse of Φ. Fur-

















, lnm 6= 0
, (6.8)
where the column index l traverses all possible subscript combinations of l1, l2, ..., lnm . A
necessary condition for recovery is that the total number of spikes generated in response to




α=1(2Lnm + 1) +N . If each neuron produces ν spikes on








min(ν − 1, 2Lnm + 1)
⌉
.
where dxe denotes the smallest integer greater than x.
Proof: The equivalent representation of the t-transform in equations (6.4) and (6.7) im-
plies that the decoding of the stimulus umnm (in Theorem 13) and the identification of the
filter projections Phmnm encountered here are dual problems. Therefore, the receptive field
identification problem is equivalent to a neural encoding problem: the projections Phmnm ,
m = 1, ...,M , are encoded with an mTEM comprised of N neurons and receptive fields uimnm ,
i = 1, ..., N , m = 1, ...,M . The algorithm for finding the coefficients hml1...lnm is analogous to
the one for uml1...lnm in Theorem 13.
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6.5 Examples
6.5.1 Audio/Video Stimulus Decoding for Multisensory Integration
A simple (mono) audio/video TEM realized using a bank of temporal and spatiotemporal
linear filters and a population of integrate-and-fire neurons, is shown in Fig. 6.2. An
analog audio signal u11(t) and an analog video signal u23(x, y, t) appear as inputs to temporal
filters with kernels hi11 (t) and spatiotemporal filters with kernels hi23 (x, y, t), i = 1, ..., N .
Each temporal and spatiotemporal filter could be realized in a number of ways, e.g., using
gammatone and Gabor filter banks. For simplicity, we assume that the number of temporal
and spatiotemporal filters in Fig. 6.2 is the same. In practice, the number of components
could be different and would be determined by the bandwidth of input stimuli and the
speed/accuracy of asynchronous samplers (neurons).
For each neuron i, i = 1, ..., N , the filter outputs vi1 and vi2, are summed to form the
aggregate dendritic current vi, which is encoded into a sequence of spike times (tik)k∈Z by the
ith integrate-and-fire neuron. Thus each spike train (tik)k∈Z carries information about two
stimuli of completely different modalities (audio and video) and, under certain conditions,
the entire collection of spike trains {tik}Ni=1, k ∈ Z, can provide a faithful representation of
both signals.
To demonstrate the performance of the algorithm presented in Theorem 13, we simulated
a multisensory TEM with each neuron having a non-separable spatiotemporal receptive field
for video stimuli and a temporal receptive field for audio stimuli. Spatiotemporal receptive
fields were chosen randomly and had a bandwidth of 4Hz in temporal direction t and 2Hz
in each spatial direction x and y. Similarly, temporal receptive fields were chosen randomly
from functions bandlimited to 4 kHz. Thus, two distinct stimuli having different dimensions
(three for video, one for audio) and dynamics (2-4 cycles vs. 4, 000 cycles in each direction)
were multiplexed at the level of every spiking neuron and encoded into an unlabeled set
of spikes. The mTEM produced a total of 360, 000 spikes in response to a 6-second-long
grayscale video and mono audio of Albert Einstein explaining the mass-energy equivalence
formula E = mc2: “... [a] very small amount of mass may be converted into a very large
amount of energy." A multisensory TDM was then used to reconstruct the video and audio
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Figure 6.2: Multisensory TEM & TDM for audio and video integration (a) Block diagram of





































































































Figure 6.3: Multisensory decoding. (a) Grayscale Video Recovery. (top row) Three frames of the
original grayscale video u23. (middle row) Corresponding three frames of the decoded video projection P3u23.
(bottom row) Error between three frames of the original and identified video. Ω1 = 2pi · 2 rad/s, L1 = 30,
Ω2 = 2pi · 36/19 rad/s, L2 = 36, Ω3 = 2pi · 4 rad/s, L3 = 4. (b) Mono Audio Recovery. (top row) Original
mono audio signal u11. (middle row) Decoded projection P1u11. (bottom row) Error between the original and
decoded audio. Ω = 2pi · 4, 000 rad/s, L = 4, 000. Click here to see and hear the decoded video and
audio stimuli.
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Figure 6.4: Multisensory CIM for audio and video integration (a) Time encoding interpretation
of the mCIM. (b) Block diagram of the mCIM.
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Spatiotemporal RF Temporal RF
(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Multisensory identification. (a) (top row) Three frames of the original spatiotemporal
kernel h23(x, y, t). Here, h23 is a spatial Gabor function rotating clockwise in space with time. (middle row)
Corresponding three frames of the Identified kernel Ph2∗3 (x, y, t). (bottom row) Error between three frames of
the original and identified kernel. Ω1 = 2pi ·12 rad/s, L1 = 9, Ω2 = 2pi ·12 rad/s, L2 = 9, Ω3 = 2pi ·100 rad/s,
L3 = 5. (b) Identification of the temporal RF (top row) Original temporal kernel h11(t). (middle row)
Identified projection Ph1∗1 (t). (bottom row) Error between h11 and Ph1∗1 . Ω = 2pi · 200 rad/s, L = 10.
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stimuli from the produced set of spikes. Fig. 6.3a-b shows the original (top row) and
recovered (middle row) video and audio, respectively, together with the error between them
(bottom row).
6.5.2 Identification of the Audio/Video Receptive Fields in a Multisen-
sory Integration Circuit
The neural encoding interpretation of the identification problem for the grayscale video/mono
audio TEM is shown in Fig. 6.4a. The block diagram of the corresponding mCIM appears
in Fig. 6.4b. Comparing this diagram to the one in Fig. 6.2, we note that neuron blocks
have been replaced by trial blocks. Furthermore, the stimuli now appear as kernels describ-
ing the filters and the inputs to the circuit are kernel projections Phmnm , m = 1, ...,M . In
other words, identification of a single neuron has been converted into a population encoding
problem, where the artificially constructed population of N neurons is associated with the
N spike trains generated in response to N experimental trials.
The performance of the mCIM algorithm is visualized in Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.5a-b shows
the original (top row) and recovered (middle row) spatio-temporal and temporal receptive
fields, respectively, together with the error between them (bottom row).
6.6 Summary
Multisensory integration has been observed in many cortical areas, including the superior
colliculus, visual and auditory cortices. Precise rules by which neurons combine signals
across modalities remain unknown.
In this chapter we developed tools for studying such rules within the spiking neuron
framework. Specifically, we presented a tractable computational model for multisensory
integration that employs signal multiplexing to encode multiple information streams, such
as audio and video, into a single spike train on the level of individual neurons. We found
conditions for inverting a nonlinear operator mapping multiple signals of different dimensions
into a common pool of spikes and developed methods for identifying receptive fields in such
multisensory circuits. We thus addressed a long-standing experimental problem [76] of
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jointly identifying receptive fields (RFs) of multisensory neurons. Joint identification of
multisensory RFs has not been possible since traditional methods require separate stimulus
presentations for each modality. Importantly, joint (and not separate) stimulus presentation
is often needed in experiments to elicit a response.
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Chapter 7
Identifying Nonlinear Computation
In Chapters 3-7 we investigated models of spiking neural circuits in which the dendritic
processing was described using a linter filter. Here we present a multi-input multi-output
neural circuit architecture for nonlinear processing and encoding of stimuli in the spike
domain. In this architecture a bank of dendritic stimulus processors implements nonlinear
transformations of multiple temporal or spatio-temporal signals such as spike trains or au-
ditory and visual stimuli in the analog domain. Dendritic stimulus processors may act on
both individual stimuli and on groups of stimuli, thereby executing complex computations
that arise as a result of interactions between concurrently received signals. The results of
the analog-domain computations are then encoded into a multi-dimensional spike train by
a population of spiking neurons modeled as nonlinear dynamical systems. We investigate
general conditions under which such circuits faithfully represent stimuli and demonstrate
algorithms for (i) stimulus recovery, or decoding, and (ii) identification of dendritic stimulus
processors from the observed spikes.
7.1 Introduction
One of the long-standing views in computational neuroscience is that information processing
in neural systems arises primarily as a result of specific connectivity between neurons. In
theoretical studies, individual cells are often reduced to point neuron models endowed with
relatively simple operations, e.g., summing synaptic inputs and thresholding, while neuroin-
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formation processing is relegated to the network of neurons as a whole. However, a large
body of experimental evidence suggests that complex computations are performed at the
level of dendritic trees and even branches of individual neurons [87, 116].
Nonlinear dendritic computations have been observed in a number of different species
and brain areas, starting with the very sensory periphery. For example, in the vertebrate
retina, directional selectivity to visual stimuli is computed within dendritic branches of star-
burst amacrine cells as a result of nonlinear interactions between excitatory and inhibitory
inputs [14]. In the locust, the lobula giant movement detector neuron multiplies two post-
synaptic currents representing the angular velocity and size of an approaching object, by
way of nonlinear dendritic and axonal transformations [54]. In higher brain areas, e.g, the
somatosensory and visual cortex, single dendrites of pyramidal cells act as processing com-
partments capable of performing coincidence detection between neighboring synaptic inputs
[4] and discriminating temporal synaptic sequences [17].
Combined with the already established and well-understood biophysics of action poten-
tial generation, the above studies suggest that in single neurons, results of nonlinear signal
processing within the dendritic tree are encoded into action or graded potentials by a non-
linear dynamical system [71]. The resulting phenomenological model of the fundamental
building block of the brain – the neuron – is therefore, to a first approximation, Dynamic
Nonlinear-Nonlinear (DNN). Such a model takes into account (i) the dynamic nonlinear
analog-to-analog stimulus transformation upstream of the spike initiation zone as well as
(ii) the dynamic nonlinear analog-to-discrete transformation within the spike initiation zone
that maps the aggregate current produced by the tree into a discrete time sequence, or
spikes. Both transformations are dynamic in the sense that their outputs depend on both
present and past values of their respective inputs. The DNN model should be contrasted
with traditional linear-nonlinear (LN) models typically employed in neural encoding, de-
coding, and identification [184]. While LN models have been quite successful in elucidating
properties of many neurons, their descriptive power is limited to linear stimulus transfor-
mations performed by a set of linear filters and a nonlinear transformation mapping the
filter output into an instantaneous rate of neuronal response. Furthermore, the nonlinear
transformation is assumed to be static, or independent of the filter output, and is usually
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given by a fixed function, e.g., an exponential, a log-exponential or a simple hockey-stick
function [134]. However, the nonlinear contribution of a multidimensional dynamical system
such as the Hodgkin-Huxley model or even a simple integrate-and-fire model is not static,
but stimulus-driven. The spike generation dynamics depends on the input current and may
change from one spike to the next [71]. In this context, it is not a priori clear to what extent
simple static nonlinearities can account for the highly nonlinear behavior of biophysically-
grounded spike generators. Consequently, there is a fundamental need to develop tractable
tools that will enable the use of DNN models in neural encoding, decoding and identification.
In this paper, we present a general multi-input multi-output (MIMO) neural circuit
architecture for nonlinear processing and encoding of stimuli in the spike domain by DNN
models. Both the architecture and the associated methods of analysis are grounded in the
rigorous context of the well-established theory of time encoding machines (TEMs) [98, 139].
TEMs are real-time asynchronous systems that encode analog or discrete signals into a time
sequence. They arise as models of early sensory systems in neuroscience [98, 99] as well as
nonlinear sampling circuits in signal processing and analog-to-discrete (A/D) converters in
communication systems [110]. Unlike traditional amplitude-domain devices, TEMs encode
analog signals as a sequence of irregularly-spaced events in time and do not require a global
synchronizing clock. Due to this asynchronous nature, TEMs are inherently low-power
devices [129] that are readily amenable to massive parallelization, allowing a population
of slow components to encode rapidly varying stimuli [103]. Furthermore, under certain
conditions, TEMs faithfully represent signals in the time domain: given the parameters of
the TEM and a time sequence at its output, a time decoding machine (TDM) can recover
the encoded signal loss-free [99, 110].
Previously investigated TEMs included various circuit architectures in which linear time-
invariant filters appeared in series with nonlinear asynchronous samplers, such as point
neuron models. Input signals were thus linearly processed and encoded into a sequence
of spikes by these nonlinear samplers. Here we extend the theory of time encoding and
present Volterra TEMs that employ a bank of dendritic stimulus processors to implement
nonlinear computations in the analog domain. Dendritic stimulus processors may act on both
individual stimuli and on groups of stimuli, thereby incorporating complex computations































Figure 7.1: MIMO neural circuit architecture for nonlinear processing and encoding. (a)
Multiple stimuli are processed and encoded into multiple spike trains. (b) Block diagram of the circuit.
Dendritic stimulus processors implement computation, while point neurons, or simply “neurons", encode the
dendritic current into spikes.
that arise as a result of interactions between concurrently received signals. The results
of analog-domain computations are then encoded into a multi-dimensional spike train by
a population of spiking neurons modeled as nonlinear dynamical systems. We investigate
conditions under which such circuits faithfully represent stimuli and present Volterra TDMs
that can decode the original stimuli, given the spikes at the output of a Volterra TEM.
We also develop Volterra Channel Identification Machines (Volterra CIMs), an extension of
traditional CIMs that allow one to identify nonlinear dendritic processing in neural circuits
[105, 106, 108].
7.2 Volterra Time Encoding Machines
7.2.1 Neural Circuit Architecture
We consider a multi-input multi-output neural circuit in which M ∈ N input signals are
processed and encoded into spike trains by a population of N ∈ N neurons (Fig. 7.1a).
Such a MIMO circuit is in agreement with the basic neurobiological thought that any real
neural circuit is a massively parallel system, employing a multitude of neurons to process and
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encode signals in a parallel fashion. The notion of a population of relatively slow neurons
processing information in parallel will become particularly important below when we discuss
the neural coding implications of nonlinear dendritic computation.
Every neuron i, i = 1, ..., N , in Fig. 7.1(a) receives multiple input signals umn , m =
1, ...,M , performs analog processing on them in the associated dendritic tree and encodes
the aggregate dendritic current into a spike train (tik)k∈Z, where for any given spike index
k of neuron i, tik denotes the timing of that spike. The superscript m in u
m
n denotes the
input stimulus number and the subscript n indicates the dimensionality of the stimulus. For
stimuli that are functions of time, e.g., the concentration of an odorant, or the presynaptic
spike train, the dimensionality n = 1. For multidimensional stimuli, n may be greater than
one. For example, n = 3 for monocular grayscale video stimuli, which are functions of a
two-dimensional space and time.
Without loss of generality, we assume that each neuron in the population receives the
same set of inputs. In a practical setting however, this need not be the case. The number of
actual neurons and their respective inputs would be determined by the anatomy and prior
knowledge about the circuit function. Furthermore, for presentation clarity, we assume
that the circuit is essentially feedforward and there are no connections between neurons.
While such an assumption clearly may not hold in biological neural systems, it does not
impose limitations on the theory and methods developed below, since lateral and feedback
connections can be readily incorporated into the circuit, albeit with a much more involved
notation (see also [108]).
We highlight the dendritic tree and the spike initiation zone/axon of each neuron in Fig.
7.1(a) in different colors to emphasize the distinct roles that we assign to them. Specifically,
the dendritic tree (shown in blue) is endowed with the ability to carry out computations,
while the spike initiation zone (shown in black) is treated as an asynchronous sampler, or
encoder, that packages the results of analog processing into spikes, which are presumed to
be particularly well-suited for carrying information down the axon.
This is further emphasized in Fig. 7.1(b) which shows the block diagram of the MIMO
neural circuit model. Each neuron is endowed with (i) a dendritic stimulus processor (DSP)
that transforms multiple input signals into a single function of time, i.e., the aggregate
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dendritic current, and (ii) a spike initiation zone described by a point neuron model, or
simply “neuron" for short.
7.2.2 Space of Input Stimuli
We model input stimuli umn , m = 1, ...,M , as elements of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
(RKHSs) [11]. For practical and computational reasons we choose to work with spaces
of trigonometric polynomials. However, the theory developed below is quite general and
applies to many other RKHSs (a couple of examples include Sobolev spaces and Paley-
Wiener spaces; see [11] for an extensive list of alternatives).
Definition 13. : The space of trigonometric polynomials Hn is a Hilbert space of complex-
valued functions







over the domain Dn =
∏n
α=1[0, Tα], where the coefficients ul1...ln ∈ C and the functions




T1 ... Tn, with j denoting the imaginary num-
ber. Here Ωα is the bandwidth, Lα is the order, and Tα = 2piLα/Ωα is the period in dimension




un(x1, ..., xn)wn(x1, ..., xn)dx1...dxn. (7.1)
Given (7.1), the set of elements {el1...ln}, lα = -Lα, ..., Lα, α = 1, ..., n, forms an orthonormal
basis in Hn. Moreover, Hn is an RKHS with the reproducing kernel (RK)






el1...ln(x1, ..., xn)el1...ln(y1, ..., yn).
Remark 21. : The fundamental property of the RKHS Hn is the reproducing property,
which states that the value of the function un at a point x = [x1, ..., xn] is reproduced by the
inner product of un with the kernel Kn(·,x). In other words, un(x) = 〈un(·),Kn(·,x)〉.
Remark 22. : In what follows, we will be primarily concerned with temporal and spatio-
temporal stimuli, and the nth dimension xn will denote the temporal dimension t of the
stimulus, i.e., xn = t.
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Most real-world signals un, including naturalistic stimuli, can be modeled as functions
in an appropriately chosen space Hn [103]. Thus, the same machinery can be used to
parametrize synthetic stimuli produced in the lab and natural stimuli encountered in the
real world. Hn has a number of attractive properties: it is a finite-dimensional space, it
allows one to work with signals of finite duration and it is particularly amenable to Fourier
methods, making it well-suited for computationally-intensive applications.
Example 17. : We model temporal stimuli u1 = u1(t) as elements of the RKHS H1 over
the domain D1 = [0, T1]. A signal u1 can be written as u1(t) =
∑L
l1=−L ul1el1(t), where the
coefficients ul1 ∈ C and the functions el1(t) = exp (jl1Ω1t/L1) /
√
T1, l1 = −L1, ..., L1, form
an orthonormal basis for the (2L1 + 1)-dimensional space H1.
Example 18.: We model spatio-temporal (video) stimuli u3 = u3(x, y, t) as elements of the
RKHS H3 defined on D3 = [0, T1] × [0, T2] × [0, T3], where T1 = 2piL1/Ω1, T2 = 2piL2/Ω2,
T3 = 2piL3/Ω3, and (Ω1, L1), (Ω2, L2) and (Ω3, L3) denote the (bandwidth, order) pairs in
spatial directions x, y and in time direction t, respectively. A video u3 can be written as








where the functions el1l2l3(x, y, t) = exp (jl1Ω1x/L1+ jl2Ω2y/L2 + jl3Ω3t/L3) /
√
T1T2T3
form an orthonormal basis for the (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1)-dimensional space H3 and
coefficients ul1l2l3 ∈ C, l1 = −L1, ..., L1, l2 = −L2, ..., L2, l3 = −L3, ..., L3.
7.2.3 Nonlinear Dendritic Stimulus Processing
In order to accommodate the (theoretically arbitrary) nonlinear dendritic computation, in-
cluding multiplicative stimulus interactions frequently reported in the literature (see Sec.
7.1), and in order to make the neural circuit architecture of Fig. 7.1(b) generalizable, we use
the truncated Volterra series [123, 178] to describe the computations performed by DSPs.
The Volterra series is similar in spirit to the well-known Taylor series. However, whereas
the Taylor series can describe a nonlinear system output at any moment in time only as a
function of the input at that time, the Volterra series incorporates ‘memory’, or dependence
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M : # of input stimuli
n: # of stimulus dimensions
p: highest order of the DSP
i: neuron index
Figure 7.2: DSP examples. (a) P th-order temporal SISO DSP with M = 1 input. (b) 2nd-order
temporal MISO DSP with M = 2 inputs. (c) Motion energy DSP describing computation within a complex
visual cell. (d) DSP describing a simple gain control/adaptation model.
of the system output on all other times. Furthermore, by extension of the Weierstrass poly-
nomial approximation theorem for nonanalytic continuous functions, the Volterra series are
applicable to any continuous functional, including nonanalytic (nondifferentiable) function-
als. This renders the Volterra series particularly applicable to physiological systems, since
it is hard to argue on experimental grounds that such systems are discontinuous [123].
Indeed, the Volterra formalism has been applied extensively to study physiological sys-
tems (see [123] and extensive references therein). However, in the case of neural circuits, the
Volterra series has been used (i) either in cascade with a simple thresholding device which
does not capture the spike generation dynamics or (ii) to model the input/output behavior
of the entire neuron, thereby confounding the processing within the dendritic tree and the
nonlinear contribution of the spike generator. Furthermore, the Volterra series approach has
been applied predominantly in the system identification setting, without any connections
drawn to the neural decoding problem (see Sec. 7.3).
Here we employ the Volterra series to describe the computation performed within the
dendritic tree of a neuron. A separate nonlinear dynamical system such as the integrate-and-
fire (IAF) neuron or the Hodgkin-Huxely (HH) neuron describes the generation of spikes.
Several illustrative examples of dendritic stimulus processors amenable to the Volterra
approach are shown in Fig. 7.2. They include: (a) the single-input single-output (SISO)
DSP receiving only one input and performing nonlinear transformations of arbitrary order P ;
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(b) the multi-input single-output (MISO) DSP acting on several inputs simultaneously and
modeling the interaction between them; (c) the motion energy DSP describing a complex
cell model of phase and contrast invariance in certain visual neurons [1]; and (d) the gain
control DSP which is often encountered in neural circuits. We discuss these in detail below.
Single-Input Single-Output DSPs
A generic SISO DSP can process a stimulus un ∈ Hn of arbitrary dimension n. How-
ever for clarity, we begin by discussing only the case of temporal stimuli, i.e., stimuli of
dimension n = 1.
The block diagram of a temporal SISO dendritic stimulus processor is shown in Fig.
7.2(a). This SISO DSP is associated with the neuron i ∈ N in the neural population setting
of Fig. 7.1 and it receives only one input u1 = u1(t), t ∈ D1. The DSP performs stimulus
transformations of orders p = 1 through p = P and the aggregate dendritic current vi(t),
t ∈ D1, at its output is given by the truncated Volterra series:














iP (t− s1, ..., t− sP )ds1...dsP ,
where VP : H1 → R, and the kernels hip, p = 1, ..., P , serve as weights of past and present
values of the input signal u1 and represent DSP-specific computing signatures. Note that the
first-order kernel hi1 represents linear signatures of the dynamical system and corresponds
to linear transformations of the input stimulus u1. Higher-order kernels are functions of
two and more variables and describe nonlinear multiplicative interactions between the past
and present values of the signal u1. For a SISO DSP, the kernels are also symmetric with
respect to their arguments. For example, second order kernels are symmetric about the
diagonal t2 = t1 since the contribution of the term u1(t − t1)u1(t − t2) is the same as that
of u1(t− t2)u1(t− t1). A more general formulation of the Volterra series includes a zeroth-
order kernel hi0, which models the system response in the absence of an input. However,
for shift-invariant systems hi0 = const and is usually taken to be zero [123]. We therefore
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omit this term in the discussion below.
Viewed differently, the output vi1(t), t ∈ D1, of the top block in Fig. 7.2(a) corresponds
to the response of a temporal receptive field often modeling the linear component in a
traditional linear-nonlinear setting. The additional outputs vip(t), p = 2, ..., P , correspond
to nonlinear transformations of the stimulus that the LN model does not capture.
Kernels hip, p = 1, ..., P , of the truncated Volterra series above are assumed to be causal,
i.e., their output depends only on the past and present values of the input, and bounded-
input bounded-output (BIBO)-stable. We also assume that a kernel hip has a finite support,
or memory, for every order p = 1, ..., P . In other words, hip belongs to the filter kernel space
Hpn (with n = 1) defined below.





One simple example of the nonlinear transformation performed by a SISO DSP is the
polynomial transformation VP [u1] = a1u1 + a2u21 + ...+ aPuP1 . The corresponding (causal)
Volterra kernels are given by hi1 = a1δ(t), hi2 = a2δ(t1, t2), ..., hiP = aP δ(t1, ..., tP ), where
δ(t1, ..., tP ) is the Dirac-delta function in P dimensions. However, the kernel structure need
not be so simple and the DSP can perform arbitrary nonlinear transformations of orders
p = 1, ..., P .
Multi-Input Single-Output DSPs
The formalism above can be readily extended to dendritic stimulus processors with multiple
inputs. Such MISO DSPs can describe multiplicative interactions between input stimuli
and can be used, e.g., to perform coincidence detection [4] and to discriminate temporal
sequences [17].
For a simple MISO DSP depicted in Fig. 7.2(b) with two inputs u1 ∈ H1, w1 ∈ H1 and
maximal order P = 2, the aggregate dendritic current vi of a neuron i is given by
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hi|11(s1, s2)u1(t− s1)w1(t− s2)ds1ds2,
where the kernels hi|p1p2 convolve p1 times with u1 and p2 times with w1. For p1p2 6= 0,
the kernel hp1p2 models the cross-coupling between stimuli u1 and w1. In contrast to other
kernels, the cross-coupling kernel hi|11 is not symmetric, since the contribution of the term
u1(t− t1)w1(t− t2) in general is not the same as that of the term u1(t− t2)w1(t− t1).
Motion Energy DSPs
The Volterra approach for modeling the stimulus processing is not limited to stimuli that are
only functions of time. It can accommodate stimuli of (in principle) any dimension, includ-
ing visual stimuli that are functions of space and time. For example, it is well known that
complex cells of the primary visual cortex (V1) exhibit non-trivial computational properties
such as direction-selectivity and phase- and contrast-invariance. One model for describing
motion perception with complex cells is the motion energy model introduced by [1].
The block-diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 7.2(c). The visual signal u3 = u3(x, y, t),
(x, y, t) ∈ D3, appears as an input to two linear spatio-temporal receptive fields with kernels
hi1(x, y, t) and gi1(x, y, t). These receptive fields have a particular orientation in the space-
time continuum and are out of phase with each other so that they form a quadrature pair
(note that in contrast to [1], we are employing functions of the two-dimensional space and
time, instead of the one-dimensional space and time). The outputs of the receptive fields are
then squared and summed together to produce the phase- and contrast-invariant measure
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i1(x, y, t− s)dxdyds
]2
.
Rewriting the above, we note that the stimulus processing associated with a complex








u3(x1, y1, s1)u3(x2, y2, s2)× hi2(x1, y1, t− s1, x2, y2, t− s2)dx1dy1ds1dx2dy2ds2.
Note that since the motion energy DSP is a SISO DSP, the second-order kernel hi2 is
invariant to permutations of its arguments: hi2(x1,x2) = hi2(x2,x1).
Gain Control/Adaptation DSPs
Finally, a simple form of nonlinear stimulus processing that is often encountered in neu-
roscience is the gain control, or adaptation. Adaptation has been observed in virtually all
early sensory systems, including vision [158], audition [171] and olfaction [39]. It is respon-
sible for tuning the sensitivity of the sensory system so that it can efficiently encode the
stimulus. For example, it is well known that photoreceptors of a fruit fly Drosophila can
encode natural scenes despite the light intensity varying several orders of magnitude [51].
A block diagram of a simple gain control/adaptation DSP is shown in Fig. 7.2(d), where
a single input stimulus u1 = u1(t), t ∈ D1, is simultaneously processed by two linear kernels
hi1 and gi1. The first kernel may be responsible for picking out particular features of the
stimulus, while the second kernel can be modeling either the gain and/or an adaptation
mechanism. In a more general setting, an entire bank of filters having completely different
time scales and delays may be used to capture the response of a system to a variety of
stimulus conditions and to model adaptive gain control (see, e.g., [52]). The outputs of the
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Spike Generator: Ideal IAF Neuron
Figure 7.3: [SISO DSP]-[Ideal IAF] neural circuit with a temporal input u1.
Similarly to the motion energy DSP, the nonlinear transformation performed by the gain con-







i2(t− s1, t− s2)ds1ds2.
Note that the particular form of the kernel hi2 above is not symmetric with respect to
its arguments since in general hi1(t1)gi1(t2) 6= hi1(t2)gi1(t1). However, it can be shown
that, in line with the SISO DSP presentation above, such a kernel can be transformed
into a symmetric kernel without affecting the input/output relationship of the system [147].
Specifically, the symmetric kernel
hi2sym(t1, t2) =
hi2(t1, t2) + h
i2(t2, t1)
2
yields the same dendritic current vi as the kernel hi2.
7.2.4 Nonlinear Spike Generation
When combined with an asynchronous sampler, e.g., a point neuron model for spike gener-
ation, the DSPs discussed above form a Volterra Time Encoding Machine (Volterra TEM).
Volterra TEMs represent a general class of time encoders with nonlinear preprocessing and
subsume the traditional TEMs employing linear filters that have been previously reported
in the literature.
As is the case with traditional TEMs, Volterra TEMs can employ a myriad of spiking
neurons as asynchronous samplers. Several examples include conductance-based models
such as Hodgkin-Huxley, Morris-Lecar, Fitzhugh-Nagumo, Wang-Buzsaki, Hindmarsh-Rose
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[108] as well as arbitrary oscillators with multiplicative coupling and simpler models such as
the leaky and ideal integrate-and-fire (IAF) neurons [106]. For clarity’s sake, we will limit
our discussion here to the ideal IAF neuron. The other models can be handled as described
previously [84, 108].
Consider the [SISO DSP]-[Ideal IAF] neural circuit in Fig. 7.3. In this circuit, a temporal
input signal u1 ∈ H1 is passed through a SISO DSP and then encoded by an ideal IAF neuron
with a bias bi ∈ R+, a capacitance Ci ∈ R+ and a threshold δi ∈ R+, where i ∈ N denotes
the neuron number in the context of the neural population setting of Fig. 7.1. The output
of the circuit is a sequence of spike times (tik)k∈Z on the time interval [0, T1], indexed by the
subscript k ∈ Z. The operation of this TEM can be described by the set of equations∫ tik+1
tik
vi(s)ds = qik, k ∈ Z, (7.2)
where vi is the aggregate dendritic current at the output of the DSP and qik = C
iδi−bi(tik+1−
tik). Intuitively, at every spike time t
i
k+1, the ideal IAF neuron is providing a measurement
qik of the current v
i(t) on the time interval [tik, t
i
k+1).
Definition 15. The mapping of an input stimulus into an increasing sequence of spike
times by a TEM (as in Eq. 7.2) is called the t-transform [110].
7.3 Volterra Time Decoding Machines
In this section we investigate the neural decoding problem for a class of circuits discussed in
the previous section. Assuming that parameters of both the DSP and the spike generator are
known, we seek to (i) construct algorithms for recovering the stimuli from spikes produced
by Volterra TEMs and (ii) specify conditions under which such recovery may be possible.
In general, the decoding problem is quite different from the setting of traditional Time
Decoding Machines (TDMs) since the input stimulus is nonlinearly processed by the DSP
before being encoded into spikes. Indeed, writing down the t-transform (7.2) for the dendritic
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It is immediately apparent that in contrast to previously considered TDMs [102, 139], the
t-transform above cannot be written down as a linear functional acting on the stimulus u1
due to the nonlinear multiplicative interactions introduced by the truncated Volterra series.
However, the problem becomes tractable if we consider it in higher dimensions. Specifi-
cally, defining
up1(t1, t2, ..., tp) , u1(t1)u1(t2)...u1(tp), (7.4)
p = 1, ..., P , we obtain a p-dimensional stimulus. It is easy to verify that up1 belongs to the
p-fold tensor product space Hpn (with n = 1) defined below.
Definition 16. The p-fold tensor product space Hpn , ⊗pHn. The space Hpn over the
domain Dpn is also an RKHS [11, 180] with a reproducing kernel Kpn(x1, ...,xp; y1, ...,yp) =∏p
j=1Kn(xj ; yj).
Treating the contribution of the pth-order term of the Volterra series as if it were produced
by the p-dimensional signal up1 ∈ Hp1, the t-transform of the [SISO DSP]-[Ideal IAF] neural









where the transformations T ipk : Hp1 → R, p = 1, ..., P , are linear functionals given by







1(t− s1, ..., t− sp)ds1...dsp
]
dt,
for all i = 1, ..., N and k ∈ Z.
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In other words, the spike times (tk)k∈Z generated by a Volterra TEM of order P in
response to a stimulus u1 can be interpreted as linear measurements of the sum of higher-
dimensional signals, namely the tensor stimulus products up1, p = 1, ..., P .
Given the re-interpreted t-transform (7.5), we should be able to recover all tensor prod-
ucts up1, p = 1, ..., P , provided that each kernel h
ip has a spectral support that is larger
than that of up1. For a stimulus u1 ∈ H1, it is clear that the decoding problem requires∑P
p=1(2L1 + 1)
p measurements to specify the coordinates for all signals up1, p = 1, ..., P .
Since a single neuron can provide only a limited number of measurements in an interval of
length T1, it follows that in general the decoding problem is tractable only in the context of
a multiple number of neurons N encoding a single input u1.
Theorem 15. (Temporal SIMO Volterra TDM)
Let the signal u1 ∈ H1 be encoded by a P th-order [SISO DSP]-[Ideal IAF] Volterra TEM
with a total of N neurons, all having distinct DSPs with linearly independent kernels. Given
the coefficients hil1,...,lp of kernels h
ip, i = 1, ..., N , p = 1, ..., P , the tensor stimulus products
up1 ∈ Hp1, can be perfectly recovered from the N -dimensional spike train (tik)Ni=1, k ∈ Z, as







p = 1, ..., P , where ul1...lp are elements of the vector u = Φ+q, and Φ+ denotes the pseu-
doinverse of Φ. Furthermore, Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ], q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ] and [qi]k = qik.




















j(l1 + ...+ lp)Ω1
,
∑
p lp 6= 0
,
where the column index l traverses all possible subscript combinations of l1, l2, ..., lp. A




p+N . If each neuron produces ν spikes in an interval of length
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, ν ≥ 2PL1 + 2,
where dxe denotes the smallest integer greater than x.





























where the second equality follows from the Riesz representation theorem [11] with φipk ∈ Hp1.





P ], where elements
[Φip]kl are given by [Φip]kl = φil1 ... lpk ≡ T
ip
k (el1...lp), with the column index l traversing
all possible subscript combinations of l1, l2, ..., lp and [u]l = ul. Repeating for all neurons
i = 1, ..., N , we obtain q = Φu with Φ = [Φ1; Φ2; ... ; ΦN ] and q = [q1; q2; ... ; qN ]. This




p. A necessary condition for the latter is that the total num-
ber of spikes generated by all N neurons is greater or equal to
∑P
p=1(2L1 + 1)
p +N . Then
the solution can be computed as u = Φ+q. To find the sufficient condition, we note that
for a P -th order system, the dendritic current v has a maximal bandwidth of PΩ1 and we
need only 2PL1 + 1 measurements to specify it. Thus each neuron can produce a maximum
of only 2PL1 + 1 informative measurements, or equivalently, 2PL1 + 2 informative spikes
on an interval [0, T1]. It follows that if each neuron generates ν ≥ 2PL1 + 2 spikes, the
minimum number of neurons N = d∑Pp=1(2L1 + 1)p/(2PL1 + 1)e. Similarly, if each neuron
generates ν < 2PL1 + 2 spikes, the sufficient condition is that the minimum number of
neurons N = d∑Pp=1(2L1 + 1)p/(ν − 1)e. 













































uP1 (t1, ..., tP )
eL,...,L(t1, ..., tP )
































Figure 7.4: Temporal SIMO Volterra TDM algorithm. (a) Tensor product interpretation of
stimulus encoding with the temporal SIMO Volterra TEM. (b) Block diagram of the temporal SIMO Volterra
TDM.
Remark 23. : In the best-case scenario that each neuron produces ν > 2PL1 + 2 spikes,
the neural population size N(P ) = O(LP−11 ) for fixed L1, where O denotes Landau’s big-O
notation. In other words, in general multiple neurons N are required to faithfully encode
a nonlinearly processed temporal stimulus u1 ∈ H1, and the neural population size grows
exponentially with the order P . For linearly-processed one-dimensional stimuli, i.e., P = 1
and n = 1, we obtain the familiar N ≥ 1 [139].
The tensor product interpretation of temporal stimulus encoding with a Volterra TEM
is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 7.4(a). Stimulus reconstruction from spikes, as
provided by a Volterra TDM, is schematically shown in Fig. 7.4(b). We note that multiple
stimuli up1 of different dimensionality appear at the input to the neural circuit. As a result,
the overall architecture of the Volterra TEM is similar to a multisensory TEM in which
contributions of stimuli from different modalities are multiplexed on the level of individual
neurons [109]. Specifically, a common unlabeled pool of spikes is used to simultaneously
represent information about all stimuli, with each spike train carrying information about all
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signals up1, p = 1, ..., P .
Volterra TDM algorithms for recovering stimuli encoded with the other Volterra TEMs,
as discussed in Sec. 7.2, can similarly be derived. We omit them here due to space constraints
and only remark that for multidimensional stimuli, the necessary condition for recovery is





p + N, where Lα is the
order of the stimulus space in dimension xα (see also Definition 13). If each neuron produces


















, ν ≥ 2PLn + 2,
where Ln denotes the order of the space in the temporal dimension xn = t (see also Remark
22). If each neuron produces more than 2Ln+2 spikes, then for P = 1 we obtain the familiar
N ≥ d∏n−1α=1(2Lα + 1)e [102, 139].
Remark 24. : In the limiting case of an infinite order L1 and fixed bandwidth Ω1, the
period T1 = 2piL1/Ω1 also becomes infinite. For linearly processed temporal stimuli, i.e., for
P = 1 and n = 1, we thus obtain the necessary condition
Dpop ≥ lim
T1→∞










where Dpop is the density of spikes of the entire population of neurons. This is exactly the
necessary condition Dpop ≥ N , where N = Ω1/pi is the Nyquist rate, when input stimuli are
elements of the Paley-Wiener space of bandlimited functions [139]. For n ≥ 1 and P ≥ 1, it
















where Nα = Ωα/pi is the Nyquist rate corresponding to each stimulus dimension xα, α =
1, ..., n. Similarly, since the maximal informative spike density of a single neuron is D =
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 , D ≥ PNn.












 , D ≥ PN .
Thus, as in Remark 23, the neural population size that is required to faithfully represent a
nonlinearly-processed temporal stimulus grows exponentially with the order P of the truncated
Volterra series.
The results above have important consequences for problems related to neural encoding
and decoding with circuits encompassing nonlinear dendritic processing. Intuitively, nonlin-
ear interactions, such as those introduced by the Volterra series, increase the resultant signal
bandwidth by inducing higher frequency components into the aggregate dendritic current.
It follows that in order for a neural circuit to faithfully encode the nonlinearly processed
stimulus, each neuron in the population needs to generate more spikes than in the case of a
linearly processed stimulus. Furthermore, since (a) neurons are relatively slow devices and
(b) each neuron in the population can generate only a small number of informative mea-
surements, the population of neurons also needs to be larger. Thus the major implication
of the above results is that the size of a population of neurons dedicated to a particular
task is determined not only by the stimulus properties (e.g., bandwidth), but also by the
particulars of the computation performed. As a result, nonlinear processing and any non-
trivial computation should be studied not on the level of individual neurons, but the neural
population as a whole.
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7.4 Volterra Channel Identification Machines
In this section, we investigate the following nonlinear neural circuit identification problem:
given the stimulus at the input to the SISO Volterra TEM circuit and the spikes observed
at its output, what is the overall nonlinear transformation that maps the stimulus into the
dendritic current? In other words, what are the kernels hip, p = 1, ..., P , of the i-th DSP?
We will show that identification problems of this kind are elegantly related to the de-
coding problem discussed in the previous section. In fact, the two classes of problems are
mathematical duals and provide substantial insight into each other, suggesting the overall
structure of the algorithms as well as the feasibility conditions for identification and decod-
ing. Specifically, we will show that the identification problem can be converted into a neural
encoding problem, with each spike train (tik)k∈Z produced during an experimental trial i,
i = 1, ..., N , being interpreted as the spike train produced by the i-th neuron in a population
of N neurons.
For presentation purposes, we consider the identification of a single DSP associated with
only one neuron, since identification of DSPs for a population of neurons can be performed
in a serial fashion. We therefore drop the superscript i in hip throughout this section and
denote the p-th kernel simply by hp. Moreover, we introduce the natural notion of performing
multiple experimental trials and use the same superscript i to index stimuli uin and their
tensor products uipn , p = 1, ..., P (see also (7.4)), on different trials i = 1, ..., N .
Definition 17. A signal uin = uin(x), x ∈ Dn, at the input to a Volterra TEM circuit
together with the resulting output Ti = (tik)k∈Z of that circuit is called an input/output (I/O)
pair and is denoted by (uin,Ti).




x ∈ Dpn, is called the projection operator.
Let us again consider the Volterra TEM with a temporal input u1 ∈ H1 depicted in
Fig. 7.3. Using the already familiar tensor product representation introduced in (7.4), the
aggregate dendritic current vi = vi(t), t ∈ D1, produced in response to the stimulus ui1
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during the trial i is given by













uiP1 (s1, ..., sP )h
P (t− s1, ..., t− sP )ds1...dsP ,
where each signal uip1 is an element of the space Hp1, p = 1, ..., P . Since Hp1 is an RKHS
(see Sec. 7.2), by the reproducing property we have uip1 (t) = 〈uip1 (·),Kp1 (·, t)〉, where t =
(t1, ..., tp). It follows that the pth-order term of the Volterra series above can be written as∫
Dp1























uip1 (z)(Php)(t− z1, ..., t− zp)dz,
where s = (s1, ..., sp), z = (z1, ..., zp); (a) follows from the reproducing property of the kernel
Kp1 and Definition 14, (b) from the symmetry of K
p
1 , and (c) from Definition 18.






where the transformations Lipk : Hp1 → R, p = 1, ..., P , are linear functionals given by
Lipk




(Php)(s)uip1 (t− s1, ..., t− sp)ds
]
dt,
for all i = 1, ..., N , and k ∈ Z.
Effectively, the problem has been turned around so that each inter-spike interval [tik, t
i
k+1)
produced by the IAF neuron on experimental trial i is treated as a quantal measurement
qik of the sum of Volterra kernel projections, and not the stimulus tensor products. When
considered together, equations (7.7) and (7.5) provide substantial insight since they demon-
strate that the nonlinear identification problem can be converted into a nonlinear neural
encoding problem similar to the one discussed in the previous section.
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The important difference is that the spike trains produced by a Volterra TEM in response
to test stimuli ui1, i = 1, ..., N , carry only partial information about the underlying kernels
hp, p = 1, ..., P . Intuitively, the information content is determined by how well the test
stimuli explore the system. More formally, given test stimuli ui1 ∈ H1, i = 1, ..., N , the
original Volterra kernels hp, are projected onto P different spaces Hp1, p = 1, ..., P , and only
these projections Php are encoded in the neural circuit output. It follows that we should be
able to identify the projections Php, p = 1, ..., P , from measurements qik, i = 1, ..., N , k ∈ Z.
Theorem 16. (Temporal SISO Volterra CIM)
Let {ui1 |ui1 ∈ H1}Ni=1 be a collection of N linearly independent stimuli at the input to a P -th
order [SISO DSP]-[Ideal IAF] circuit with Volterra kernels hp ∈ Hp1 , p = 1, ..., P . Given
the coefficients uil1,...,lp of tensor signals u
ip, i = 1, ..., N , p = 1, ..., P , the kernel projections
Php, p = 1, ..., P , can be perfectly identified from a collection of I/O pairs {(ui1,Ti)}Ni=1 as







where p = 1, ..., P and hl1...lp are elements of the vector h = Φ+q. Furthermore, Φ =






















j(l1 + ...+ lp)Ω1
,
∑
p lp 6= 0
,
where the column index l traverses all possible subscript combinations of l1, l2, ..., lp. The
necessary condition for identification is that the total number of spikes generated in response
to all N trials is larger than
∑P
p=1(2L1 + 1)
p +N . If the neuron produces ν spikes on each
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Figure 7.5: Temporal SISO Volterra CIM algorithm. (a) Time encoding interpretation of the
identification problem. (b) Block diagram of the temporal SISO Volterra CIM.
Proof: Essentially similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 25. Since the tensor product spaces Hp1, p = 1, ..., P , are completely determined
by the test stimulus space H1, and we are free to choose any space H1, an arbitrarily-close
identification of the original kernels is possible. Specifically, by a straightforward extension
of convergence results presented in [106], it can be shown that if each kernel has a finite
energy, then each projection Php converges to the underlying Volterra kernel hp in the L2
norm and almost everywhere with increasing bandwidth and fixed period T . For additional
modes of convergence, see [106].
Remark 26. The sufficient conditions for identifying projections of the Volterra kernels
in spiking neural circuits are very similar to those presented in Section 7.3, with N now
denoting the number of trials instead of neurons.
The block diagram of the identification procedure and algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.5.
Comparing this diagram to the one presented in Fig. 7.4, we note that neuron blocks have


































































(a) First-order kernels {hi1}9i=1 (b) Second-order kernels {hi2}9i=1
Figure 7.6: Kernels of a temporal SISO DSP with a maximal order P = 2. (a) First-order
kernels {hi1}Ni=1 for a population of N = 9 neurons had a bandwidth of 80Hz and were chosen randomly.
(b) Corresponding second-order kernels {hi2}Ni=1 were also chosen randomly and were bandlimited to 60Hz
in each temporal direction.
been replaced by trial blocks. Furthermore, the tensor products of the input stimulus up1
now appear as kernels describing the filters and the inputs to the circuit are the kernel
projections Php, p = 1, ..., P . In other words, identification of a single nonlinear SISO DSP
in cascade with a single point neuron (see also Fig. 7.3) has been converted into a nonlinear
population encoding problem, where the artificially constructed population of N neurons is
associated with the N spike trains generated in response to N experimental trials.
7.5 Examples
We now demonstrate the performance of the decoding and identification algorithms pre-
sented in Theorems 15 and 16. We apply our methodology to four different DNN circuits
realized using ideal IAF neurons and the four types of dendritic stimulus processors pre-
sented in Section 7.2.3. First we consider decoding a temporal stimulus that is nonlinearly
processed by a bank of SISO DSPs (Fig. 7.2a) and subsequently encoded by a population
of IAF neurons. We then show that multiple temporal stimuli simultaneously processed by
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MISO DSPs of Fig. 7.2b can also be recovered from a common pool of spikes. Finally, we
turn our attention to identifying DSPs in DNN circuits. We identify both the complex cell
DSP acting on a spatio-temporal stimulus (Fig. 7.2c) and the gain control/adaptation DSP
modeling the processing of a temporal signal (Fig. 7.2d).
7.5.1 Decoding Example I: Temporal SISO DSP
According to Theorem 15, the problem of decoding non-linearly-processed stimuli is in gen-
eral tractable only in the setting of a population of neurons. The size of the population N
is determined both by the stimulus properties (e.g., its dimensionality, bandwidth) and by
the type of the computation performed.
Consider a temporal Volterra TEM in which the dendritic stimulus processor is modeled
as a truncated Volterra series with a maximal order P = 2. Then given a temporal stimulus
u1 with a temporal support [0, 0.1] s and a spectral support [−60, 60]Hz, parameters of the
space H1 are given by the period T1 = 0.1 s, bandwidth Ω1 = 2pi · 60 rad/s, and order






p/(2× 2L1 + 1)
 = 8
neurons to faithfully represent a nonlinearly processed stimulus u1.
We used a Volterra TEM consisting of 9 IAF neurons, each having a separate second-
order DSP. The first-order kernels hi1, i = 1, ..., 9, are shown in Fig. 7.6a. All kernels had
a bandwidth of 80Hz and were picked randomly. Corresponding second-order kernels hi2,
i = 1, ..., 9, plotted in Fig. 7.6b were also randomly chosen and had a bandwidth of 60Hz in
each direction. As expected for SISO DSPs, all second-order kernels were symmetric about
the diagonal t2 = t1 (see also Section 7.2.3).
The input/output behavior of the SISO DSP for one of the neurons is demonstrated in
Fig. 7.7. The input signal u1 ∈ H1 plotted in Fig. 7.7a was chosen randomly and normalized
to have a maximum amplitude of 1. The corresponding first- and second-order kernel outputs
v41 and v42 of neuron #4 are shown in Fig. 7.7b and Fig. 7.7c, respectively. Note that the
aggregate dendritic current v4 in Fig. 7.7d varies faster than the input stimulus u1. This is
a direct consequence of the multiplicative interactions introduced by the second-order kernel
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Figure 7.7: Input/output behavior of the temporal SISO DSP #4 (a) Temporal signal u1 at the
input to the DSP of neuron #4. Ω = 2pi · 60 rad/s. (b) First-order kernel output v41. (c) Second-order
kernel output v42. (d) Aggregate dendritic current v4 = v41 + v42. (e-h) Corresponding Fourier amplitude
spectra of the four signals. Note the bandwidth expansion introduced by the second-order nonlinearity.
of the DSP. In effect, the bandwidth of the current flowing into the spike initiation zone is
larger than that of the stimulus and is determined both by the stimulus itself and by the
processing performed by the DSP. This can also be clearly seen in Fig. 7.7e-h, where we
plot the Fourier amplitude spectrum of all signals involved. Since the first-order kernel was
bandlimited to 80Hz, it produced a signal v41 that had the same bandwidth of 60Hz as the
stimulus u1. In contrast, the second-order kernel was bandlimited to 60Hz in each direction
and thus could support all stimulus harmonics up to 120Hz. This is indeed the case as the
bandwidth of signals v42 and v4 is roughly [−120, 120]Hz.
Each aggregate dendritic current vi, i = 1, ..., 9, produced by the ith DSP was encoded
into a spike train by a dedicated ideal IAF neuron. The entire population of 9 neurons
produced a total of 281 spikes, which is more than the necessary condition of 191 spikes.
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(a) Original and decoded stimuli u1, u
∗
1 (c) Stimulus tensor product u
2
1 (d) Decoded Stimulus tensor product u
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Figure 7.8: Decoding example I: temporal SISO DSP. (a) Original stimulus u1 and decoded
stimulus u∗1 are shown in blue and red, respectively. Note that the two curves are indistinguishable. (b) The
absolute error between u1 and u∗1 was well below 0.05 percent. The mean squared error was on the order of
−70 dB. (c) Original tensor product u21 is shown in two different views (top and bottom) as a function of t1
and t2. (d) The decoded tensor product u2∗1 is shown in the same two views. The mean squared error was
−61dB.
Decoding results obtained using the algorithm in Theorem 15 are shown in Fig. 7.8.
The decoded stimulus u∗1 is indistinguishable from the original signal u1 (solid red and blue
lines in Fig. 7.8a). The mean squared error between the two functions, computed as





where ‖u‖2 denotes the L2 norm of u, was −69.8 deciBel (dB). Similarly, the mean squared
error between the original and decoded tensor products u2∗1 and u21 (Fig. 7.8c-d) was
−61.0 dB. As expected, both signals are symmetric with respect to the diagonal t2 = t1
as the tensor product u21(t1, t2) = u1(t1)u1(t2) is invariant to permutations of its arguments.
The top view of the tensor product u21 (bottom plot of Fig. 7.8c) clearly illustrates that each
row (column) of u21 represents a weighted version of the stimulus u1(t), with the multiplica-
tive weight given by the value of the stimulus at some specific time t2 (or t1 for columns).
At the same time, values of u(t1, t2) are strictly positive along the diagonal t2 = t1 since
that diagonal contains information about the square of the signal (u1(t))2 = u21(t, t).
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7.5.2 Decoding Example II: Temporal MISO DSP
In order to demonstrate the applicability of our approach to neurons receiving not one, but
several inputs simultaneously, we simulated a dynamic nonlinear nonlinear circuit with a
population of temporal multi-input single-output DSPs in cascade with IAF neurons. For
simplicity, we limited both the number of inputs and the maximal order of the DSP to two
(see also Fig. 7.2).
As in the previous decoding example, all DSP kernels were chosen randomly. The two
first-order kernels hi|10 and hi|01 responsible for linear processing within each neuron i were
bandlimited to 80Hz, while the three second-order kernels hi|20, hi|02 and hi|11 had a band-
width of 60Hz in each direction. In contrast to the kernels hi|20 and hi|02, no symmetry was
imposed on the cross-coupling kernel hi|11.
Both stimuli u1 and w1 were picked from the space of input signalsH1 with a period T1 =
0.1 s, bandwidth Ω1 = 2pi ·60 rad/s, and order L1 = Ω1T1/(2pi) = 6. From a straightforward
extension of Theorem 1, it follows that a sufficient condition for a faithful encoding of stimuli
u1, w1 and their stimulus products u21, w21 and u1w1 is that the neural population size is








+ (2L1 + 1)
2
2× 2L1 + 1
 = 22.
We used a total of 50 neurons that altogether produced 637 spikes in response to a
concurrent presentation of stimuli u1 and w1. This is 54 spikes more than the necessary






+ (2L1 + 1)2 + 50 = 583
spikes.
The decoding results are summarized in Fig. 7.9. The original stimuli u1, w1 as well as
their true products u21, w21, u1w1 are plotted in the top row of Figs. 7.9a-d, respectively. The
corresponding decoded stimuli and recovery errors produced by a Volterra time decoding
machine are shown in the middle and bottom row of Figs. 7.9a-d. As expected, u21, w21 were
symmetric, while u1w1 was not. We observe that there is little to no difference between the
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MSE=-61.3 dB MSE=-55.6 dB
Figure 7.9: Decoding example II: temporal MISO DSP. (a) (top) Two original stimuli u1 and
w1 at the input to the MISO DSP; (middle) decoded stimuli u∗1 and w∗1 ; (bottom) absolute decoding error.
(b-c) Tensor stimulus products u21 and w21, decoded signals u2∗1 and w2∗1 and absolute errors are plotted
in the top, middle and bottom row, respectively. Note that all signals are symmetric with respect to the
diagonal. (d) (top) Original stimulus product u1w1; (middle) decoded stimulus product (u1w1)∗; (bottom)
absolute error. Unlike tensor products u21 and w21, the product u1w1 is not symmetric.
original and decoded stimuli, with the mean squared error being on the order of −70 dB for
one-dimensional stimuli and −60 dB for two-dimensional stimulus products.
7.5.3 Identification Example I: Motion Energy DSP
Next, we investigated the performance of the Volterra channel identification machine, a
temporal version of which was presented in Section 7.4. Here we employ the spatio-temporal
variant of the Volterra CIM to identify the motion energy DSP of Fig. 7.2c.
The quadrature pair (h1, g1) of the motion energy model was obtained from a spatially-









ejκx − e− 12κ2
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,
by dilating and rotating it in space and additionally imposing a temporal orientation profile.
This particular form of the spatial Gabor wavelet, with j denoting the imaginary number
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and κ = const., was originally proposed by [111] as a model for receptive fields of simple
cells satisfying a number of mathematical and biological constraints. In our simulations, the
kernel h1 corresponded to the even-symmetric cosine component of γ(x, y) multiplied by a
sinusoidal function of time, and g1 corresponded to the odd-symmetric sine component of
γ(x, y) multiplied by the same sinusoidal function of time.
The domain of the quadrature pair was given by D3 = DxyDt, where Dxy = [−1/6, 1/6]×
[−1/6, 1/6] au and Dt = [0, 0.04] s. Temporal orientation was imposed by multiplying γ(x, y)
by sin(2pi · 25t). The resultant first-order spatio-temporal kernels h1 and g1 are visualized
in the top two rows of Fig. 7.10. Four different frames at times t = 8, 16, 24, 32ms clearly
illustrate that the kernel h1 (kernel g1) is an even (odd) function of space and corresponds
to the cosine (sine) component of the dilated and rotated mother wavelet γ(x, y), temporally
oriented by a sinusoid that changes its sign at time t = 20ms.
In order to identify this motion energy DSP, we employed randomly-generated video
stimuli that were bandlimited to 50Hz in time and 12Hz in the spatial directions x and y.
For a video stimulus u3 with a temporal support of 40ms and spatial support of 1/6 au, this
yields a temporal order L3 = 2 and spatial orders L1 = L2 = 2 of the stimulus space H3.
Thus, according to Remark 26, since the motion energy DSP can be described by a single
second-order kernel (see Section 7.2.3), we require at least
N =
⌈[
(2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1)(2L3 + 1)
]2
2× 2L3 + 1
⌉
= 1737,
experimental trials involving different video stimuli to identify this DSP.
We used 1910 video stimuli of length 40ms, for a total duration of 76.4 s. In response to
all of these stimuli, the IAF neuron produced 25580 spikes, which is more than the necessary
condition of 15626 spikes.
The performance of the spatio-temporal Volterra CIM is summarized in the bottom
two rows of Fig. 7.10. Since it is hard to visualize a 6-dimensional second-order kernel h2
describing the motion-energy DSP, instead we plot the square root of its diagonal
h2diag(x, y, t) =
√










which is a function of only three variables (see also Section 7.2.3).
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Figure 7.10: Identification example I: motion energy DSP. (first row) Four frames of the
original first quadrature component h1. Note that h1 is an even function of space and corresponds to the
cosine component of the dilated and rotated mother wavelet γ(x, y), temporally oriented by sin(2pi · 25t).
(second row) Corresponding frames of the original second quadrature component g1, which is an odd
function of space. (third row) Square-rooted diagonal h2diag of the true second-oder kernel h2. (fourth
row) Square-rooted diagonal (Ph2∗)diag of the identified second-oder kernel Ph2∗.
Four frames of the true signal h2diag are plotted in the third row of Fig. 7.10. Note that
the function h2diag has a non-zero spatial support corresponding to the spatial extent and
orientation of the combined support of kernels h1 and g1. The square-rooted diagonal of
the identified second-order kernel Ph2∗ is plotted in the fourth row of Fig. 7.10. Although
only a projection Ph2 of the second-order kernel h2 onto the input stimulus space can be
identified, the kernel Ph2∗ computed by the algorithm evidently shows little difference from
h2 since the spatio-temporal bandwidth of input stimuli is sufficiently high.
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7.5.4 Identification Example II: Gain/Adaptation DSP
Finally, we consider the identification of the gain control/ adaptation DSP shown in Fig.
7.2d. This is a temporal SISO DSP, in which nonlinear interactions are introduced by multi-
plying together two linearly processed versions h1 ∗u1 and g1 ∗u1 of the temporal signal u1,
where h1 ∗u1 denotes the convolution of h1 with u1. As noted in Section 7.2.3, the resultant
second-order kernel h2(t1, t2) = h1(t1)g1(t2) is not invariant with respect to permutations
of its arguments. However, the kernel h2sym = 0.5
[




provides an equivalent input/output description of the gain control/adaptation DSP.
In simulations, the two randomly chosen first-order kernels had a temporal support
[0, 0.1] s. and were bandlimited to 50Hz. Test stimuli ui1 on trials i = 1, ..., N , had the same
temporal and spectral support as the two kernels and were taken from the stimulus space
H1 with parameters Ω1 = 2pi · 50 rad/s, T1 = 0.1 s and L1 = 5.





2× 2L1 + 1
⌉
= 5




2 + (2L1 + 1)
2× 2L1 + 1
⌉
= 7,
if we attempt to recover both the first- and second-order kernels.
We assumed that the structure of the underlying system was not known and used 8
different signals to identify the DSP. The neuron produced a total of 167 spikes in response
to all signals, which is 27 spikes more than the necessary condition of 140 spikes.
The first-order kernel of the DSP was identified as zero (data not shown) and the pro-
jection Ph2∗ of the second kernel identified by the Volterra CIM is shown in Fig. 7.11c.
As expected, the kernel is symmetric (see relevant discussion in section 7.2.3). The error
between the true symmetric kernel h2sym (Fig. 7.11b) and Ph2∗ is plotted in Fig. 7.11d.
Although the kernels h2sym and Ph2∗ show little resemblance to the non-symmetric kernel
h2, all three share one important property that the diagonal of the kernel is equal to the
point-wise product of the first-order kernels h1 and g1 describing the DSP. To demonstrate
this, we plot the original kernels h1 and g1 in Fig. 7.11e-f. And in Fig. 7.11g we graph the







































































































































































(a) Original non-symmetric kernel h2
(b) Original symmetric kernel h2sym
(f) Original kernel g1




































(g) True and identified products h1g1, P(h1g1)∗








(c) Identified kernel Ph2∗
(d) Error between Ph2∗ and h2sym
t2= t1
Figure 7.11: Identification example II: gain control/adaptation DSP. (a) The original second-
order kernel h2(t1, t2) = h1(t1)g1(t2) is not symmetric with respect to the diagonal t2 = t1. (b) Symmetric





of h2. (c) Identified kernel Ph2∗. (d) Absolute error between Ph2∗
and h2sym. (e-f) Original first-order kernels h1 and g1. (g) The original and recovered products h1g1 and
(h1g1)∗, as read out along the diagonal t2 = t1 of h2sym and Ph2∗, are shown in blue and red, respectively.
(h) Absolute error between h1g1 and (h1g1)∗.
point-wise product, as it was read out along the diagonals t2 = t1 of h2sym and Ph2∗. The
mean squared error between the original and identified point-wise products is on the order
of −70 dB.
A special case of the gain control/adaptation DSP occurs when h1(t) = g1(t) = δ(t),
where δ(t) denotes the Dirac-delta function. By the basic reproducing property of the Dirac-
delta function, the output of both kernels is just the stimulus u1. In other words, there is
no processing performed by either of the kernels and the aggregate output v(t) of the DSP




Again, we assumed that both the first-order and the second-order kernels are present
in the system. We used 14 different signals u1 living in the same temporal space H1 as
above, to identify both of these kernels. The IAF neuron produced a total 160 spikes, i.e.,14
more spikes than the necessary condition of 146 spikes. The first order kernel was zero as

































t2, [s] t2, [s] t2, [s]t1, [s] t1, [s]t1, [s]
(a) True projection Ph2 (b) Identified kernel Ph2∗ (c) Error between Ph2∗ and Ph2
MSE=-64.1 dB
Figure 7.12: Identification example III: squaring of a signal. (a) Theoretical value of the
projection Ph2 of the Dirac-delta kernel h2(t1, t2) = δ(t1, t2) describing the squaring operation. (b) Kernel
Ph2∗ identified by a temporal Volterra CIM. (c) Error between Ph2∗ and Ph2.
expected. The identified second-order kernel Ph2∗ is shown in Fig. 7.12b.
Note that Ph2∗ is quite different from the Dirac-delta function, since the underlying
kernel h2(t1, t2) = δ(t1, t2) has an infinite bandwidth and can never be recovered. We can
however identify the projection Ph2 of h2 onto the input stimulus space. For an RKHS, this





δ(s1, s2)K21 (s1, s2; t1, t2)ds1ds2 = K
2
1 (0, 0; t1, t2)
This theoretical value of the projection is plotted in Fig. 7.12a. The absolute error between
Ph2 and the identified kernel Ph2∗ was less than 0.05 percent over the entire domain D21.
The mean squared error was −64.1 dB.
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7.6 Discussion
7.6.1 General Approach and its Extensions
We presented a general model for nonlinear dendritic stimulus processing in the context
of spiking neural circuits that may receive one or more input stimuli and produce one or
more output spike trains. Using the rigorous setting of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
and time encoding machines, we were able to relate the problems of neural identification
and neural encoding and in the process we obtained important insights into the nature of
faithful representation of nonlinearly-processed stimuli in the spike domain.
Although we presented detailed proofs only for specific dendritic stimulus processors
acting on temporal stimuli, we used numerous examples to demonstrate that the approach
developed in this chapter is quite general and applicable to many nonlinear models of den-
dritic processing and to stimuli of any dimension n. In particular, the methods discussed
span all sensory modalities, including vision, audition, olfaction, touch, etc. By a straightfor-
ward extension of [108], these methods can also be applied to circuits in higher brain centers,
where all communication is mediated not by continuous signals, but rather by multidimen-
sional spike trains. Furthermore, in a manner similar to [109], nonlinear models of signal
processing can be considered in the context of multisensory circuits concurrently processing
multiple stimuli of different dimensions, as well as in the context of mixed-signal circuits
processing both continuous and spiking stimuli. Such mixed-signal models are important,
for example, in studying neural circuits comprised of both spiking neurons and neurons that
produce graded potentials (e.g., the retina [136]), investigating circuits that have extensive
dendro-dendritic connections (e.g., the olfactory bulb [173]), or circuits that respond to a
neuromodulator (global release of dopamine, acetylcholine, etc.). The latter circuit mod-
els are important, e.g., in studies of memory acquisition and consolidation, central pattern
generation, as well as studies of attention and addiction [20, 49].
7.6.2 Duality between Neural Identification & Encoding
We showed that the problem of identifying a single dendritic stimulus processor is math-
ematically dual to the neural encoding problem with a population of neurons. Thus the
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general structure and feasibility conditions of Volterra Time Decoding Machines (Volterra
TDMs) provided an insight into the architecture of Volterra Channel Identification Machines
(Volterra CIMs), and vice-versa.
For example, the dual of identifying multidimensional kernels hp, p = 1, ..., P , of a
temporal SISO DSP is decoding multiple stimulus tensor products up1, p = 1, ..., P . At first,
it may seem unnecessary to do so, since each tensor product can be computed from u1 in a
straightforward fashion (see Eq. 7.4). We note however, that in the most general setting, it
might not be possible to decode u1 without decoding one or more of its tensor products. This
happens for example, if kernels of the first order p = 1 are not implemented by the Volterra
TEM. Then the identification of the tensor product u21(t1, t2) = u1(t1)u1(t2) provides only
the magnitude information about the stimulus, since u1(t) =
√
u21(t, t). The additional
sign information can be computed from the tensor product u31(t1, t2, t3) = u1(t1)u1(t2)u(t3),
if the latter can be recovered. In general, in order to decode the original stimulus u1, at
least one odd-order tensor product needs to be recovered. If no odd-order nonlinearities
are implemented by the system, only the magnitude of the stimulus can be computed from
even-order terms.
Additional insight provided by Volterra CIMs about Volterra TEMs is as follows. It is
possible that for some order p, the kernels hip, i = 1, .., N , of the entire population of neurons
do not provide the necessary spectral support to faithfully encode the tensor product up1.
In that case, similar to the CIM results presented in Section 7.4, only some projection Pup1
of the tensor stimulus onto the kernel space can be recovered. It follows that in the most
general setting of the Volterra TEM, multiple stimulus tensor products may need to be
decoded and analyzed in order to recover the original stimulus.
7.6.3 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions
The interplay between decoding and identification also allowed us to develop the feasibility
conditions for both. While the necessary condition on the total number of spikes presented in
Section 7.3 follows directly from the necessary conditions for solving a convex optimization
problem, it does not guarantee that the problem can be actually solved.
An insight is afforded by the identification methodology involving multiple experimental
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trials. To wit, each trial in the identification process can produce only a limited number of
informative spikes, or measurements. This is because, all the complexity of dendritic pro-
cessing aside, the aggregate current flowing into the spike initiation zone is just a function
of time and consequently has only a few degrees of freedom. Thus, even if the neuron gen-
erates a large number of spikes in response to a particular stimulus, very few of these spikes
might provide information about the processing upstream of the spike initiation zone. By
using multiple different stimuli, i.e., not repeated trials of the same stimulus, one can obtain
enough informative spikes to characterize the dendritic processing. Thus in addition to the
necessary condition on the total number of spikes, we naturally obtain a sufficient condition
on the number of different stimuli that need to be used. Note that this is highly counterin-
tuitive, as a lot of identification approaches suggest using stimuli that are specifically tuned
to elicit a large number of spikes. Our results indicate that this might not provide significant
gain.
These ideas are further illustrated in Fig. 7.13. In (a) we plot the average mean squared
error of identification/decoding for a temporal SISO DSP of maximal order P = 2 as a
function of the number of spikes produced in all N = 4 trials/by all N = 4 neurons. Since
the order of the stimulus space H1 is L = 6, the necessary condition states that the total
number of spikes should be greater than (2L+ 1)2 + (2L+ 1) +N = 186. We see however,
that the MSE stays close to zero no matter how many spikes are generated, even if the total
number of spikes is well beyond the necessary condition (we assume that each neuron/trial
produces roughly the same number of spikes, i.e., we are purposefully excluding the extreme
case of the majority of spikes being produced in one trial or by one neuron). In plot (b) on
the other hand, we use N = 8 trials/neurons and the MSE approaches −70 dB well before
the necessary condition is met. This is hinting at the sufficient condition having been met
and we look at this closer in plot (c), where we depict the average MSE as a function of the
number of trials/neurons used. Arrows with numbers adjacent to them indicate the total
number of spikes produced in each experiment. Note the abrupt drop in MSE when N goes
from 7 to 8, even though the total number of spikes produced is roughly the same and is
always bigger than the necessary condition. For N ≥ 8, the MSE stays close to −70 dB,
demonstrating that this indeed is the sufficient condition for perfect recovery/identification.




































































(b) Suffic ient Condit ion, L = 6
 
 
↓ 249 ↓ 259 ↓ 256 234
↓
↓ 251 ↓ 253 ↓ 243 ↓ 240 ↓ 238
↑ 264 ↑ 227 ↑
251
245 →
↑ 245 ↑ 239 ↑ 248 ↑ 246 ↑ 242
←N = 8
MSE(N )




































































(d) Suffic ient Condit ion, L = 10
 
 
↓ 530 ↓ 534 ↓ 531 ↓ 518 ↓ 526
535
↓
↓ 527 ↓ 528 ↓ 518
↑ 503 ↑ 540 ↑ 521 ↑ 526 ↑
527
518 →
↑ 525 ↑ 530 ↑ 530
←N = 12
MSE(N )
Suffic ient condit ion
Figure 7.13: Necessary and sufficient conditions for decoding and identification. (a) The
necessary condition is illustrated by plotting the average MSE of a second-order temporal SISO DSP as a
function of the number of spikes #(tk). (top) generating a lot of spikes in itself does not imply that stimuli
can be decoded/identified. (bottom) stimuli can be recovered if the sufficient condition on the number of
trials/neurons is met. In both plots, the dotted red line denotes the necessary condition. (b) The sufficient
condition is illustrated by plotting the average MSE as a function of the number of trials/neurons N (shown
in blue). The sufficient condition N = 12 is indicated by a dotted red line. Note that roughly for the same
number of spikes produced (arrows with numbers), perfect decoding/identification can be guaranteed only
if the sufficient condition is met. (c-d) Same as (a) and (b) but for different parameters of the space H1.
7.6.4 Noise in the System
One note is in order. The entire discussion in the chapter revolved around noiseless systems
and spike times (tik), i = 1, ..., N , k ∈ Z, were used to compute ideal quantal measurements
qik of input stimuli/dendritic processing. If there is noise present either in the stimulus or in
the neuron itself, it will simply introduce noise terms εik into our measurements q
i
k [103]. A
number of techniques, most notably regularization, are available for combating noise. Such
techniques can be incorporated into the optimization problems presented in this chapter,
without changing the overall structure of the algorithm (see [108]).
In particular, the necessary and sufficient conditions discussed above will become lower
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bounds on the number of spikes and neurons/trials and will still provide basic guidance
when approaching either the neural encoding or the neural identification problem.
7.7 Summary
In this chapter we investigated a class of multi-input multi-output neural circuits for the
nonlinear processing and encoding of stimuli in the spike domain. Called Volterra Time
Encoding Machines, or Volterra TEMs, such circuits are examples of dynamic nonlinear-
nonlinear models that are consistent with the biophysics of spike generation and the cable
theory description of dendritic trees. They are comprised of a bank of dendritic stimulus
processors that are capable of capturing theoretically arbitrary nonlinear and even non-
analytic transformations of stimuli often observed at the level of dendritic trees and dendritic
branches of individual neurons. Dendritic stimulus processors in these circuits may act on
stimuli of arbitrary dimension (e..g, temporal and spatio-temporal stimuli such as audio and
video) as well as on groups of stimuli, thereby executing complex computations that arise as
a result of interactions between concurrently received signals. The results of these analog-
domain computations are then encoded into a multi-dimensional spike train by a population
of spiking neurons modeled as nonlinear dynamical systems.
We presented Volterra Time Decoding Machines, or Volterra TDMs, for decoding stimuli
directly from spike times produced by Volterra TEMs. We proved that such a nonlinear
decoding problem is tractable only in the context of a population of neurons, with the size
of the population determined not only by the stimulus properties (e.g., dimensionality and
bandwidth), but also by the type of the computation performed.
We then showed that the problem of identifying a single dendritic stimulus processor is
mathematically dual to a neural encoding problem with a population of neurons. Thus the
general structure and feasibility conditions of Volterra TDMs provided an insight into the
architecture of Volterra Channel Identification Machines, or Volterra CIMs. Importantly,
Volterra CIMs demonstrate that only a projection of the DSP onto the stimulus space can
be identified.
Finally, we demonstrated the performance of our algorithms and verified the derived
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feasibility conditions using extensive numerical simulations.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions & Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
The thesis proposed a novel approach for the functional identification of spiking neural
circuits. In contrast to existing linear-nonlinear models and associated methods for their es-
timation, the developed identification methodology is geared towards biophysically-grounded
neural circuit models that are capable of capturing both the computation performed in the
dendritic tree and the nonlinear contribution of the spike generator that maps the dendritic
current into action potentials.
The presented analysis techniques built on two key insights: that the neural identifica-
tion problem is dual to the neural encoding problem and that during any experiment only
a projection of the neural circuit can be identified. These statements were made mathe-
matically precise by employing test stimuli from reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces to 1)
demonstrate that the totality of spikes produced in N experimental trials can be treated as
if they were produced by a population of N different neurons, and 2) show that each spike
can be interpreted as an asynchronous measurement, or a sample, of the system projection.
The latter provided an immediate connection to the sampling theory, and specifically to the
theory of time encoding and decoding machines.
The identification methodology was shown to be readily generalizable and scalable. In
terms of input signals, it accommodates both synthetic and naturalistic stimuli, including
(continuous) sensory stimuli and spikes. In terms of receptive fields, it allows one to work
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Figure 8.1: Application to real data. In preliminary experiments, the CIM methodology was used
to construct a computational model of a Drosophila OSN. (a) Cross-validating stimulus is a time-varying
odorant concentration. (b) The peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) of the OSN and model response is
shown in blue and red, respectively. (c-d) Absolute and relative error.
with temporal receptive fields arising in higher brain centers as well as multidimensional
receptive fields, such as spatial, spatiotemporal and spectrotemporal receptive fields encoun-
tered in early sensory systems (e.g., olfaction, vision and audition). And in terms of the cir-
cuit architecture, the approach accommodates models with complex connectivity, including
models with a large number of feedforward, lateral and feedback connections. Important ex-
tensions of our approach include algorithms for identifying parameters of conductance-based
spike generators, and for identifying multisensory processing and nonlinear computation.
8.2 Future Work
Our work opens up several avenues for future research.
First, it would be instructive to test the proposed algorithm on real data. Preliminary
experiments carried out by the author on olfactory sensory neurons in Drosophila suggest
that the methodology proposed in this thesis can indeed be used to identify neural circuit
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models and to predict responses of neurons to novel stimuli [107] (Fig. 8.1). However,
these experiments were done without explicitly characterizing the spike generator. It would
be interesting to see how well the PRC identification methodology works in practice and























Figure 8.2: Identifying con-
nectivity in a neural circuit.
(top) Example of a spiking 3-layer
circuit, with known signal sources
in the input layer and known tar-
gets in the output layer. (bottom)
Identified connectivity of the in-
termediate layer.
Second, the identification methods discussed in this thesis
were investigated solely for stimuli in the RKHS of bandlim-
ited functions and the RKHS of trigonometric polynomials.
While the space of trinometric polynomials offers a number of
advantages when working with simulated data (finite dimen-
sions, fast Fourier transform), it might not be the best choice
when it comes to working with real data obtained in exper-
iments. Examining whether other spaces provide additional
or alternative benefits is an interesting question.
Third, while the methods presented in this thesis focused
on signal processing, they could also be used to infer circuit
connectivity (Fig. 8.2). For example, if an identified tem-
poral receptive field has a zero kernel, the input thought to
be processed by that kernel has no effect on the neuron. If
this input is a set of spikes, the conclusion would be that
there is no synaptic connection between the source of spikes
and the neuron being identified. It would be interesting to
see if simpler extensions that do not require identifying the
kernel could be developed. One of the difficulties associated with this problem is that multi-
synaptic connections that are present in any neural circuit may be incorrectly classified. For
example, if A is connected to B and B is connected C, a direct connection between A and C
might be inferred when none exists in reality. Another difficulty is that not all inputs may
be observed. Identifying connectivity and/or processing with missing inputs and outputs is
another interesting problem.
Fourth, there is a lot to be gained by closing the loop between neural circuit identification
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and decoding. Common methods for evaluating the performance of a neural circuit model
involve using a cross-validating stimulus to predict the response, or PSTH, of a real neuron.
While such a performance metric is useful, it may be insufficient and even deceiving, since
arbitrarily complex models could be fit to the same data. Furthermore, such a performance
metric is hard to scale up to massively parallel neural circuits, since thousands of parameters
of individual neurons must be compared. Given that some of parameters may be identified
better than others, objective evaluation of the model performance may not be possible. An
alternative approach is to use the identified neural circuit model to decode a novel stimulus
from a new set of spikes. This approach works well for even massively parallel circuits since
it produces (sensory) stimuli that could be readily evaluated by an observer. Importantly,
stimuli need not be decoded perfectly, or without error. The model could be evaluated based
on the amount of information that it preserves about the stimulus. The differences between
the original stimulus and the decoded stimulus could also be used to better understand the
function of the circuit.
Finally, additional insights can most certainly be obtained by studying neural circuit
encoding, decoding, and identification simultaneously. Intriguing areas of application in-
clude multisensory and multivariate processing, e.g., color and binocular vision in the visual
system, and stereo audio processing and source localization in the auditory pathway.
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Appendix A
Brief Introduction to Hilbert Spaces
We briefly review some of the definitions and results pertaining to Hilbert space and repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs). For more details on RKHSs please see [11].
Definition 1. (Vector space)
A vector space, or a linear space, is a nonempty set L of elements {x, y, z, . . . } that satisfies
the following three axioms:
1. Any two elements x, y ∈ L uniquely determine a third element x + y ∈ L, called the
sum of x and y, such that
(a) x+ y = y + x (commutativity);
(b) (x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z) (associativity);
(c) There exists an element 0 ∈ L, called the zero element, with the property that
x+ 0 = x for every x ∈ L;
(d) For every x ∈ L there exists an element −x, called the negative of x, with the
property that x+ (−x) = 0;
2. Any number α and any element x ∈ L uniquely determine an element αx ∈ L, called
the product of α and x, such that
(a) α(βx) = (αβ)x;
(b) 1x = x;
3. The operations of addition and multiplication obey two distributive laws:
(a) (α+ β)x = αx+ βx;
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(b) α(x+ y) = αx+ αy.
Definition 2. (Inner product)
An inner product on a vector space L is a complex-valued function defined for every pair of
elements x, y ∈ L and denoted by 〈x, y〉, with the following properties:
1. 〈x, x〉 ≥ 0, where 〈x, x〉 = 0 if and only if x = 0;
2. 〈x, y〉 = 〈y, x〉;
3. 〈λx, y) = λ〈x, y〉;
4. 〈x, y + z〉 = 〈x, y〉+ 〈x, z〉, where x, y, z ∈ L and λ ∈ C.
Definition 3. (Pre-Hilbert space)
A pre-Hilbert space is a vector space L equipped with and inner product 〈·, ·〉 : L× L→ C.
Definition 4. (Norm)
A non-negative real-valued function ‖ · ‖ defined on a vector space L is called a norm if for
all x, y ∈ L
1. If ‖x‖ = 0, then x = 0;
2. ‖αx‖ = |α| ‖x‖;
3. ‖x+ y‖ ≤ ‖x‖+ ‖y‖.
An inner product in a pre-Hilbert space naturally induces the norm ‖x‖ = √〈x, x〉.
Definition 5. (Normed vector space)
A normed vector space is a vector space L together with the norm ‖ · ‖ : L → R defined on
it.
Definition 6. (Complete vector space)
A normed vector space L is called complete if every Cauchy sequence in L converges to an
element of L.
Definition 7. (Hilbert space)
A Hilbert space H is a pre-Hilbert space which is complete with respect to the norm induced
by the inner product.
Theorem 1. (Riesz Representation Theorem)
Let H be a Hilbert space and L : H → R a continuous and bounded linear functional. Then
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there exists a unique element x ∈ H such that for all y ∈ H
L(y) = 〈x, y〉.
Definition 8. (RKHS)
A Hilbert space defined on a domain D is called a reproducing kernel Hilbert space if for each
t ∈ D the evaluation functional Et : H → R, with Et(u) = u(t), u ∈ H, is a bounded linear
functional.
From the Riesz Representation Theorem it follows that there exists a function Kt ∈ H
such that Et(u) = 〈Kt, u〉.
Definition 9. A function K : D × D → R is reproducing kernel of the Hilbert space H if
and only if
1. K(·, t) ∈ H, ∀t ∈ D
2. 〈u,K(·, t)〉 = u(t), ∀t ∈ D and ∀u ∈ H.
The last condition is called the reproducing property: the value of the function u at the point
t is reproduced by the inner product of u with Kt = K(·, t).
Any finite-dimensional Hilbert space has a reproducing kernel. If (e1, e2, ..., en) is an
orthonormal basis in H, then K(x, y) = ∑ni=1 ei(x)ei(y).
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Appendix B
Convergence of the CIM Estimate Ph
Here we present proofs of pointwise, uniform, norm, and almost-everywhere convergence
of the kernel estimate Ph provided by the Channel Identification Machine. We consider
only the case of a temporal kernel h. Similar results can be obtained for kernels of several
variables.
Recall that for a fixed period T of the test signal u in an RKHS H, the reproducing

























































where ShL is the L
th partial sum of the Fourier series of h and hˆ(l) is the lth Fourier coefficient.
Below, we review the proofs of pointwise, uniform, norm, and almost-everywhere con-
vergence of the Fourier series. We work on the standard period [−pi, pi] since any periodic
function can be always rescaled to that period.
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where hˆ(l) is the lth Fourier coefficient.
B.1 Pointwise Convergence for h ∈ PSA(T )
Definition 1. PC(T ) is the space of all piece-wise continuous functions on a bounded in-
terval T , i.e., functions satisfying the following conditions:
• f(x−0 ) = limx→x−0 f(x) and f(x
+
0 ) = limx→x+0 f(x) exist at each x0 ∈ T ;
• one sided limits f(a+) and f(b−), where a is the left endpoint of T and b is the right
endpoint of T , both exist;
• f is discontinuous at a finite number of points.
Definition 2. PS(T ) the space of all piece-wise smooth functions on a bounded interval T ,
i.e., functions f ∈ PC(T ) such that f ′ ∈ PC(T ) as well.
Definition 3. PSA(T ) the space of all piece-wise smooth averaged functions, i.e., functions
f ∈ PS(T ) such that f(t) = 12(h(t−) + h(t+)).
Theorem 1.
(a) Let h ∈ PC(T ) and t ∈ T . If the left- and right-hand limits of the derivative h′ both






(h(t−) + h(t+)). (B.1)
In addition, if t is a point of continuity, then ShL(t) converges to h(t).
(b) If h ∈ PS(T ), then (B.1) holds for all t ∈ T . If t is also a point of continuity, then
limL→∞ ShL(t) = h(t).
(c) If h ∈ PSA(T ), then (B.1) holds for all t ∈ T .
Proof: We only need to prove (a) since (b) and (c) follow from definition of PSA(T ) and













−pi g(y)DL(y)dy, where g(y) = h(t
+) if −pi ≤ y < 0
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y)− g(y))DL(y)dy. Using an explicit formula for the Dirichlet kernel,∣∣∣∣ShL(t)− 12(h(t−) + h(t+))









where the function f(y) =
(
h(x − y) − g(y))/(ejy − 1) is an element of PC(T ). Hence, by
the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma for PC(T ), limL→±∞ fˆL = 0 and we are done. 
B.2 Uniform Convergence for h ∈ PSC(T )
Definition 4. PSC(T ) is the space of all continuous functions f ∈ PSA(T ).
Note that the continuity requirement in the definition above holds on the entire torus
T , meaning we require that f(−pi) = f(pi) for f ∈ PSC(T ).














∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∑|l|>L |hˆl|



















where we used the fundamental inequality |z|2−2|zw|+ |w|2 ≥ 0 for z = ĥ′l and w = (jl)−1.
The first sum above converges by Bessel’s inequality, hence
∑∞
l=−∞ |hˆl| <∞ and
0 ≤ sup
t∈T






∣∣hˆl∣∣ is the tail of a convergent series. 
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B.3 Norm Convergence for h ∈ L2(T )
Theorem 3. If h ∈ L2, then ‖ShL − h‖2 → 0.
Proof: Choose a sequence {hM} ∈ PSC(T ) s.t. ‖hM − h‖2 → 0. Such a sequence {hM}
exists since PSC(T ) is dense in L2(T ). By triangular inequality,
‖ShL − h‖2 ≤ ‖ShL − ShML ‖2 + ‖ShML − hM‖2 + ‖hM − h‖2.
Note that ∥∥ShL − ShML ∥∥2 = L∑
l=−L
∣∣∣∣ (ĥ− hM)l
∣∣∣∣2 ≤ ‖h− hM‖2
by Bessel’s inequality and hence
‖ShL − h‖2 ≤ ‖ShML − hM‖2 + 2‖hM − h‖2.
Since hM ∈ PSC(T ), ShML converges uniformly to hM and hence in norm. Furthermore,
‖hM − h‖2 → 0 by construction. 
By now we have the following set inclusions:
PSC(T ) ⊂ PSA(T ) ⊂ PS(T ) ⊂ PC(T ) ⊂ L2(T )
Uniform convergence for PSC(T ), pointwise convergence for PSA(T ) and convergence in
norm for L2(T ).
B.4 Almost Everywhere Convergence for h ∈ L2(T )
The almost everywhere convergence of Fourier Series of L2 functions is one of the most
celebrated results in Fourier analysis. Conjectured by Luzin [119] in 1915, the result was
proven by Carleson [27] in 1966. The original proof by Carleson is quite technical and
difficult to read. In 1973 Fefferman [47] devised an alternate proof, in which he pioneered
the use of time-frequency analysis to study the action of operators. This in turn led to
a simpler proof of Carleson’s result by Lacey and Thiele [92, 93] that is also discussed in
[62]. However, even that proof is quite long and we will only sketch out the general idea.
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For technical reasons, we will move away from square-integrable functions on a torus and
consider instead the Fourier transform on the real line. The result for L2(T ) will follow from
transference methods [62].









Since Schwartz functions are dense in L2, we only need to show that the set of functions
for which a.e. converence holds is closed. This is because by definition of a dense subset,






Proposition 4. Suppose that for f ∈ L2(R) and λ > 0 the Carleson operator satisfies
µ({Cf(t) > λ}) ≤ λ−2‖f‖22. (B.3)
Then the set of functions f ∈ L2(R) for which (B.2) holds is closed and hence all of L2(R).
Proof: Pick an arbitrary f ∈ L2(R). WTS:






∣∣∣∣ = 0 a.e.
Let g be a Schwartz function s.t. ‖f − g‖2 ≤ ε3/2/2. Then
∣∣f − ∫ L−∞ ∣∣ ≤ |f − g|+ ∣∣g− ∫ L−∞ ∣∣
and since the Fourier inversion holds for g,










= |f − g|+ C(f − g).
But then µ({Lf > ε}) ≤ µ({C(f−g) > ε})+µ({|f−g| > ε}) ≤ ε−2‖f−g‖22+ε−2‖f−g‖22 ≤ ε
by (B.3) and Chebyshev inequality.

Theorem 4. (Carleson) The estimate (B.3) holds.
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Proof: The basic ingredients needed to establish (B.3) for f ∈ L2(R) are the following.




jtξdξ, which is the Fourier projection on negative frequencies.
Specifically, Cf = supN |P−(ejN ·f)|. One can then show that, up to a constant multiple,
P− is the unique bounded operator on L2(R) which commutes with translations (frequency
modulations), dialations (frequency contractions) and as its kernel admits functions with
frequency support on the positive axis. Next, we decompose P− (and hence C) in terms of
functions that are perfectly localized in frequency and well localized in space. We do this
by breaking up the time-frequency space into different arrangements of tiles (with varying
spatial and frequency scales) of area equal to 1. Using combinatorics to organize the differ-
ent pieces of the decomposition, we arrive at the estimate (B.3). 
It’s important to mention that Carleson’s result was further extended by Richard Hunt
to Lp functions for p ∈ (1,∞). Please see [69] for more details.
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Appendix C
Supplemental Material for Chapter 4
For all GLM comparisons we used the MATLAB code written and distributed by the Pillow
group at the University of Texas at Austin [135], with only minor changes made to the code
in order to compare to our methods.
C.1 Choice of Reconstruction Bases for GLM and CIM
In order to properly compare identification results between our methodology and the GLM
framework, we used the same filter kernels and fixed the input signals used in identification.
We also fixed the basis functions with respect to which both methods reconstruct the kernels.
The latter was needed since the GLM typically employs basis functions that favor very
particular kernels: those that oscillate rapidly close to the origin and have a very coarse
structure further away from the origin (although the method can work with any adequately
chosen basis [136]). These kernels are shown in Fig. C.1.
While such an assumption about the filters might hold for some neural circuits, it is
best to use a basis that can represent an arbitrary function on a given time interval, when
studying an unknown system. The basis functions employed in our methods are orthonormal
functions as determined by the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H employed in
identification. For temporal functions in the space of trigonometric polynomials, this set of
basis is given by









, l = −L,−L+ 1, ..., L , t ∈ [0, T ]
where Ω is the bandwidth, L is the number of basis (the order of the space). These functions
are defined on the interval [0, T ], where T = 2piL/Ω, and can describe an arbitrary function
u(t), u ∈ H (see also Definition 1 in the paper).
Clearly, el(t), l=-L,-L+1,..., L, are complex functions. However, for real signals u ∈ H,
we have e−l = el and an equivalent basis is given by a combination of sine and cosine
functions, that can also be used in the GLM framework. One example of such basis for
Ω = 2pi · 25 rad/s, L = 5 and T = 200ms is shown in Fig. C.2.
C.2 Comparison between GLM and CIM















Raised cosine bump basis functions employed by the GLM
Figure C.1: Basis functions employed by the GLM favor kernels that oscillate rapidly close
to the origin and have a very coarse structure further away from the origin
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hl ∗2 , f rom n = 3485 spi ke s























hb ∗2 , f rom n = 3485 spi ke s
Figure C.3: GLM identification results for the case when the underlying spike generator
is described by a nonlinearity and a Poisson spike generator. Note that the kernels are not
normalized and the temporal structure of each kernel is recovered well.
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hb ∗2 , f rom n = 2560 spi ke s
Figure C.4: GLM identification results when the underlying spike generator is an IAF neuron
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hb ∗2 , f rom n = 2560 spi ke s
Figure C.5: Same as above, with the kernels normalized.
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hb ∗2 , f rom n = 2560 spi ke s
Figure C.6: GLM identification results when the underlying spike generator is an IAF neuron
and the nonlinearity is assumed to be log-exponential. The kernels are normalized.
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Nonlinearity F it , Neuron 1















11.40 ln(1 + exp(v + 5.66))
Figure C.7: GLM nonlinearities computed from I/O data. For GLM simulations with a log-
exponential nonlinearity, the nonlinearity of both neurons was fit using a function of the form f(x) =
ln(1 + exp(x)). Shown here is the nonlinearity of the first neuron. We would like to point out however, that
while it is certainly possible to fit the nonlinearity in simulations (since one has access to the actual filter
output), it may be hard or even impossible to do so in a real biological system. This is because the aggregate
output of all filters is not known a priori (since the filters are not known). The GLM algorithm typically
uses the spike-triggerred average (STA) as an initial guess for the feedforward filter. While the STA can be
certainly computed for continuous signals, it presents problems when working with spikes.








Nonlinearity F it , Neuron 2















11.11 ln(1 + exp(v + 5.70))
Figure C.8: Same as above for the second neuron.















































































































Ω = 2π · 100 rad/s Ω = 2π · 100 rad/s














































































































Figure C.10: Similarly, the GLM prediction breaks down when using a Hodgkin-Huxley
neuron instead of IAF neuron.




































































































































































































































Figure C.12: The GLM prediction does not break down if the underlying model of spike
generation consists of a nonlinearity and a Poisson spike generator.

















(a ) Original fi lte r h 11 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h 1∗1
 
 
































(c ) Original fi lte r h l1 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h l∗1
 
 













(d ) Original fi lte r h l2 vs . the ident ified fi lte r P h l∗2
 
 
h11, MSE(P h1∗1 , h11) = -15. 8dB
P h1∗1
h12, MSE(P h1∗2 , h12) = -18. 8dB
P h1∗2
hl1, MSE(P hl ∗1 , hl1) = -13. 7dB
P hl ∗1
hl2, MSE(P hl ∗2 , hl2) = -14. 7dB
P hl ∗2
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Figure C.14: Kernels identified by the GLM when the spike generator is a Hodgkin-Huxley
model.
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Appendix D
System Identification of Drosophila
OSNs
The lack of a deeper understanding of how olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) encode odors
has hindered the progress in understanding the olfactory signal processing in higher brain
centers. Here we employ methods of system identification to investigate the encoding of time-
varying odor stimuli and their representation for further processing in the spike domain by
Drosophila OSNs.
In order to apply system identification techniques, we built a novel low-turbulence odor
delivery system that allowed us to deliver airborne stimuli in a precise and reproducible
fashion. The system provides a 1% tolerance in stimulus reproducibility and an exact control
of odor concentration and concentration gradient on a millisecond time scale.
Using this novel setup, we recorded and analyzed the in-vivo response of OSNs to a wide
range of time-varying odor waveforms. We report for the first time that across trials the
response of OR59b OSNs is very precise and reproducible. Further, we empirically show
that the response of an OSN depends not only on the concentration, but also on the rate of
change of the odor concentration. Moreover, we demonstrate that a two-dimensional (2D)
Encoding Manifold in a concentration-concentration gradient space provides a quantitative
description of the neuron’s response.
We then use the white noise system identification methodology to construct one-dimensional
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(1D) and two-dimensional (2D) Linear-Nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) cascade models of the sen-
sory neuron for a fixed mean odor concentration and fixed contrast. We show that in terms
of predicting the intensity rate of the spike train, the 2D LNP model performs on par with
the 1D LNP model, with a root mean-square error (RMSE) increase of about 5 to 10%.
Surprisingly, we find that for a fixed contrast of the white noise odor waveforms, the
nonlinear block of each of the two models changes with the mean input concentration. The
shape of the nonlinearities of both the 1D and the 2D LNP model appears to be, for a fixed
mean of the odor waveform, independent of the stimulus contrast. This suggests that white
noise system identification of Or59b OSNs only depends on the first moment of the odor
concentration.
Finally, by comparing the 2D Encoding Manifold and the 2D LNPmodel, we demonstrate
that the OSN identification results depend on the particular type of the employed test odor
waveforms. This suggests an adaptive neural encoding model for Or59b OSNs that changes
its nonlinearity in response to the odor concentration waveforms.
D.1 Introduction
Here we employ a novel odor delivery and measurement system to record the extracellular
activity of individual Drosophila OSNs in response to airborne odor stimuli. We use sys-
tem identification techniques to investigate the nature of the encoding and spike-domain
representation of odorants by OSNs. It is our firm belief that the lack of such fundamental
research has hindered the progress in understanding the olfactory signal processing in higher
brain centers. To our best knowledge, this study represents the first attempt to apply system
identification methodology to in-vivo OSN recordings in Drosophila Melanogaster.
D.2 Experimental Methods
D.2.1 Odor delivery system
We built a novel low-turbulence odor delivery system that allowed us to deliver airborne
odorants in a precise and reproducible fashion. The system provides an exact control of
























































































































































Figure D.1: Experimental setup. (A) The block diagram of the odor delivery system. (B) Top: the
fly head and antennae as seen under the microscope; bottom: two electrodes are placed into two distinct
sensilla for simultaneous in-vivo extracellular recordings. (C) The tolerance of the stimulus reproducibility
is 1%. (D) The setup allows to deliver a variety of odor concentration waveforms.
odor concentration and concentration gradient on a millisecond time scale.
D.2.1.1 System Design
The block diagram of our odor delivery system is shown in Fig. D.1. Compressed medical air
is first humidified using distilled water and then split into two airstreams: one for an odor line
and another for an air line. The airstream in the air line passes through a flow regulator,
a flow meter and enters a laminar mixer (laminarity of the flow was evaluated indirectly
through odor concentration measurements, data not shown). Similarly, the airstream in the
odor line passes through a flow regulator and a flow meter. However, before entering the
laminar mixer, the airstream in the odor line is redirected to a three-way solenoid valve.
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Depending on the setting of the valve, the odor airstream goes either directly to the laminar
mixer or passes through one of the odor vials connected to the valve. If going through one of
the vials, the airstream picks up odor molecules in a given vial and enters the laminar mixer,
where it is combined with the airstream from the air line. The combined air/odor-stream
is then delivered to the antennae of a fruit fly through a glass tube. Directly opposite the
glass tube, a photoionization detector (PID) takes in the air surrounding the fly antennae
and measures the odorant concentration. The PID intake rate is 1L/min and the combined
air/odor-stream is delivered at a rate of 700− 800mL/min.
A computer is used to control the flow regulators in both the air line and the odor line
as well as the opening and closing of the 3-way solenoid valve. Measurements of the flow in
both lines were used in a feedback mechanism to adjust the flow regulator values. Further,
the output of both flow meters and that of the PID was recorded and analyzed offline to
obtain the odor concentration. Because the sensitivity of the PID drops gradually in time,
an additional odorant (Ethyl Acetate or Hexane) is delivered periodically at a predetermined
concentration to recompute the transfer function of the device. This transfer function is used
to convert the voltage output of the PID (Volts, [V]) into the odorant concentration (parts
per million, [ppm]).
D.2.1.2 System performance
Using a photoionization detector, we were able to measure the concentration of the delivered
odorant in real time and check the reproducibility of the setup. We found that odor wave-
forms reaching the antennae of fruit flies can be reproduced to within a tolerance of 1% (Fig.
D.1C). The system also allowed us to deliver a variety of time-varying odor concentration
waveforms, some of which are shown in Fig. D.1D.
D.2.2 Stimulus Design
D.2.2.1 Odorant Preparation
Odorants used in this study were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich in liquid form at high purity.
A half an hour before the experiment, an odorant was poured into a 30mL glass vial, diluted
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with dipropylene glycol (DPG) and sealed with a rubber stopper and a plastic screw-on cap.
Miscibility of all odors with DPG was thoroughly checked before the experiments.
D.2.2.2 White Noise Odor Stimuli
White noise odor stimuli were produced by modulating the flow rate in both the air line and
the odor line (Fig. D.1(A)) around fixed-mean flow rates. Both rates were modulated by
sending a sequence of independent identically distributed control values to the corresponding
flow regulator. Each control value was picked from a Gaussian distribution and updated
every millisecond. Such a frequent update guaranteed that control actions were taken within
the minimal response time of the flow regulators. While airflow-dependent, the minimal
response time of each flow regulator was below 10ms.
Using the above protocol, we generated pseudo-white Gaussian noise odor waveforms
that exhibit a nearly flat power spectral density of up to 30Hz (see Figures S1-S3 in the
supplemental material). Such waveforms are sufficiently white to perform system identifica-
tion since the bandwidth of insect olfactory systems typically does not exceed 25Hz: 20Hz
in the American cockroach, 20Hz in three moth species and 2Hz in the American lobster
[8, 58, 112]. In our own studies (data not shown) we estimated the bandwidth of Drosophila
OSNs to be roughly 25Hz.
One example of a Gaussian noise odor waveform (sample path) is the red trace shown in
Fig. D.4(A). Note the time scale of the odor waveform. The noise sequence is 8 seconds long
and is applied 1 second after the odor onset so as to let the neuron reach its steady-state
response. The total duration of the waveform is 9 seconds.
D.2.2.3 Triangle Odor Waveforms
Triangle odor waveforms were produced by fixing the flow in the air line and first slowly
increasing and then slowly decreasing in a controlled fashion the flow in the odor line (Fig.
D.1(A)). We designed a set of nine triangle waveforms so that in combination with different
ligand dilutions we could explore a large range of odor concentration and concentration
gradient (rate of change) values. An example of such a set of odor waveforms is shown in
Fig. D.3(A).
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Note the timescale of the odor waveforms in Fig. D.3(A). Each triangle waveform was
designed to be roughly 2 seconds long to allow enough time for the transient response of the
neuron, while also limiting the effect of adaptation.
D.2.3 Drosophila Stocks
Drosophila stocks were maintained at a room temperature on a 12-hour light/12-hour dark
schedule and kept in standard plastic vials containing a cornmeal-agar medium. All of the
experiments were performed on female wild-type (Canton-S ) flies three-to-five days post-
eclosion.
D.2.4 Electrophysiology
Electrophysiological methods in this study are similar to those previously described in [34].
D.2.4.1 Fly Preparation
A female fly was prepared for in-vivo recordings a half an hour prior to each experiment.
The fly was taken out of the vial and placed into a plastic micropipette tip with the head
of the fly facing the narrow end of the tip. The tip was cut just a few millimeters behind
the fly body and a small amount of industrial plasticine was placed to prevent the fly from
escaping. Another cut was made 1 mm before the anterior side of the head. Forceps were
used to gently push the fly in order to fully expose the antennae and only partially the eyes
at the front end of the micropipette tip. Special care was taken so as not to damage the
animal. Next, the micropipette tip with the fly was placed on a glass slide with a stack of
glass coverslips glued to it. The tip was attached to the slide using industrial plasticine with
the antennae of the fly laying flat on the coverslip stack. The slide was then placed onto a
microscope (Eclipse E600FN, Nikon) that was mounted on a vibration isolation table (63-500
Series, Technical Manufacturing). Finally, a glass electrode attached to a micro-manipulator
(MX10R, Siskiyou) was used to rotate one of the antennae into a desired position and to
immobilize it.
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D.2.4.2 Neural Recordings
Three tungsten electrodes were electrolytically sharpened using a 5% dilution of potassium
hydroxide and mounted on separate motorized micro-manipulators (MP-285, Sutter Instru-
ment). The electrodes were connected to a preamplifier (MultiClamp 700B, Axon Instru-
ments/ Molecular Devices) and their output was band-pass filtered with cutoff frequencies
flow = 30Hz and fhigh = 2 kHz. The output of the amplifier was fed to a data acquisition
system (Digidata 1322A, Axon Instruments/ Molecular Devices) and then to a computer
so that the activity of neurons could be monitored in real time using the pClamp software
(Axon Instruments/Molecular Devices). The amplifier output was also stored for further
analysis offline.
The tip of one of the electrodes was inserted into the compound eye of the fly and used for
signal ground. The other two electrodes were used to simultaneously record the extracellular
activity of neurons from two different sensilla. The tip of each recording electrode was
inserted at the base of a sensillum in order to make contact with the conducting sensillum
lymph. The spontaneous activity of the neurons was checked against that reported in [40] to
ensure that the neurons were not damaged. If a neuron was observed to suddenly increase its
spiking activity in the absence of odorants, it was presumed to be damaged and recordings
from that neuron were discontinued.
All recordings in this study were taken from Or59b olfactory sensory neurons that are
located in the ab2 large basiconic sensilla. Action potentials were sorted and analyzed using
custom software in MATLAB.
D.3 Initial Recordings and Empirical Modeling
We recorded the neural activity of ab2A neurons expressing the Or59b receptor in response
to a variety of time-varying odor concentration waveforms. These particular neurons were
chosen because they respond to acetone, an odor that is well ionized and consequently easily
detected by the PID.
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Figure D.2: OSN response to the staircase waveform. (A) The staircase acetone odor waveform
is plotted against time. The dashed vertical lines (red) indicate the times at which the odor concentration
is either increased or decreased in a step-like fashion. The length of each step is 2 s. (B) The raster of the
OSN response to 10 consecutive presentations of the staircase odor waveform. A different color is used for
each trial # to highlight that in repeated trials the delivered odor waveforms differ from each other by up
to 1%. (C) The PSTH of the OSN response to the staircase waveform was computed using a 100ms bin
size with a 25ms sampling interval. Red horizontal lines denote the OSN response to the odor concentration
and black arrows point out the neural response to the rate of change of the odor concentration. (D)-(F) A
one-second-long window from (A)-(C).
D.3.1 OSN Response to a Staircase Waveform
One of the time-varying waveforms used in our study was the staircase waveform, shown
in Fig. D.2(A). In this waveform the odor concentration is incremented in steps of roughly
40 ppm until the maximum concentration of 110 ppm is reached. Then the concentration is
decreased in the same step-like fashion, with each step being 2 s long. In Fig. D.2(B) we plot
the spike raster of the neuron’s response, while in Fig. D.2(C) we show the corresponding
PSTH. Note that the concentration of the delivered odor waveforms in the repeated experi-
ments is not identical. To highlight this departure from similar experiments in other sensory
systems (e.g., vision and audition), where the delivery of identical stimuli is straightforward,
we use a different color to mark each trial in Fig. D.2(B).
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Figure D.3: Triangle odor waveforms and the 2D Encoding Manifold. (A) Nine triangle acetone
odor waveforms for a single odorant dilution are plotted against time. (B) The PSTH of the Or59b OSN
response to triangle waveforms #1 (red), #5 (green) and #9 (blue) was computed using a 100ms bin size
and a 25ms sampling interval. (C) The trajectories of triangle waveforms for all dilutions are plotted in the
concentration-concentration gradient (rate of change) plane. The trajectories of triangles #1, #5 and #9
are shown using the same colors as in (A)-(B). (D) The neural response to all triangle waveforms is plotted
as a function of the concentration and its rate of change. The trajectories of the response to triangles #1,
#5, and #9 are shown using the same colors as in (A)-(C). (E) The 2D Encoding Manifold is generated
by applying a 2D ridge estimator to the data in (D). (F) The contour plot of the manifold in (E). (G)
Cross-validation: the 2D Encoding Manifold is used to read out the OSN response to two novel triangle
odor waveforms. (H-I) The read-out response (color) is plotted against time and compared with the PSTH
(black) of the OSN response.
For greater clarity, the same raster plot is also shown in black and white in Fig. S5(B)
of the supplemental material.
Note that whenever there is a sudden positive increment in the concentration, the in-
stantaneous firing rate of the neuron increases dramatically. For example, when the odor
concentration is increased by 40 ppm at time t = 10 s, the spike rate of the neuron jumps
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from 40Hz to 70Hz. At the same time, whenever there is a negative change in the concen-
tration, the instantaneous firing rate of the neuron goes down. For example, this can be
clearly seen at time t = 14 s when the concentration falls by roughly 40 ppm and the spike
rate of the neuron drops from about 55Hz to 35Hz.
We also note that the firing rate of the neuron depends on the mean of the odor concen-
tration waveform. This can be clearly seen after the transient response of the neuron dies
away. For example, for time t ∈ [9 s, 10 s] the odor concentration is constant and is equal
to roughly 40 ppm. Then the concentration is increased and eventually reaches a constant
concentration of 80 ppm for time t ∈ [11 s, 12 s]. At the same time, the firing rate of the
neuron goes up from 40Hz to 50Hz.
Concluding, in response to acetone, the Or59b OSNs detect and encode both the mean
and the temporal changes of the odor concentration.
D.3.2 OSN Responses to Triangle Odor Waveforms
To get a better understanding of how the odor concentration and temporal changes in
the odor concentration affect the OSN response, we designed a set of nine triangle odor
waveforms shown in Fig. D.3(A). In combination with different ligand dilutions, this set
of waveforms allowed us to explore a large range of odor concentration and concentration
gradient (rate of change) values. Thus we could parametrize the response of the neuron in
terms of the odor concentration and its rate of change and obtain a quantitative description
of their combined effects.
In Fig. D.3(B) we demonstrate the OSN response to three different triangle waveforms
in Fig. D.3(A). We use the same color code to show the PSTH of the neural response to
triangles #1 (red), #5 (green), and #9 (blue). The PSTH was computed with a 100ms bin
size and a 25ms sampling interval. Note that the three PSTHs are very distinct and depend
on the temporal properties of the waveforms. In all cases however, the response clearly varies
with the odorant concentration. Moreover, as already expected, the neural response also
depends on the rate of change of the odor concentration. The highest and lowest maximal
spike rates are generated in response to triangles #1 and #9, respectively. This reflects
their higher and lower onset gradients, when compared to the triangle waveform #5.
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D.3.3 The 2D Encoding Manifold
In Fig. D.3(C) we plot the triangle odor waveforms in the concentration-concentration
gradient plane for multiple odorant dilutions. Note that the concentration values vary from
0 ppm to 250 ppm while the concentration gradient values vary from roughly −1500 ppm/s
to +2250 ppm/s. We use the same colors as in Figs. D.3(A)-(B) to highlight the resulting
trajectories of the triangle waveforms #1, #5, and #9. We note that at time t = 8.5 s
the concentration of the three waveforms in Fig. D.3(A) is u = 0 and the rate of the
concentration change is u˙ = 0. This corresponds to the point (0, 0) in Fig. D.3(C). With
time, the odor concentration increases in Fig. D.3(A) up to a peak of roughly 210 ppm.
In Fig. D.3(C) this corresponds to the movement along the highlighted trajectories in the
counter-clockwise direction through the right half-plane (positive gradient). Further counter-
clockwise movement through the left-half plane (negative gradient) corresponds to the falling
side of the triangle odor waveforms in Fig. D.3(A). At time t = 11 s the concentration of
the three waveforms is again u = 0 in Fig. D.3(A) and the rate of the concentration change
is again u˙ = 0. This corresponds to all trajectories coming back to the point (0, 0) in Fig.
D.3(C).
Next, we parametrize the OSN response to triangle waveforms at all dilutions using
the odor concentration and its rate of change. At each time step, the PSTH of the neural
response ([Hz]) is associated with the corresponding values of the odor concentration ([ppm])
and its rate of change ([ppm/s]). We thus obtain a three-dimensional description of the
input/output data (Fig. D.3(D)). In Fig. D.3(E) we show the surface produced by applying
a 2D ridge estimator (see Sec. 2.3 of the supplemental material) to the data in Fig. D.3(D).
And in Fig. D.3(F) we show the contour plot of the same surface. We call this surface
the 2D Encoding Manifold since it provides a quantitative description of the odor encoding
performed by an OSN.
Examining Figs. D.3(E)-(F), we note that the 2D Encoding Manifold is highly nonlinear
and that the Or59b OSN clearly encodes the information about both the odor concentration
and its rate of change. The neuron responds very strongly to even the smallest positive values
of the gradient and encodes only positive concentration gradients at low odor concentrations.
At high concentrations the OSN mostly encodes the odor concentration.
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To demonstrate that the above manifold quantitatively captures the encoding properties
of an OSN, we use cross-validation. We calculate the values of the odor concentration and
its rate of change for two novel triangle waveforms. At every time step, we use these values
to read out the value of the neural response from the manifold. This process is visualized in
Fig. D.3(G). The response to the novel triangles ‘A’ (magenta) and ‘B’ (orange) corresponds
to two different trajectories on the 2D Encoding Manifold (black). We plot the read-out
response values as a function of time in Figs. D.3(H)-(I). Note that the predicted response
(color) in both figures closely follows the PSTH (black) of the neuron.
Thus, at the very least for this class of triangle odor waveforms, the OSNs encode
information about the odor concentration and its rate of change. This is remarkable as it
demonstrates a sophisticated processing and representation of olfactory information at the
very first layer of the olfactory system.
D.4 Identification of OSNs Using White Noise Stimuli
In contrast to the empirical modeling presented above, a principled system identification
approach provides a clear set of guidelines for combining the input/output data with other
knowledge about the system to estimate a function that maps the input space into the
output space of the system. In order to obtain an estimate of this function, it is necessary
to choose a computational model that can provide a good description of the system.
Quantitative neurophysiological studies have produced several classes of computational
models describing the functional relationship between sensory inputs and neural responses.
The model classes differ in their assumptions about the properties of a neuron or a neural
circuit and impose constraints on the choice of the optimal mapping function [184].
D.4.1 Overview of the LNP cascade model
One class of computational models that became popular in sensory neurophysiology is the
Linear-Nonlinear-Poisson class of models. Originally proposed by Wiener [182], this class has
been successfully used to model numerous neural circuits in vision, audition and vestibular
systems [2, 70, 122, 175].
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In its simplest form, the LNP model consists of (i) a static linear block, or a filter, that
performs linear processing on an input stimulus and describes how the input stimulus is
converted into the intracellular voltage; (ii) a static nonlinear block that maps the output of
the filter to a spike intensity rate, taking into account such nonlinearities as rectification and
saturation; and (iii) a Poisson block that generates a train of spikes as an inhomogeneous
Poisson process.
Even though the LNP cascade model is a phenomenological model and does not take
into account many biophysical details (such as the spike generation), it often provides a
compact and reasonably accurate description of average neural responses (e.g., the PSTH)
in many early sensory areas [134].
Formally, the static linear block of the LNP model consists of a set of n fixed linear filters
{hi}ni=1 that are fully described by their kernels hi(t), t ∈ <, i = 1, . . . , n. Let u(t), t ∈ <,
be a stimulus at the input to a system. Then the input to the linear block of the LNP
model is a zero-mean stimulus (u − u¯)(t), t ∈ <, u¯ = limT→∞ 1T
∫ T
0 u(s)ds. At any time t,
the output of the linear block is an n-dimensional vector v = [v1(t), . . . , vn(t)], where
vi(t) =
(








and ∗ denotes the convolution.
The output v = [v1(t), . . . , vn(t)] of the linear block feeds into an n-dimensional nonlin-
earity to produce the random intensity rate λ(t), t ∈ <, of a conditional (doubly stochastic)
Poisson process:
λ(t) = f(v) = f
(
v1(t), . . . , vn(t)
)
,
where f : <n → < models the nonlinear block.
If there is only one filter in the linear block of the LNP model, then the nonlinear block
is 1-dimensional and the model is called the 1D LNP model. Similarly, if the linear block
consists of two filters, then the model is called the 2D LNP model. Typically, only the 1D
and 2D LNP models are used to describe the response of a neural circuit since the amount
of data required to estimate the parameters of higher-order models scales exponentially with
the order of the model [176].
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D.4.2 Estimation of the LNP Model Parameters
The system identification problem is effectively a regression problem: given a limited in-
put/output data of the system, identify a function that maps an arbitrary input to an
appropriate output. To solve this regression problem, many different parameter estima-
tion methods with different constraints and optimality criteria have been developed. For
the linear block we will only discuss the reverse correlation (RCO), spike-triggered average
(STA), maximally informative dimensions (MID) and the spike-triggered covariance (STC)
methods. For the nonlinear block, ridge and polynomial regression methods are employed.
D.4.2.1 Estimation of the 1D Linear Block
The reverse correlation method for the estimation of the 1D linear block is based on a result
of [25] and was first employed by [70]. In this method, the impulse response of the linear
filter hRCO is obtained using the reverse correlation (RCO) between the zero-mean stimulus




(u(s)− u¯)λˆ(s− t)ds. (D.1)









where N j[a,b] is the spike count on the time interval [a, b] for the j
th presentation of the
stimulus.
An alternative method to estimate the linear block of the 1D LNP model is called
the spike-triggered average. As the name suggests, the STA filter hSTA = hSTA(t), t ∈ <,
is computed by averaging fixed-length segments of the mean-zero input stimulus directly






u(tk − t)− u¯, (D.3)
where t ∈ [0, S], S is the length of the impulse response of the filter, and (tk), k = 1, . . . ,m,
represents the sequence of spike times. When applying the STA method, white Gaussian
noise is typically used at the input.
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Yet another method to estimate the linear block, called maximally informative dimen-
sions, was described in [154] and [130]. The MID method estimates the linear kernel by max-
imizing a measure between the prior and the spike-triggered distribution of the filter output.
This method does not impose any conditions on the distribution of an input stimulus; non-
Gaussian and non-white inputs can be used. Typically, the linear filter hMID = hMID(t), t ∈ <,
is estimated by maximizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence, i.e.,
hMID(t) = arg max
h
D, (D.4)
where D is a distance measure between the probability distribution of the filter output
v(t) = (h ∗ (u− u¯))(t) and the probability distribution of the filter output v(t) conditioned
on the time of a spike [138].
D.4.2.2 Estimation of the 2D Linear Block
The MID method can be extended to maximize the Kullback-Leibler divergence with respect
to two different directions and thus estimate kernels h1 and h2 of the 2D LNP model [154].
Alternatively, the two filters of the 2D LNP cascade model can be estimated from the in-
formation provided by the spike-triggered covariance matrix [18, 41, 46, 55, 151, 157]. In this
approach, the prior stimulus and the spike-triggered stimulus are compared by evaluating
their covariances. The two covariance matrices are defined as follows:
CP (t, s) = E[u(τ−t)u(τ−s)]−E[u(τ−t)]E[u(τ−s)]
CSTC (t, s) = E[u(τ−t)u(τ−s)|τ = tk]−
− E[u(τ−t)|τ = tk]E[u(τ−s)|τ = tk],
where E[ · ] represents the mathematical expectation and tk is an arbitrary spike time.
In practice, the input signal is discretely sampled, and thus both CSTC and CP are finite-
dimensional matrices. The kernels h1(t) and h2(t) of the two linear filters of the 2D LNP
cascade model are the eigenvectors corresponding to the two most significant eigenvalues of
the matrix
C = CSTC − CP , (D.5)
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where C can be analyzed using eigenvalue decomposition [41]. The magnitude of the eigen-
values represents the change in variance from the prior stimulus distribution to the STA
output distribution along the corresponding eigenvectors.
D.4.2.3 Estimation of the Nonlinearity
For both the 1D and the 2D LNP model, the nonlinear block is estimated by simply matching
the output of the linear block v = [v1(t), . . . , vn(t)], n = 1 or n = 2, to the estimate λˆ of the
random intensity rate λ. Typically, this is done by minimizing the residual
M[a,b] = N[a,b] −
∫ b
a








[a,b] is the spike count estimate on the time interval [a, b] obtained
from K trials and the residualM[a,b] is attributed to the (white) noise in the neural response.
Ridge and polynomial regression methods are used for obtaining an estimate of f in (D.6)
(see section 2.2 in the supplemental material for details).
D.4.3 LNP Models of the Or59b OSNs
Here we employ LNP cascade models to identify the Or59b OSN in response to white noise
waveforms with fixed mean and variance values. Both frozen and white noise experiments
are carried out to estimate a 1D linear kernel and the corresponding nonlinearity block. A
2D LNP cascade model is also estimated from the same set of data. The estimated systems
are cross-validated using an independent white noise sample path with the same statistical
parameters as the training (or test) waveforms.
D.4.3.1 OSN Response to Frozen Noise Odor Waveforms
In order to estimate parameters of any phenomenological neuron model, precise measure-
ments of the input stimulus and the output spike train must be available to an observer. In
olfaction, this has not been possible until now primarily because of the difficulties associated
with the reproducible delivery and accurate measurement of the odorant concentration. We
note that the experimental reproducibility is absolutely essential if one wishes to use the
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Figure D.4: OSN response to the acetone frozen noise odor waveform. (A) 60 consecutive
presentations of the frozen noise odor waveform. Note the remarkable reproducibility in odor delivery. (B)
The corresponding raster of the OSN response. A different color is used for each trial # to highlight that
in repeated trials the delivered odor waveforms differ by up to 1%. (C) The PSTH of the OSN response to
the frozen noise waveform was computed using a 20ms bin size and a 1ms sampling interval. The BARS
algorithm applied to a PSTH with non-overlapping 10ms bins provides an additional estimate of the neural
response. (D)-(F) A one-second-long window from (A)-(C).
PSTH and/or Bayesian Adaptive Regression Splines (BARS) to estimate the instantaneous
firing rate λ(t), t ∈ <, of a neuron in response to a given odor waveform [77, 78].
In Fig. D.4 we demonstrate that our experimental setup allows us to take precise mea-
surements of both the input and the output. A reproducible delivery of a frozen noise
odor waveform results in a precise and structured response of the OSN. Fig. D.4(A) shows
the time course of 60 repeated frozen noise acetone odor waveforms that were delivered to
the antennae of a fly. All waveforms were generated using the same control sequence and
are practically identical. Fig. D.4(D) shows a 1 second window from Fig. D.4(A) and
demonstrates the high degree of reproducibility of odor waveforms in all 60 repeated trials.
In Fig. D.4(B) we plot the raster of the Or59b OSN response to 60 waveforms shown in
D.4(A). Every row in the plot corresponds to a single trial and each vertical line segment
denotes an action potential. We use a different color for each trial to highlight that the
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delivered odor waveforms in repeated trials differ from each other by up to 1%.
We note that such a precise and reproducible odor delivery system allows one to observe
the remarkable spiking precision of the OSN. For instance, the start and the end of the
neural response in Fig. D.4(B) are clearly correlated with the onset and the offset of the
odor concentration waveform. Furthermore, the clear vertical gaps in the raster are cor-
related with the noisy fluctuations of the odor concentration. This data suggests that the
response of an OSN is precise and highly reproducible. To our knowledge, this has not been
observed before primarily because of the difficulties associated with the odor delivery and
measurement.
Finally, in Fig. D.4(C) we show the instantaneous firing rate of the neuron. First,
we plot the instantaneous firing rate using a PSTH (blue) with a bin size of 20ms and a
sampling interval of 1ms (hence the“20/1” notation). Second, we apply BARS (red) to a
PSTH with non-overlapping 10ms bins (hence the “10/10” notation). This allows us to
obtain an additional estimate of the instantaneous firing rate.
D.4.3.2 The 1D LNP Model of the Or59b OSN
Fig. D.5(A) depicts the LNP cascade model of an Or59b OSN in response to acetone
waveforms. The model consists of a linear filter (L Block) followed by a static nonlinear
block (N Block). A zero-mean input u(t)− u¯ is provided at the input to the model and the
intensity rate λ(t) of the spike train is read out at the output.
The linear block in Fig. D.5(A) was estimated using all three of the aforementioned
techniques: RCO, STA and MID. All three filter shapes are akin to each other except that
the MID filter exhibits a sharper peak as well as noisy fluctuations. The nonlinearity in Fig.
D.5(A) was computed using the first order polynomial fit (green dotted line) as well as a
ridge estimator (red line) discussed in Sec. 2.2 of the supplemental material.
The estimated 1D LNP cascade model is cross-validated by measuring the prediction
error for an arbitrary white noise input sample path drawn from the Gaussian distribution
with mean µ = 66 ppm and variance σ2 = 252. The prediction error is scored by computing
the RMSE values between the measured output and the predicted output for each model.
The cross-validation in Fig. D.5(C) shows that the 1D LNP cascade model can closely
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RCO model prediction (RMSE=5.9)
STA model prediction (RMSE=6.4)
MID model prediction (RMSE=7.4)
(c)
Figure D.5: One-dimensional LNP cascade model of the Or59b OSN. (A) The block diagram of
the 1D LNP cascade model. The model input u(t)− u¯ is filtered with a kernel h(t) and then passed through
a static nonlinearity. The model output λ(t) is the random intensity rate of the spike train. OSN kernels
were estimated using the RCO, STA, and MID methods. The static nonlinearity was estimated by matching
the output of the linear block to the OSN PSTH. In this example, both ridge regression and polynomial
regression methods were used to obtain the nonlinearity for the STA kernel. (B) Spectral estimates of the
RCO, STA and MID kernels. (C) The cross-validation shows that the 1D LNP cascade model can closely
predict the OSN PSTH in response to novel noise stimuli with the same mean µ = 66 ppm and contrast
σ/µ = 0.38. The RMSE between the PSTH (black) and the estimated random intensity rate of the spike
train is 5.9Hz, 6.4Hz, and 7.4Hz for the RCO (green), STA (red), and MID (blue) kernels, respectively.
predict the PSTH of the neuron response.
D.4.3.3 The 2D LNP Model of the Or59b OSN
We have identified the input/output map of the Or59b OSN in response to a white noise
protocol assuming a 2D LNP model as described above. The eigenvectors corresponding to
the two most significant eigenvalues of the C matrix in (D.5) are plotted within the linear
block of the model in Fig. D.6(A).
The first filter h1(t) is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue with the largest
magnitude. It exhibits a monophasic pattern with a spectrum similar to that of a low-pass
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2D model prediction (RMSE=6.8)
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Figure D.6: Two-dimensional LNP cascade model of the Or59b OSN. (A) The block diagram
of the 2D LNP cascade model. The model input u(t) − u¯ is filtered with two kernels h1 and h2 and the
filter outputs v1 and v2 are passed through a static 2D nonlinearity. The model output λ(t) is the random
intensity rate of the spike train. The OSN kernels h1 and h2 were estimated using the STC method. (B)
The Fourier transform of the filters (H1 and H2) shows that h1 is a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of about 20Hz and h2 is a band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies at roughly 1Hz and 12Hz. (C) The
cross-validation shows that the 2D LNP cascade model can closely predict the OSN PSTH in response to
novel noise stimuli with the same mean µ = 68 ppm and contrast σ/µ = 0.38. The RMSE between the
PSTH (black) and the estimated random intensity rate of the spike train (red) is 6.8Hz. For comparison,
the 1D LNP model prediction is shown in green. The RMSE between the PSTH (black) and the estimated
random intensity rate of the spike train (red) is 6.4 Hz.
filter with a −3 dB cut-off frequency of about 20Hz (Fig. D.6(B)). The second filter h2(t)
exhibits a biphasic pattern with positive and negative peaks at around 75 ms and 150 ms.
Its spectrum is similar to that of a band-pass filter with a −3 dB cut-off frequency of 1 Hz
(low) and 12 Hz (high) (Fig. D.6(B)).
The nonlinear block of the model was estimated by matching the output of the two filters
to the PSTH using the 2D ridge estimator (see section 2.3 in the supplemental material).
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The resulting nonlinearity is plotted in Fig. D.6(A).
The cross-validation in Fig. D.6(C) shows that the 2D LNP cascade model can closely
predict the PSTH of the neuron response. The black trace depicts the PSTH, whereas the
red trace corresponds to the model prediction in response to a white noise input stimulus
with mean µ = 68 ppm and variance σ2 = 252.
D.4.4 Concluding Remarks
The 1D and 2D phenomenological OSN models described in previous sections were indepen-
dently derived. A simple comparison of the predictive power of these two models is given in
section D.4.4.1.
Previous neuron identification results were obtained by assuming fixed stimulus statistics
as both the mean and the variance of the white noise odor waveforms were kept constant. In
section D.4.4.2 we shall briefly highlight the dependence of the system identification models
on the input statistics. As we shall see, the phenomenological models of OSNs derived
here are strongly dependent on the first moment of the white noise odor stimuli. They are,
however, largely invariant with respect to the stimulus contrast changes.
D.4.4.1 Comparison of the 1D and 2D LNP Models
How do the 1D and 2D LNP cascade models discussed in the previous sections compare?
That is, how do the models depicted in Figures D.5 and D.6 compare? A geometric inter-
pretation is desirable because of its intuitive appeal. Can the two models be compared in
the same space say by constructing a common 2D or 3D space? We opt here for the latter.
Because the two phenomenological models differ in their dimensionality, we shall first
map the nonlinearity of the 1D model into a two-dimensional space. This is readily possible
because the nonlinearity in Figure D.5(A) is parametrized by the average value of the input
stimulus u¯. In Figure D.7(A) the one-dimensional nonlinearity is shown as a function of
the STA filter output and the average of the input stimulus u¯. The STA filter used in this
representation was identified for the medium stimulus mean value µ = 45 ppm.
Thus, the 1D system identification model of the OSN can be interpreted as being two-
dimensional. The STA filter output and an average of the stimulus are the inputs to a



























































Figure D.7: Dependence of white noise system identification results on the statistics of input
stimuli. (A) The nonlinearity of the 1D LNP model is shown as a function of the output of the STA filter for
three different values of u¯: 23 ppm (green), 45 ppm (red) and 102 ppm (blue) with the corresponding contrast
σ/µ values of 0.33, 0.34 and 0.35. The slope of the nonlinearity decreases with u¯. (B) The nonlinearity
of the 2D LNP model also changes with u¯. Note the difference in (overlapping) nonlinearities for the three
different values of u¯ (same as in (A)). (C)-(D) For a constant average value µ of the stimulus, the stimulus
contrast σ/µ does not qualitatively affect the estimated 1D and 2D nonlinearities. In this example, (µ, σ/µ)
takes the values (58, 0.1) or low, (62, 0.19) or medium, and (67, 0.26) or high contrast, respectively. In
both the 1D and the 2D case, the nonlinearities simply cover a larger filter output space with the increasing
contrast.
two-dimensional nonlinearity as shown in Figure D.7(A). Clearly, a reinterpretation of the
1D system identification model of Figure D.5(A) for different average stimulus values u¯ leads
to a straightforward comparison with the 2D LNP model in Figure D.6(A).
A comparison of the predictive power of the 1D and 2D models is shown in Figure
D.6(C). The RMSE between the OSN PSTH and the response of the 1D and 2D models are
6.4 and 6.8 Hz, respectively. Thus the 2D model performs on par with the 1D LNP model
with a RMSE increase of about 5 to 10%.
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(a) (b)
Figure D.8: Comparison of the 2D Encoding Manifold and the 2D nonlinearities for fixed
contrast. (A) The nonlinearities of the 2D LNP model for the white noise odor protocol (green, red and
blue; same as in Fig. D.7(B)) and the 2D Encoding Manifold of the triangle odor waveform protocol (black).
(B) Footprint of the nonlinearities of the 2D LNP model (green, red and blue) and the 2D Encoding Manifold
(black).
D.4.4.2 Dependence on the Stimulus Statistics
In Fig. D.7 we also demonstrate the dependence of the system identification results on the
statistics of the input stimuli. In Fig. D.7(A) we plot the one-dimensional nonlinearity
for three different values of µ = u¯, the first moment of u, while the stimulus contrast
σ/µ is essentially kept constant (in what follows µ and u¯ are interchangeably used). Note
that the slope of the nonlinearity varies with different values of u¯. While we depict the
nonlinearity for only three values of u¯ (23, 45 and 102 ppm), it is clear that a continuum
of such nonlinearities exists for practically the same values of the contrast σ/µ (0.33, 0.34,
0.35). Thus, assuming that the contrast is kept fixed, the system identification results for
the 1D LNP model depend upon the average value of the input stimulus.
A similar dependence is observed in Fig. D.7(B) for the 2D LNP model. The filter pair
(h1, h2) was evaluated for the medium mean stimulus value using the STC method. Here
we depict 2D nonlinearities for the same 3 value pairs of (µ, σ/µ) as in Fig. D.7(A). A clear
gap is observed between all 3 surfaces even though their domains overlap. A representation
of both the footprint for a range of mean concentration values is shown in Figure S4 in the
supplemental material.
If however the contrast of the input stimulus is varied while the mean is kept constant,
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no significant change in the system identification results is observed. In both cases, a higher
contrast simply allows us to cover more of the space at the output of the filter (Fig. D.7(C)
and D.7(D)). The mean value and contrast pair of the stimuli employed in Figs. D.7(C) and
D.7(D) are, respectively, (58, 0.1), (62, 0.19) and (67, 0.26).
To summarize, the system identification results for both the 1D and the 2D LNP model
vary significantly with the statistics (specifically the first order moment) of the test odor
stimuli. In a cross-validation, both models perform well when predicting response to novel
stimuli with the same statistics as the test stimuli. However, the cross-validation fails
when the input stimuli have a mean that differs from that of the test stimuli. Because this
phenomenon is observed for both the 1D and the 2D LNP model, it points to adaptive coding
properties of the OSN. Thus, the processing and representation of the olfactory information
appears to be signal-dependent.
D.5 Discussion
In sections D.3 and D.4 we presented an empirical and principled system identification
methods, respectively, and employed them to construct phenomenological models of OSNs.
The basic elements of these models, the processing filters and the nonlinearities, are strongly
dependent on the signal shapes and moment statistics. Consequently, the space of input
stimuli was appropriately restricted in these sections. How do these models compare across
different input stimulus shapes and statistics?
D.5.1 Exploring the Space of Odor Stimuli
In section D.3 we characterized Or59b OSNs in response to odor waveforms that explore
the input stimulus space along the odor concentration and concentration gradient (rate of
change). Each triangle odor waveform sweeps a given concentration range with a unique
rising/falling gradient value set, and this allows for a “more uniform” sampling of the input
space.
Since the 2D Encoding Manifold from the triangle protocol and the 2D nonlinearity from
the white noise protocol are plotted in different coordinate systems, a change of coordinates
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is required for a meaningful comparison of the two. In order to compare the empirical model
in section D.3 with the principled models in section D.4, we shall assume that the shape
of the STC kernels is preserved for any arbitrary odor signal even though the slope of the
nonlinearity is input modulated. Therefore, triangle odor waveforms at the input of the 2D
LNP cascade model are assumed to be filtered by the two STC kernels (h1, h2) derived using
the white noise protocol for a stimulus with an average value in the medium range (see Fig.
D.7). We undertook a coordinate transformation of the axes in Fig. D.3(C) and mapped
the coordinates (amplitude, gradient) to (h1, h2) (see Fig. S7 in the supplemental material).
A highly intuitive, geometric comparison is now possible.
The resulting input/output relationship leads us to the (black) 2D Encoding Manifold
in Fig. D.8(A). As before, the 2D Encoding Manifold was obtained by applying the ridge-
regression method described in section 2.2 of the supplemental material. The shape of the
nonlinearity indicates that the system encodes the output v2 of the h2 filter “more strongly”
than the output v1 of the h1 filter. The input space has a large footprint as shown in Fig.
D.8(B) (also in black).
Overlaid on the transformed 2D Encoding manifold in Fig. D.8(A) are three LNP nonlin-
earities derived for three mean odor concentration values. The nonlinearities were obtained
using the white noise odor protocol with the contrast of the odor waveforms kept con-
stant. Green, red and blue patches depict the 2D nonlinearities corresponding to the (mean,
contrast) pairs (23, 0.33) or low, (45, 0.34) or medium, and (102, 0.35) or high mean, respec-
tively. Clearly, the white noise protocol only explores a small subset of possible encodings
of the input space.
Finally, in order to test how well the 2D Encoding Manifold predicts the response of
an OSN under different stimulus conditions, we first applied triangle odor waveforms at
the input of the identified linear system (h1, h2) described above. The outputs (v1, v2)
of the filters in response to the three arbitrary triangular odor waveforms (similar to the
waveforms in Fig. 3(B)) are mapped into the green, red and blue traces on the black 2D
Encoding Manifold in Fig. D.9(A). The same three green, red and blue (time) traces are
cross-validated with the black OSN PSTH in Fig. D.9(B-D).
Three white noise odor waveforms (shown in green, red and blue) at the input of the
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filter pair (h1, h2) are first transformed into the outputs (v1, v2) and then mapped as traces
onto the black 2D Encoding Manifold in Fig. D.9(E). Figs. D.9(F-H) show the time traces
in the same color code together with the black OSN PSTH of the recorded spike trains. The
model neuron consisting of the (h1, h2) filter pair and the 2D Encoding Manifold cascade
exhibits a strong predictive capability for triangle odor waveforms. It has, however, a limited
utility for predicting the response to white noise odor stimuli.
Therefore, the identification of OSNs using white noise odor stimuli leads to a phe-
nomenological description that is quite different from the empirical model developed based
on triangle odor waveforms. Both models have their respective domains of validity, however.
The empirical model can predict the response to slowly varying triangle odor waveforms (but
not white noise) whereas the 2D LNP model can predict the response to white noise (but
not to non-stationary triangle stimuli).
D.5.2 Final Remarks
Fundamentally, system identification deals with the construction of mathematical models of
dynamical systems based on the response of these systems to test stimuli. As such, system
identification requires a precise control of the test stimuli and accurate measurements of
both the input and the output of the system.
In olfaction, system identification of sensory neurons has had limited success primarily
because no adequate measurement of the concentration of time-varying odor waveforms was
available. To our knowledge, the only exceptions are [50, 75, 149]. However, in these works
the system response is evaluated using electroantennograms that do not provide precise
spike-time recordings.
In this study we investigated the problem of system identification in olfactory sensory
neurons of the fruit fly using a novel odor delivery and acquisition system that allowed for
a precise control and measurement of odor concentration on a millisecond time scale. We
recorded the extracellular activity of olfactory sensory neurons in response to various test
stimuli and investigated the empirical as well as several classes of mathematical models of
OSNs. Two methods of system identification were employed. They differ both in terms of
the stimuli used and the methodology of identifying the OSNs.
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Figure D.9: Using the 2D Encoding Manifold to predict the response of an OSN. (A) Three
arbitrary triangle odor waveforms (green, red and blue) mapped onto the 2D Encoding Manifold (black).
Sample odor waveforms are shown in Fig. 3(B). (B-D) Cross-validation using the three arbitrary triangle
waveforms (green, red and blue) and the OSN PSTH (black). (E) White noise odor waveforms mapped
onto the 2D Encoding Manifold. The white noise odor waveforms have the mean contrast pairs (58, 0.1)
in green, (62, 0.19) in red, and (67, 0.26) in blue, respectively. (F-H) Cross-validation of three white noise
odor waveforms (green, red and blue) and the corresponding OSN PSTH (black).
First, we used triangle odor stimuli and an empirical method of system identification.
The resulting empirical model encodes both the odor concentration and the odor concen-
tration gradient with a 2D Encoding Manifold. The form of the manifold can be estimated
from the spike time recordings using a ridge estimator. The empirical model already demon-
strates that the first layer of the olfactory system is, computationally, more sophisticated
than previously thought. Consequently, we cannot disregard the fine structure of the OSN
response at the periphery of the olfactory system and hope to understand odor signal pro-
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cessing in the higher brain centers. More fundamental research on the early olfactory system
is needed in order to understand the odor representation and processing by OSNs.
Second, we employed white noise odor stimuli and applied a principled approach to
identify OSNs. The 1D and 2D LNP cascade phenomenological models of OSNs were in-
vestigated. For white noise odor waveforms as input stimuli we built a 1D LNP cascade
model of the sensory neuron for a fixed mean odor concentration and fixed contrast. In this
model a single linear filter is followed by a 1D nonlinearity. The instantaneous response
of the neuron was determined by passing a mean-zero signal through the linear filter and
then through the nonlinearity. Although such a model can predict the response to stimuli
with the same mean and contrast, it fails to do so when the mean concentration is altered
while the contrast remains unchanged. For a given fixed contrast we demonstrated that
the nonlinear block of the LNP cascade model changes with the mean concentration of the
stimulus. This points to the fact that the OSN model should be at least two-dimensional.
We then investigated a 2D LNP cascade model in which the stimulus is passed through
two parallel linear filters and the output of the filters is fed into a two-dimensional nonlin-
earity. By comparing the geometry of the input/output map associated with the nonlinear
block, we showed that a standard white noise analysis only provides a partial view of the
footprint and the transformation of the 2D system. The footprint can easily be enlarged
through the delivery of triangular odor waveforms, or more generally, time-dependent wave-
forms. Exploring other characteristics of the transformation will require experimentation
with additional odor waveforms.
Finally, we evaluated a 2D model of Or59b OSNs consisting of a pair of filters in cas-
cade with the 2D Encoding Manifold using both stationary white noise and non-stationary
triangle odor stimuli. This model exhibits a strong predictive capability for triangle odor
waveforms. It has, however, a limited capability for predicting the response to white noise
odor stimuli. It suggests an adaptive neural encoding model for Or59b OSNs with a nonlin-
earity that depends, for white noise stimuli with fixed contrast, on the mean odor waveform.
Contrast independence for fixed mean concentration values was a surprising find.
System identification of OSNs using triangular odor waveforms offers a number of ad-
vantages to the systems neuroscientist because of the fine level of parametrization of the
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input space. We note that extensive electrophysiology with the same level of stimulus con-
trol has been performed by other researchers on various neurons and in other organisms.
A few examples include the thermo-receptor neurons in [115], hygro-receptor neurons in
[166], and the olfactory sensory neurons in [66, 167]. In these studies the output of sensory
neurons were parametrized using two input signal components: the input amplitude and its
rate of change. Furthermore, even in response to white noise waveforms, two-dimensional
models include two linear kernels that extract the input amplitude and its rate of change
[18, 157]. In this light, our work on the system identification of Or59b OSNs bridges the
gap between the high degree of control of the concentration and the concentration gradient
of odor waveforms and the inference that can be made about the actual stimulus encoding
of these neurons.
The RCO, STA and MID kernels employed, while closely related, seem to be stimulus-
dependent and might change depending on the state of the system. Note that, e.g., the
STA kernel has a fundamental limitation in that it depends on the statistics of the stimulus
[130]. Furthermore, a memoryless Poisson process was assumed that does not really capture
the temporal statistics of neural spike trains [3, 12, 83, 144]. In addition, the spike history
dependence can bias the estimation of linear filters [3, 12, 130, 132].
Finally, the results presented here are limited to the class of Or59b OSNs. If and whether
the insights provided here arise in OSNs expressing other receptor types will be explored
elsewhere.
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Appendix E
Projection Neurons in Drosophila
Antennal Lobes Signal the Velocity
and Acceleration of Odorant
Concentrations
We investigated the temporal processing of odors in the olfactory system of Drosophila by
designing and delivering a variety of external and internal stimuli (odorants and spikes).
Simultaneous measurements of stimuli and induced responses of neurons revealed signif-
icant transformations in the olfactory pathway. The first two olfactory layers signal the
rate-of-change of their feedforward inputs, leading to a representation of the velocity and
acceleration of odorants in the antennal lobes.
E.1 Introduction
Time-varying olfactory signals contain vital information for the survival of motile organisms.
From escaping predators to locating food and finding mates, many robust and rapid odor-
guided behaviors have been observed in animals navigating olfactory landscapes [36, 140,
152, 164, 174]. In Drosophila, larvae with only a single functional olfactory sensory neuron
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Figure E.1: Pronounced transformations of time-varying stimuli in the odorant→OSN→PN
pathway (A) Activity of OSNs and PNs was recorded in two experimental assays sharing the same odor
delivery system. A photoionization detector (PID) provided real-time measurements of odorant concen-
trations during every recording. (B) Activity of OSNs (middle row) and their postsynaptic PNs (bottom
row) in response to a time-varying stimulus (top row) was recorded using the sharp electrode and the loose
patch technique, respectively. (C) (top row) Five exemplary profiles of time-varying stimuli. (middle row)
Raster and PSTH of the Or59b OSN response. Filled arrowheads and arrows mark OSN responses to rapid
increases and decreases in the odorant concentration, respectively. Empty arrowheads denote responses to
small positive gradients. (bottom row) Raster and PSTH of the postsynaptic DM4 PN response to the same
stimuli.
(OSN) are capable of moving toward a droplet of an attracting odorant [59, 117], while adult
flies can change their flight trajectory within 250ms, or 50 wing beats, of encountering an
attractive odorant plume [23]. To perform these tasks in an intrinsically dynamic world, it is
essential for olfactory neural circuits to process time-varying features of stimuli and supply
behaviorally-relevant information to higher brain centers.
Since the discovery of vertebrate and invertebrate olfactory receptors, our understanding
of the molecular, biophysical, and anatomical basis of olfactory perception has progressed
tremendously [113, 125, 179, 183]. However, with a few exceptions, little is known about
the computational mechanisms of temporal olfactory processing. In one study, a linear-
nonlinear model was used to describe the encoding of rapidly fluctuating odorants by locust
projection neurons (PNs) [55]. While the model could predict responses of neurons to novel
stimuli, it provided little insight into their computational properties. This in part because
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the olfactory stimuli could not be directly measured and the model was instead fit to the
opening and closing of a valve in the odor delivery system. Another study reported that
Drosophila olfactory PNs act as high-pass filters that preferentially signal the rising phase
of the OSN activity [13]. The experiments were also carried out without directly measuring
olfactory stimuli and only for step-like changes in the odorant concentration.
More recently, it became possible to measure odorant concentrations in real time using a
miniature photoionization detector (PID). In [85] we reported that Drosophila OSNs encode
not only the odorant concentration but also how fast it changes in time. Furthermore, OSNs
were found to signal the rate of change of the odorant concentration much stronger than
the instantaneous concentration itself, clearly demonstrating that the temporal dynamics
of an olfactory stimulus cannot be ignored. These findings have since been independently
confirmed, with [127] looking into the possible biophysical mechanisms of the OSN dynam-
ics and [124] investigating the physical aspects of odor stimuli giving rise to diverse OSN
responses.
E.2 Experimental Methods
Building on these recent advances, we asked how PNs further contribute to creating internal
representations of dynamic olfactory environments. Owing in part to its unique anatomi-
cal structure and in part to the availability of extensive genetic tools for manipulating its
neural circuits, Drosophila offers a unique setting to investigate this question. With only a
few exceptions, all OSNs expressing the same olfactory receptor send their projections to a
single spatially-segregated structure, or glomerulus, on both the ipsilateral and contralateral
sides of the antennal lobe. Glomeruli are the initial sites for synaptic information processing
and PNs postsynaptic to specific OSNs can be readily labeled in Drosophila. Thus trans-
formations of an olfactory stimulus can in principle be traced in the odorant→ OSN→PN
cascade, provided that the activity of OSNs and PNs in response to the same stimulus can
be recorded.
Since OSNs are located in the third segment of the antennae and PNs are found in
the brain proper, performing electrophysiology on both types of neurons simultaneously is
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Figure E.2: Antennal Lobe PNs Signal the Velocity and Acceleration of Odorants. (A)
Internal spiking stimuli were designed to systematically study the PN contribution to temporal olfactory
processing. Ramps and pulses of spikes (middle row) were produced at the output of OSNs to provide direct
synaptic input to PNs. (B) PNs encode both the amplitude and the rate-of-change of their OSN input.
(C) PN activity is linearly related to the derivative of the OSN response, but the gain of the relationship
g decreases with increasing OSN spike rates. (D) A model of temporal processing in the olfactory system.
OSN activity is a nonlinear function f1 of the odorant concentration x(t) and its velocity dx/dt. PN activity
is a nonlinear function f2 of the OSN spike rate y(t) and its rate-of-change dy/dt. The OSN-PN cascade
results in the PN activity being a nonlinear function f3 of the odorant acceleration d2x/dt2, velocity dx/dt,
and concentration x(t).
challenging. We built an electrophysiology setup that allowed us to deliver identical temporal
odorant concentration profiles in two different experimental assays (Fig. 1A, supplementary
Fig. S1). In the OSN assay, extracellular activity of OSNs was recorded using a sharp
tungsten electrode inserted into an olfactory sensillum (Fig. 1A-B, see also methods of
[85]), while a loose patch technique was used in the PN assay in order not to disrupt the
neuronal biophysics (Fig. 1A-B). In both assays, airborne odorants were measured on every
trial using a PID.
E.3 Results
We designed a variety of temporal stimulus profiles (N > 16, supplementary Fig. S2), some
of which are shown in Fig. 1C, top row. Consistent with previous studies [85, 127], OSNs
responded by emphasizing the temporal gradient of the odorant concentration, or its first
time derivative (Figure 1C, middle row). The strongest OSN responses were consistently
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Figure E.3: A Simple 2D Model Characterizes the OSN-to-PN transformation. (a-b) A simple
2D model is constructed from OSN and PN spike train samples. (d) The Estimated 2D model can predict
PN spike rate patterns when the two input components were projected. (e) The predicted PN spike rate is
overlaid with the actual PN spike rate, estimated by a peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH), for six OSN
spike rate inputs (insets). The average prediction errors are 31, 26, 21, 21, 23, 29 spike/s (clockwise from
the top left corner).
generated when the concentration increased quickly. At the same time, rapid decreases in
the odorant concentration led to reduced or even inhibited responses.
PN activity in response to the same panel of stimuli initiated within a few tens of
milliseconds of the odorant onset and was precisely time-locked to variations in the odorant
concentration (Fig. 1C, bottom row). While PNs exhibited significant differences between
their responses to distinct odorant profiles, their contribution to the stimulus processing
could not be readily assessed due to their direct input being of internal synaptic, and not
external, origin.
To solve this problem, we designed the time course of internal spiking PN inputs in-
stead of designing the temporal profile of external stimuli (Fig. 2A). Specific temporal
patterns of spiking activity, e.g., ramps and pulses, acting as direct presynaptic inputs to
PNs, were delivered and measured in in-vivo recordings. The resulting PN data permitted
us to quantitatively analyze transformations in neural representations between OSNs and
PNs and revealed that the PN activity is strongly correlated not only with the OSN response
(r = 0.5, p < 0.001), but also with its rate-of-change (r = 0.6, p < 0.001). At the same
time, PN responses showed no dependence on the second derivative of the OSN response
(Fig. 2B).
While a strong correlation of the PN response with the presynaptic OSN activity is
not surprising due to the causal link between these two types of neurons, dependence of
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the PN response on the gradient of the OSN activity has not been reported before. This
dependence appears to be linear for fixed steady-state OSN responses. However, the effect
of OSN gradients on PNs decreases with higher OSN spike rates (Fig. 2C). In other words,
small changes in OSN responses at low OSN spike rate have a bigger effect on PN responses
than large changes in the OSN responses at high OSN spike rates. This is likely a consequence
of the GABA (A and B)-insensitive short-term synaptic depression at the OSN-PN synapse
[82], as pharmacological inactivation of lateral inhibition mediated by GABA receptors did
not affect this aspect of the PN response.
When put in the context of the external stimulus processing carried out by OSNs, en-
coding of the OSN spike rate and its rate-of-change by PNs leads to a new phenomenological
model of temporal processing in the olfactory system (Fig. 2D). Specifically, the OSN ac-
tivity y(t) was previously shown to be a nonlinear function f1 of the odorant concentration
x(t) and its temporal gradient, or velocity, dx/dt [85]. The PN activity appears to be a
nonlinear function f2 of the OSN spike rate y(t) and its rate-of-change dy/dt. As a result,
the OSN-PN cascade results in the PN activity being a nonlinear function f3 of not only
the odorant concentration x(t), but also its velocity dx/dt and acceleration d2x/dt2.
We have derived functions f2 describing the PN and antennal lobe contribution to tem-
poral stimulus processing for multiple olfactory channels and odorants , with one example
shown in Fig. 3A. The value of the function f2 at coordinates y and dy/dt is represented
using color, with red and blue denoting the highest and lowest spike rate, respectively. The
red region at positive OSN gradients clearly demonstrates that largest PN responses are
produced for positive gradients in the OSN response. The estimated functional relationship
between OSN input y(t) and PN output z(t) can be used to predict PN output to novel
stimuli (Fig. 3B,C). The relatively low prediction error (25 spike/s of root-mean-square-
error) demonstrates that the nonlinear function f2(y, dy/dt) captures the principal aspects
of the glomerular transformation.
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E.4 Summary
In summary, our data indicate that antennal lobe projection neurons and the associated
antennal lobe circuitry together compute the rate-of-change (time derivative) of the feedfor-
ward OSN input and encode both the OSN spike rate and its rate-of-change in a non-linear
fashion. This glomerular transformation appears to be stereotypical across odorants and
olfactory channels. To the best of our knowledge, the encoding of stimulus acceleration of
odorants by an olfactory sensory system has not been demonstrated elsewhere. This sensory
encoding mechanism should be distinguished from sensory encoding in other chemosensory
systems, e.g., in bacteria and [15] and C. elegans [163], that compute only the first time
derivative of a stimulus. Finally, although we have described the olfactory stimuli presented
to an immobilized animal as functions of time, odorants encountered in the environment are
functions of the physical space. Hence, when coupled with the motion of an animal in space,
PN responses may provide information needed to compute spatial gradients and curvatures
(edges) in an olfactory landscape.
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